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ABSTRACT 

The work described in this thesis was conducted to assess the contribution 
psychological skills training (PST) including goal-setting, relaxation strategies, 
mental imagery and positive self-talk, can make to the capability to suppress or 
tolerate the physiological responses to thermally stressful environments. PST, a 
technique originally developed in sport psychology studies, was specifically tailored 
to aid individuals in adverse conditions, thereby providing some insight in to the 
contribution psychological factors can make to survival. This approach was designed 
to provide some idea of the contribution the will to survive may make in hazardous 
and threatening circumstances. We hypothesised that psychological training could 
significantly alter the responses elicited by thermal stimuli. The assumption was that 
psychological skills that have proven to be efficacious under psychological and 
physiological stress in challenging sporting environments, could also prove 
influential in more hazardous thermal environments. 

Study I examined the influence of mental imagery on the vasomotor 
responses to thermoneutral (26-28'C), cool (12.5'C) and warm (40'C) air in twelve 
healthy male subjects. We assessed whether hot and cold mental images could alter 
peripheral vasomotor tone and thermal perception in these environments. This study 
was conducted to quantify the influence of a psychological skill whilst at rest and in 
an environment with few external stimuli. Comparisons between control and mental 
imagery periods (hot and cold), both before and after mental imagery training, 
suggested that a single psychological skill has a limited capacity to alter the largely 
involuntary vasomotor responses to thermoneutral, cool, and warm air as only 
transient and insignificant effects were observed. There is also only a limited impact 
of this type of mental practice on thermal perception in a thermoneutral (26-28'C) 
environment. The null hypothesis was therefore accepted. 

The subsequent study (study 2) examined the impact of a package of 
psychological skills on the responses that are recognised as being under greater 
voluntary control at rest, but have been thought to be involuntary following acute 
cold-water stimulation, namely breath-holding. This study involved 32 healthy male 
subjects completing two immersions into cold-water (I VC), an activity that 
significantly reduces maximal breath-hold time and that can be a precursor to 
drowning following accidental immersion. On immersion the subjects were required 
to breath-hold for as long as possible. Following an initial breath-hold immersion 
subjects were ranked in order of lowest to highest breath-hold time (BHwat,, ) and 
allocated to either a control group (CG: BRm, r time mean [s. d]; n= 16: 24.01 [6.72] 
sec) or a psychological intervention group (PIG: n= 16: 24.66 [14.60] sec). Over the 
7-day period between immersions the CG continued normal daily activity whereas 
the PIG completed five 1-hour PST sessions comprising goal-setting, relaxation 
strategies, mental imagery and positive self-talk; the final session provided a 
summary of the first 4 skills. Subjects then completed a second breath-hold 
immersion during which the PIG recorded a significantly longer breath-hold time 
after psychological intervention compared to the CG (BHwater: 44.25 [31.63] sec; CG: 
21.34 [16.3 1 ]; P=0.026). PST conferred an almost 80% improvement in BHwater 
suggesting psychological factors may significantly influence the respiratory 
responses to cold-water immersion providing the first indication of the influence of 
mental 'will' in such conditions. 

Study 3 examined the impact of PST on maximal BHwater following cold 
habituation, thus assessing the extent to which habituation to cold water includes a 
conscious psychological component. Twenty healthy, non-habituated male subjects 
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completed an initial immersion into cold-water (I 2'Q whilst breath-holding 
(BHwater) and were subsequently matched and allocated to one of two groups, a 
habituation only group (HAB, n= 10: BHwater22.00 [10.33] sec) and a habituation 

plus PST group (H-PST, n= 10: 22.38 [10.65]sec). In the interim period (7-10 days) 
between breath-hold immersions all subjects completed 5 free breathing immersions 
into cold-water (12'C). In addition, the H-PST group completed the same PST 
intervention as used in study 2, aimed at consciously increasing maximal BHwater 
time on immersion. After their respective interventions all subjects completed a 
second breath-hold immersion. Results showed that the habituation regimen 
significantly reduced the cardiorespiratory responses to immersion in both groups by 
a similar magnitude. Significant changes took place in both groups by the 4 th 
habituation immersion. Statisitcal analysis showed no significant differences between 
groups in BHwater (P = 0.299) indicating PST did not have a significant and additive 
effect upon the ability to breath-hold on immersion after habituation (HAB, n= 10: 
BHwa,, r 36.31 [23.88] sec; H-PST, n= 10: 49.25 [30.87]). 

Study 4 examined the influence of a PST package on the voluntary 
behavioural responses to prolonged thermal stress whilst exercising (30'C for 90 
minutes). Eighteen subjects completed a total of 3 exercise trials in the heat in which 
they were required to run as far as possible on a treadmill until exhaustion occurred, 
or the allotted time expired. Following trial 2 subjects were matched and allocated to 
either a CG or PIG based on the variability in run performance shown between trial I 
and 2. The groups alos did not significantly differ based on maximal oxygen uptake, 
or sum of skinfold (s. o. s) measurement but were not matched on these criteria. As 
with study 2, the CG continued normal daily activity between trials 2 and 3 whereas 
the PIG completed a version of the previously used PST package tailored to help 
them cope with the unpleasant sensations associated with elevated deep body 
temperature and prolonged exercise in the heat. Inter-trial variability was 1.70 
[2.82]% between trial I and 2 in the CG versus 0.98% [5.28] in the PIG. Between 
trial 2 and 3 the CG improved by 2.74% [4.03] whereas the PIG ran 6.88% [5.82] 
further in trial 3. In percentage terms, the PIG ran significantly further in trial 3. The 
mechanism underpinning the change in performance in the PIG was not statistically 
linked to any of the physiological variables measured. Overall, the findings suggest 
PST may also influence the capacity to tolerate the unpleasant physiological 
responses to exercise in the heat, but were less influential than in the cold. 

The possible mechanisms underpinning the changes that take place with PST 
are considered. It is concluded that psychological skills training significantly 
influenced the physiological responses over which there is greatest voluntary control 
The present work demonstrates the potential role psychological factors may play in 
surviving certain conditions and scenarios which involve the choice to tolerate or 
suppress the evoked responses to thermal stimuli or, to succumb to the environmental 
conditions. The distinction between individuals in making this choice may be a 
product of mental will and provides the first evidence that the will to survive may 
have some genuine foundation between being a victim or a survivor following 
accidental exposure. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Psychological Skills: The desired outcomes (e. g. increased self-confidence, reduced 
anxiety) associated with the implementation and practice of psychological methods. 

Psychological Skills Training (PST): The systematic and consistent practice of 
psychological methods with the aim of optimising task performance; basic skills 
include goal-setting, arousal regulation, positive self-talk and mental imagery. 

Goal-setting: A goal may be defined as an objective, a standard, an aim of some 
action, or a level of performance or proficiency. Goals provide a focus for task 
performance, increase effort and persistence towards a target behaviour and therefore 
provide motivation. 

Arousal regulation: The process of controlling arousal states according to task when 
arousal refers to a general physiological and psychological activation of the organism 
that varies on a continuum from deep sleep to intense excitement. 

Positive self-talk: A dialogue in which the individual interprets feelings and 
perceptions, regulates and changes evaluations and convictions, and gives 
him/herself instructions and reinforcement. 

Mental imagery: An awareness of quasi-sensory and quasi-perceptual experiences 
under conditions where the actual stimuli that produce the real sensorial and 
perceptual experiences are absent. 

Cognitive-behavioural strategy: Has the aim of aiding the individual in cognitively 
restructuring their response to a given situation, thus altering the subsequent success 
of their behaviour. 

Mental will: The mental power used to control and direct thoughts and actions, or a 
determination to do something, despite any difficulties or opposition. 

Psychological factor: A component that has the potential to influence the success of 
the subsequent behaviour. 

Will to survive: A product of a fusion of situational, personal and physical 
characteristics which dictate an individual's response to adverse environments. 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

In everyday life most humans rarely face extremes of temperature for excessive 
lengths of time. Through behavioural adaptation, appropriate training, 

acclimatisation and technological advancement humans have explored, conquered 

and populated some of the most thermally extreme habitats on earth. Despite the 

significant risk posed by such environments, humans still venture into threatening 

circumstances in pursuit of leisure activities and for military or occupational reasons. 
Therefore, knowledge of the way in which humans interact with their thermal 

environment is vital in determining an appropriate survival strategy should prolonged 

exposure to extremes inadvertently occur. A detailed understanding of the 

physiological responses evoked in such circumstances should, in theory, allow for a 

reasonably accurate prediction of both survival time and the factors influencing this 

period (e. g. Wissler, 2003). 

Both experimental research studies and anecdotal reports from survival scenarios 

provide some information on where the boundaries of human performance and 

tolerance lie (Lewis, 2000; Tikuisis, Ducharme, Moroz, & Jacobs, 1999). In 

scrutinising some of these examples, distinct inter-individual variability in the 

magnitude of the physiological responses evoked can be observed (Kreider, 1967; 

Tipton, Eglin & Golden, 1998). Often the failure to account for these anomalies with 

a physiological explanation leads to the suggestion that important psychological 

factors might play a part in survival. The suggestion being that part of the variability 

in these responses could be explained by the psychological approach to the scenario 

and availability of coping resources to deal with the survival situation. Indeed, it has 

been stated that it is man's ability to cope psychologically that will determine 

whether he becomes a 'survivor' or remains a 'victim' during and following 

exposure to a hostile environment (Leach, 1994). As yet it is unknown whether the 

factors that distinguish between individuals, assuming physical characteristics are 

similar, is a capability to tolerate or suppress the evoked responses to 

psychophysiological stressors. The distinction being that tolerance does not involve 
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any conscious alteration of the responses evoked, whilst suppression implies some 

aspect of voluntary influence on the efferent response elicited. 

In the context of survival, psychological factors are sometimes described under the 

ambiguous umbrella term the will to survive (e. g. Kreider, 1967). This vague phrase 
has been employed to explain the reason why certain individuals, with similar 

physical characteristics are able to tolerate, suppress or endure greater hardship than 

others (e. g. Shackleton's 1914 expedition to Antarctica; Lansing, 2000). The term the 

will to survive implies one of two things. Firstly, that some aspect of psychological 
function is able to suppress the physiological responses elicited as a consequence of 

stimulation by the immediate environment. Secondly, that a component of an 
individual's psychological make-up predisposes some to cope more effectively than 

others in adverse situations (tolerance). As such, distinguishing between the 

contributions of tolerance and suppression to coping in adverse environments may 

provide some idea of the conscious and sub-conscious components that may 

comprise the will to survive. 

It is acknowledged that survival training augments facilitative coping but this may 

not wholly explain the variability in the responses of individuals placed under 

adverse environmental stress, especially in those who cope adaptively with no 

previous survival training (Leach, 2005). Leach (1994) suggests that it is man's 
intellectual capacity which keeps him comfortable in extreme environments rather 

than a fundamental modification to his anatomy or physiology. Overall, the will to 

survive is ill-defined, remains unquantified (Leach, 1994) and is almost impossible to 

study in non emergency, laboratory-based investigation. The ethical constraints of 
human experimentation do not allow for investigation outside of safe physiological 

boundaries within which the will to survive is probably not engaged. 

One approach to examining the contribution and scope of psychological factors to 

performance in thermally stressful environments is to determine the extent to which 

psychological capability in dealing with these stressors can be altered whilst in 

controlled laboratory conditions. Effective psychological intervention may provide 

some insight into whether mental strategies can help suppress the evoked responses 

elicited under thermal challenge or, whether tolerance is simply augmented by 
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suitable mental preparation. In comparison, the benefits of physical training for 

emergency and survival scenarios are regarded as essential for those at daily risk of 

exposure (Hytten, Jensen, & Vaernes, 1989; Leach, 2004). The beneficial 

psychological and physiological impact of survival training has yet to be fully 

isolated. However, it can be speculated that survival training alters the subjective 

appraisal of the threatening situation because of improved coping resource to deal 

with the adverse circumstances. This change may be underpinned by alterations in 

the autonomic responses to the challenge, leading to a more controlled behavloural 

outcome and diminished physiological response; this relationship is summarised in 

figure 1. Theoretically, psychological influences may underpin the degree of arousal 

experienced in adverse conditions, and as such may be open to manipulation 
(Davidson & Schwartz, 1976). 

Environmental Stress 

Psychological Skills 
Training (PST) 

Autonomic ------------------------------ Psychological 
Response Response 

Figure 1. Diagrammatical summary of the relationships between environmental 

stimuli, and the physiological (autonomic) and psychological responses to adverse 

situations, (4 ------ ) describes the relationship to be assessed by this thesis and those 

already suggested to be influential ( 10). 

Unfortunately few formally recognised techniques for altering psychological 

capability prior to, and during, adverse environments have been identified. Although 

it has been suggested that an individual's coping strategy may alter the amount of 

strain perceived or experienced (Armstrong, 2000), the mechanism of any such 

adaptation has attracted only limited research interest (Leach, 1995). 
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One discipline that has successfully applied psychological skills in 

psychophysiologically demanding situations is Sports Psychology. In this domain, a 

range of psychological skills have been applied independently (Swain & Jones, 

1995) and collectively (Hanton & Jones, 1999) to closed motor skills (Harvey, Van 

Raalte, & Brewer, 2002) and dynamic sporting situations (Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 

2002) to facilitate performance. Some of the beneficial effects include alterations in 

arousal, perception and tolerance, all of which are potentially influential in a survival 

context. This set of psychological skills has the aim of aiding the individual in 

cognitively restructuring their response to an adverse situation, thus altering the 

subsequent success of their behaviour. Specifically, these psychological skills help 

comprise a new behavioural response. Although the mechanisms and consequences 

of such interventions are often overlooked in these research studies, the evidence for 

the efficacy of these strategies is substantial (Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002; Hanton & 

Jones, 1999; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2003) but in many cases based on subjective 
data. 

It remains a possibility that those psychological skills that help both elite and sub- 

elite sports performers deal with mentally and physically adverse situations in sport, 

could also be beneficial in hazardous and challenging survival scenarios. The 

assumption being that these skills can be tailored to meet the demands of any task 

and subsequently impact upon the tolerance or suppression of the physiological 

responses evoked in adverse situations. The extent to which this may occur could 

provide an insight into which psychological variables can influence the physiological 

responses in hazardous environments. 

This thesis therefore examines the impact of psychological training techniques, as 

adapted from the Sports Psychology literature, on the psychophysiological responses 

to, and performance in, thermally challenging environments (figure 1). We tested the 

hypothesis that psychological training could significantly alter the responses elicited 

by thermal stimuli, and that these adaptations could be tailored to aid the individual 

in a specific environment. The theoretical relationships evaluated by this thesis, 

denoted by the dashed lines, are surnmarised within the simple model of figure 1. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

Having introduced the research question, the following two chapters provide a 

review of literature detailing the physiological responses to thermal environments 

and evidence of the variability in these responses that could be caused by 

psychological influences. The next section discusses the development of 

psychological skills training (PST) from the sports science literature and the 

psychophysiological. influences that this type of training may exert. 

Chapter 4 introduces study one which examined the influence of one mental skill 

only on the vasomotor responses to mild thermal environments. This study was 

selected as similar studies have described physiological manifestations following the 

practice of one of the PST package skills often used in Sports Psychology studies, 

mental imagery. The study examined the impact of hot and cold mental images on 

peripheral blood flow and thermal perception in thermoneutral (26-28'C), warm 
(40'C) and cool (I 2.5'C) ambient air whilst at rest. The following investigation 

examined the contribution that cognitive activity, induced by a mental arithrnetic task 

and representative of moderate cognitive load, made to the transient physiological 

effects on peripheral blood flow in a thermoneutral environment, evident in study 1. 

The findings of study I suggested that deploying a single mental skill may be 

insufficiently potent to influence the physiological responses to even a mild thermal 

environment. Furthermore, the findings suggested that the involuntary responses to 

thermal strain, such as those associated with thermoregulation and the cardiac 

responses, may be more difficult to influence than those responses that have a large 

conscious component in humans i. e. the respiratory responses. Study two (cbapter 5) 

therefore examined the impact of a tailored package of psychological skills on the 

respiratory responses to acute cold stress during cold-water immersion. In this study 

subjects were required to voluntarily breath-hold on immersion whilst withstanding 

the strong hyperventilatory drives elicited on contact with cold-water. The rationale 

for this study was based upon the possibility that psychological influences play some 

role in surviving accidental cold-water immersion as has been previously suggested 

in studies of the 'cold shock' response. Comparisons were made between a control 

group and a psychological intervention group. 
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Study 3 (Chapter 6) examined the impact of PST on the ability to consciously 

suppress the drive to breathe during cold-water immersion both before and after an 

habituation intervention. This study was conducted to identify whether there is a 

psychological component implicated in habituation to cold and specifically whether 

there is an additive effect of combining a conscious psychological intervention with 

the diminished respiratory drive resulting from habituation. This study once again 

used breath-hold time on immersion as an indication of the ability to consciously 

suppress this drive. As with study 2, the rationale for this study was based upon 

previous suggestions in the literature that Psychological factors may play a mediating 

role in the degree of habituation achieved within-subjects. Comparisons were made 

between an habituation and an habituation plus PST group. 

The final study (Chapter 7) examined the role of PST on tolerating or suppressing the 

unpleasant sensations associated with exercising in the heat (30'C) over a prolonged 

period. This study assessed whether the skills that comprise the PST packages can be 

specifically tailored to any environment, and attempted to examine how they interact 

with, and potentially alter, the physiological variables prior to and during endurance 

running performance. The following chapter (8) provides a discussion of the possible 

mechanisms underpinning for the effects of PST evident in studies 2 and 4, based on 

suggestions from the sports science literature. The subsequent section provides some 

cognitive mechanisms that may interact with PST. The final section discusses the 

research limitations and future directions. 

4 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THERMAL LITERATURE 

The world's lowest recorded temperature stands at -88.3'C at Vostok in Antarctica 

which lies approximately 960 kilometres east of the South Pole (Wilson, 1968). The 

hottest place on earth, on average, has been identified as Dalol in Ethiopia, recorded 
in 2003 where temperatures are at a constant -35'C (Middleton, 2003). Humans 

would ordinarily perish on experiencing these conditions for even moderate periods 

of time because of the highly debilitating impact upon physiological function 

(Armstrong, 2000). However, humans adapt to living in such inhospitable climes via 

a combination of behavioural modification and technological advancement to aid 
their survival, and therefore are rarely exposed to the extreme levels for periods that 
incur a threat to human life. Humans are most comfortable within a narrow deep 

body temperature range around the homeostatic norm of approximately 36.9'C 

I. O'C (Gagge & Herrington, 1947). An increase in deep body temperature of 

approximately 6'C (Caputa, Feistkorn, & Jessen, 1986) and decrease of 

approximately IO'C is associated with the likelihood of death (Golden & Hervey, 

1977). Therefore in maintaining thermal homeostasis, alterations in deep body 

temperature trigger graded thermoregulatory responses integrated and co-ordinated 
by the main thermoregulatory foci believed to be in the preoptic area of the 

hypothalamus (Satinoff, 1978). 

Responses to Warm and Cool Ambient Air 

Thermoneutral ambient air-conditions are within a similarly narrow range of 26- 

28'C, where skin temperature approximates 33'C (Golden & Tipton, 2002). Within 

the thermoneutral zone there is a continuous oscillation between cutaneous 

vasoconstriction and vasodilatation inducing small fluctuations in skin temperature 

and blood flow (Hensel, 198 1). Outside of this range the graded changes in 

thermoregulation are centrally co-ordinated in accordance with the magnitude of 

temperature change in the cutaneous thermoreceptors. Both warm and cold 

thermoreceptors detect and trigger the thermoregulatory responses consistent with 

the alteration in local skin temperature but dependent upon deep body temperature 

(Hensel & Iggo, 197 1). The general peak in firing rate of mammalian cold receptors 
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has been observed between 18 and 34'C (Kenshalo & Duclaux, 1977) whereas warm 

receptors peak between 37.5 and 40'C (Ducleaux & Kenshalo, 1980). The dynamic 

response of the cutaneous thermoreceptors firstly downgrades the activity of the 

opposing receptor, for example following cold-stimulation warm receptor activity is 

inhibited, and secondly triggers a reflex local change in blood flow, in this case via 

vasoconstriction. This reciprocal inhibition takes place centrally, after the 

convergence of the thermoafferent information from peripheral thermoreceptors. It 

remains unclear as to where precisely this takes place potentially at interneuron level 

or in the hypothalamus (Bligh, 1998). In cool conditions, when the local ambient 

temperature drops below a critical threshold the autonomically mediated response is 

active vasoconstriction, re-directing blood flow away from the cutaneous vessels to 

the deeper veins and tissues, thus maximising insulation and conserving heat (Wyss, 

Brengelmann, Johnson, Rowell, & Neiderberger, 1974). In a cooling environment a 

sympathetic noradrenergic nervous pathway maintains active vasoconstriction. 
Release of noradrenaline from vasoconstrictor fibres stimulates one of two opposing 

responses depending upon the type of noradrenergic receptor stimulated. Excitation 

of (x-adrenergic fibres causes constriction whereas excitation of P-adrenergic fibres 

triggers a relaxation of the blood vessel walls. In blood vessels ()C-adrenergic fibres 

outnumber P-adrenergic receptors therefore sympathetic stimulation triggered by a 

cooling environment predominantly initiates vasoconstriction (Schmidt & Thews, 

1989). 

Conversely, an increase in deep body or local ambient temperature triggers a 

withdrawal of adrenergic vasoconstricter tone (Shibaski, Wilson, Cui, & Crandall, 

2002) and, should temperature elevations continue, triggers an active vasodilatation 

via a cholinergic vasodilator mechanism (Wilkins, Holowatz, Hong, & Minson, 

2003). This response, triggered by activation of warm thermoreceptors, increases 

peripheral blood flow thus increasing heat dissipation to the surrounding 

environment (Wyss et al, 1974). The mechanism underpinning active vasodilatation, 

during passive heating, is less well understood but is thought to involve the release of 

nitric oxide (NO), a vasodilator substance produced by the vascular endothelium 

(Kellogg Jr, Crandall, Liu, Charkoudian & Johnson, 1998). Following the passive 

withdrawal of (x-adrenergic vasoconstricter tone in a warrn environment, active 
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vasodilatation involving NO accounts for a further 85% of the elevation in skin blood 

flow and significant amount of the subsequent heat transfer (Shibaski et al, 2002). 

Much of the initial adjustment to changing ambient conditions is made in the arterio- 

venous anastomoses located predominantly in the feet, hands, nose and ears. These 

vessels are innervated predominantly with sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibres, and 

thus are subject to an initial release in sympathetic tone when deep body or ambient 

temperature rises (Roddie, 2003). 

Should the reflex vasomotor responses to cool and warm environments prove 
insufficient to prevent a significant alteration in deep body temperature, then 

shivering or sweating is initiated (Benzinger, 1970; Snellen, 1966). Shivering 

thermogenesis is evoked when humans experience a significant loss in body heat and 
is characterised by involuntary, synchronous, and rhythmic contraction of skeletal 

muscle motor units which produce heat as a consequence of muscular contraction 
(Golden & Tipton, 2002). The intensity of shivering is dependent upon a number of 
factors but is initially driven by enhanced peripheral thermorecptor activity, 
Thereafter, if heat loss continues to exceed shivering thermogenesis, central 

thermoreceptor activity is increased triggering further elevation in shivering intensity 

(Stocks, Taylor, Tipton & Greenleaf, 2004). In this state, the magnitude of shivering 

thermogenesis is proportional to the rate of decline in deep body temperature 

(Benzinger, 1970) and is directly controlled via ascending and descending 

thermoregulatory pathways to the posterior hypothalamus (Hensel, 198 1). Shivering 

fatigue, caused by depletion of energy substrate availability, is thought to be a 

mechanism by which individuals differ in their responses to prolonged exposure to 

cold environments (Tikuisis et al, 1999). 

In contrast, warming is associated with the onset of sweating, where the evaporation 

of sweat dissipates heat via vaporisation to the surrounding environment (Hardy & 

Soderstrom, 1938). Similar to shivering, the rate of sweating is dependent upon the 

relationship between cutaneous and deep body thermoreceptors activity. With the 

continued increase in warm thermal stimulation, sweat glands are progressively 

recruited from the periphery to central regions thus increasing sweat production 

(Libert, Candas, & Vogt, 1978 & 1979; Jessen, Fesitkorn & Nagel, 1983). Should the 
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surrounding environmental temperature continue to rise above that of deep body 

temperature then the evaporation of sweat is the only route for the dissipation of heat. 

The evaporation of sweat cools the skin and the blood flowing through it allowing 

the venous blood to dissipate more heat on its return from the deep tissues (Snellen, 

1966). Dissipating heat during exercise in excessively hot climes is a particular 

problem because of the added heat load from physical exertion, and can lead to an 

uncompensable rise in core temperature, potentially to a critical threshold causing 
heat exhaustion and even death (Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999). 

Responses to Cold-Water Immersion 

Whereas the point at which shivering thermogenesis or sweating is initiated may 

vary between individuals (Golden & Tipton, 2002), these thermoregulatory responses 

are largely recognised as involuntary and are under limited conscious descending 

influence (Hensel, 198 1). A similar situation exists for the initial responses to cold- 

water immersion (Tipton, 1989). The reflex responses in water are initially more 

acute and dynamic than those triggered in response to warm and cool air (Young, 

Muza, Sawka, Gonzalez, & Pandolf, 1986). The magnitude of the autonomic 

response elicited is dependent upon the rate of thermoreceptor change (Martin & 

Cooper, 1978). The peak-firing rate of receptors is a function of their static and 
dynamic firing characteristics. When skin temperature passes through this 

temperature zone during immersion is a function of the cooling rate (Hensel, 1981). 

The rate of skin temperature cooling on immersion into cold-water at a temperature 

of 10'C is sufficient to increase cardioresPiratory frequency fourfold and trigger a 

significant reflex vasoconstriction (Tipton, 1989). This contributes to the 

hypertensive response that is synonymous with the early stages of cold immersion 

and may trigger underlying circulatory or cardiovascular disorders (Datta, Barwood 

& Tipton, 2005). Indeed, this collection of sympathetically driven responses, elicited 

during the first minutes of whole body immersion include a reflex inspiratory gasp, 

peripheral vasoconstriction, hyperventilation and tachycardia, collectively known as 

the 'cold shock' response (Tipton, 1989). This 'cold shock' lasts between 2 and 3 

minutes and reduces in magnitude as the cold receptors adapt to the water 

temperature (Martin & Cooper, 1978). 
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Over more prolonged periods of immersion the primary thermal threat is carried by 

the accelerated cooling rate of water versus air. Water at a temperature below the 

thermoneutral zone for immersed individuals, 35'C, conducts heat away from the 

surface of the body at 25 times faster than air, thus accelerating cooling by 4 or 5 

fold. Critical and life-threatening deep body temperatures are therefore reached 

quicker in water (Golden & Tipton, 2002). Few people are likely to experience 

accidental immersion into thermoneutral open water, therefore hypothermia is the 

primary concern after the initial responses to accidental immersion have been 

overcome. More specifically, muscle cooling to temperatures at or below 27C can 
impact upon the ability to swim or deploy life saving devices and in the deeper 

tissues can lead to cardiac arrest or arrhythmia. It has been reported that, as 

peripheral and deep body cooling nears 27'C respectively, there is an increased 

likelihood of a failure in the nervous contractility of both cardiac and skeletal 

muscle. As a consequence neuromuscular function, co-ordination and force 

production decline (Golden & Hervey, 1981; Tipton, Eglin, Gennser & Golden, 

1999). 

Anecdotal Reports of Variability in the Responses to Thermal Stimuli 

Although the physiological mechanisms underpinning the responses to thermal 

stimuli are reasonably well understood, anecdotal evidence from prolonged 

exposures to thermal extremes, provide examples of exceptions to the rules that 

govern these responses, particularly in hazardous and threatening environments 
(Kreider, 1967). Indeed, anecdotal reports of survival scenarios provide an initial 

source to suggest there may be large variability between the responses of different 

individuals to thermal stressors. This variability is sometimes attributed to the 

differences between each person's will to survive (Kreider, 1967). Although the 

physical characteristics of the individuals are not necessarily similar, the hardship, 

pain and suffering from these accounts arguably exemplify a psychological 

component to survival. 

For example, in July 1965, a plane carrying 19 airmen ditched in the Atlantic Ocean 

off Cape Cod. Of the 9 men still alive after impact, 3 survived. It was postulated that 

the remaining 6 died of a combination of cold exposure caused by the 10.5 hour 
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exposure to I I'C water, emotional factors, shock caused by the crash or exhaustion. 
The three surviving airmen suggested that the will to survive was a strong and 
influential factor in their survival, which was underpinned by confidence in the 

survival equipment, training and good physical condition (Kredier, 1967). The will to 

survive was not defined in this account but survivors listed a range of strengthening 
factors on their will such as the presence of other men, religious faith and finally, the 

sound of rescue craft nearby. These observations are consistent with those outlined 
by Leach (1994) who suggested that, rather than survivors possessing a generic trait 

to survive, the integration of these situational factors may underpin what is 

commonly labelled as the the will to survive. The degree of fusion between these key 

factors may therefore dictate the chances of survival more accurately than the simple 

possession of the will to survive, and even more so when combined with the physical 

characteristics of the individual. 

Joe Simpson (1988) demonstrated additional characteristics that underpinned his 

successful survival. Aspects such as, personal character, adaptation and consolidation 
(Leach, 1994) were embodied in Simpson's (1988) solo trek back from the summit 

of Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes, after a serious mountaineering accident 

which left him with multiple leg fractures and unable to walk back to camp. As a 

consequence, Simpson was feared dead and received no rescue support until he re- 

entered camp 4 days after the accident. During this period Simpson endured serious 
dehydration, hypothermia, experienced hallucinations, and symptoms described as 

hysteria. Simpson systematically broke each challenge he faced into manageable 

tasks that could realistically be achieved in reaching his goal. This fact coupled with 

the determination to outlive his circumstances may have distinguished Simpson as a 

survivor. 

Indeed, this example of instrumentally driven behaviour (Leach, 1994) has most 

recently been exhibited by Aron Ralston (2004) who, having been pinned against the 

wall of a canyon he was traversing by his right arm after triggering a shower of 

rockfall, voluntarily broke the bones of the severely injured limb and subsequently 

cut through the remaining connective tissue to secure survival. Prior to this action, 

Ralston (2004) endured 5 nights of plummeting temperatures and significant 

dehydration to the point where he began to drink his own urine to survive. 
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Subsequently he took the decision to sever the injured arm. During this period 
Ralston systematically exhausted all of the survival possibilities before taking this 
final drastic action. 

These examples contain not only significant pain and suffering over a prolonged 

period but also the capability to suppress, endure or tolerate painful and unpleasant 
thermal sensations. It is unlikely that the capacity which distinguishes these 
individuals arises only because of their previous adventure experience and training. 
In contrast, and as reported by Kreider (1967), there is much variability in the 

capacity to deal with such adverse circumstances. This phenomenon has also been 

exhibited in highly psyc hophysi ologic ally demanding experimental studies (Tikuisis 

et al, 1999). In examining and understanding any underlying mechanism(s), it is self- 

evident that the physiological measurement or quantification of such survival feats is 

near impossible. Human laboratory experimentation ends well before the 'will to 

survive' is engaged. Therefore, the thermoregulatory and behavioural responses to 

thermal stimulation in controlled laboratory conditions provide only a basis from 

which to judge the physiological response to thermal stress. In examining these 
influences, a number of important factors have been identified that may cause 

variation in the responses of different individuals and thereby impinge upon survival 

should accidental exposure occur. 

Thermal and Non-Thermal Factors in Survival 

Experimental studies have identified a number of mitigating factors that aid an 
individual both in short term and long term responses to then-nal stress. These are 
divided into thermal and non-thermal factors. For example, during prolonged cold air 

or water exposures it is of distinct advantage to possess large deposits of 

subcutaneous fat as this can help insulate the deep body tissues against cold 

(Glickman-Weiss, Goss, Robertson, Metz & Cassinelli, 1991). In contrast, large 

deposits of subcutaneous fat are a distinct disadvantage during prolonged exposure to 

heat, especially during exercise. This is due to the propensity of fat to prevent stored 
heat leaving the body via conduction and reaching the surface of the skin in addition 

to the increased physiological burden represented by the fat mass (Havenith, Coenen, 

Kistemaker, Kenney, 1998). Moreover, cooling and heat transfer substantially 
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affected by surface area to volume ratio (Glickman-Weiss et al, 1991). The 

relationship being that, the greater the surface area presented to the environment the 

larger the potential to exchange heat. Therefore, should the preferential body 

compositions and ratios match the environment, for example high body fat stores and 

small surface area to volume ratio in cold conditions, the individual may experience 

a delay in the onset of the associated thermoregulatory responses (i. e. shivering) and 

thus a consequent delay in the fatigue in these responses also (Tikuisis et al, 1999). A 

positive match between environment and body composition may provide an 

advantage during accidental and prolonged exposure(s). 

Other factors influencing the thermal response to the environment include the extent 

to which an individual is aerobically fit. Highly fit individuals are likely to incur 

faster cooling rates if accidentally immersed (Jacobs, Romet, Frim & Hynes, 1984) 

owing to the likelihood that they have less subcutaneous fat (Selkirk & McLellan, 

2001). However, they are also likely to have a higher metabolic rate, and therefore 

maintain significantly higher shivering thermogenesis versus less fit, fat individuals 

in response to prolonged cold-exposure (Glickman-Weiss et al, 1991). Furthermore, 

in response to actively raised deep body temperature, aerobically fit individuals not 

only exhibit greater tolerance, but exhaustion occurs at a significantly higher deep 

body temperature than those seen in less fit individuals (Selkirk & McLellelan, 

2001). This occurs because of the adaptations that take place as a consequence of 

aerobic fitness training such as improved thermoregulatory efficiency, cardiovascular 

adaptation and metabolic energy substrate utilisation (Jacobs et al, 1984). 

Highly aerobically fit individuals are also likely to survive the initial minutes of cold- 

water immersion, assuming no underlying cardiovascular disorders, because of their 

autonomic nervous adaptations to exercise (Jacobs et al, 1984). The 'cold shock' 

response is a sympathetically driven reaction to sudden cooling of the cutaneous 

cold-receptors and is not influenced by humoral factors (Johnson, Hayward, Jacobs, 

Collis, Eckerson, & Willis, 1977). The influence of aerobic fitness on cold-receptor 

sensitivity is unknown, however it is suggested that aerobic fitness either diminishes 

sympathetic effector activity in the cold, or enhances vagal activity (Katona, 

McLean, Dighton, & Guz, 1982; Kenney, 1985). Irrespective of the mechanism of 

autonomic adaptation to exercise, either an increase in vagal tone or diminished 
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sympathetic excitability is thought to reduce the magnitude of the cold shock 

response. This probably takes place after the convergence of the thermoafferent 

information following the stimulation of the cold receptors however, the point at 

which this mediation takes place has yet to be determined (Tipton, Eglin & Golden, 

1998). 

As such, these thermal and non-thermal factors doubtlessly act to influence the 

thermal strain experienced by an individual and, in conjunction with other 
differences associated with age, gender, nutritional state, blood-sugar concentration 

and other situational characteristics, combine to account for large amounts of the 

variability in responses observed in laboratory environments (Tipton, MekJavic, & 

Golden, 2004). Outside of the laboratory the fusion of these factors may positively or 

negatively influence the prospects of survival during prolonged exposure to hostile 

conditions, explaining some of the variability evident in anecdotal survival reports 
(Kredier, 1967). In examining these factors, some laboratory studies allude to 

psychological sources of variability that may provide a basis for the inclusion of one 
further non-thermal factor. It could be argued that, particularly in the cold immersion 

literature (Tipton, 1992), the psychological capability to tolerate or suppress to 

evoked responses to thermal stimulation is a mitigating factor worthy of further 

examination. 

Experimental Evidence of between-subject Variability in the Physiological 

Responses to Thermal Stimuli 

Many studies have investigated the effects of acute cold exposure on 

cardiorespiratory (Keatinge & Nadel, 1965), vasomotor and blood pressure responses 

(Keatinge, McIlroy & Goldfien, 1964) to partial or whole body immersion. Some of 

these studies show marked variability between subjects. Keatinge et al (1964) 

demonstrated a concomitant increase in cardiac output and respiratory frequency 

following the onset of an ice-cold shower. Although, the cold-shower may have 

produced variable activation of cutaneous cold-receptors between subjects through 

differences in the skin surface area covered by the water, respiratory rate and 

pulmonary ventilation varied by 18 breaths per minute in contrast to 2 breaths per- 

minute at rest. 
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These findings are consistent with those of MekJavic, La Prairie, Burke, and 
Lindborg (1987) who demonstrated greater methodological control over the rate of 

exposure to the cold during whole body immersion into water at a temperature of 
I O'C. Using their methodology it can be suggested that the magnitude of cold 

receptor cooling remained relatively consistent between subjects, however, as 

indicated by mouth-occlusion pressure as an index of respiratory drive, the data 

contained distinct variability (L II cm H20*OC_1 -min-' to 3.68 cm H20-OC-1 -min-1). It 

is thought that this type of measurement has the advantage of being less influenced 

by the mechanical factors involved in respiratory drive on immersion (Milic-Emili, 

Whitelaw, & Grassino, 1981 cited by MekJavic et al, 1987) thus eliminating a further 

source of variability. Despite this methodological approach, the source of the 

differences between subjects could not be identified but was thought to be unrelated 

to differences in the static and dynamic properties of thermoreceptor (Hensel & Iggo, 

197 1; Kenshalo & Duclaux, 1977). It was therefore, speculated that the difference 

between subject was an alteration in the central relay or assimilation of 

thermoafferent information after its convergence at spinal or mid-brain level 

(Cooper, Martin & Ribben, 1976). 

Such studies are of particular interest in relation to survival due to the consistent 

statistical association between accidental immersion, cold water and drowning 

shortly after immersion (Tipton, 1989; ROSPA 2002). Although this statistic 
includes pathological conditions exposed as a result of the increased cardiovascular 
load elicited on immersion (Keatinge & Hayward, 1981; Datta et al, 2005), the 

alteration in free breathing responses are most closely linked with the involuntary 

aspiration of water and subsequent drowning. Subjects frequently record a significant 

and reduced maximal breath-hold time that increases the chances of aspirating water, 

especially during the early stages of immersion (Tipton, 1992). 

The magnitude of this reduction shares similar variability to that evident in the free 

breathing responses and is not reduced when clothing is worn. Tipton & Vincent 

(1989) suggest that the clothing partially attenuates the cold shock. Despite this 

observation, the respiratory responses in naYve, non-habituated individuals may vary 

by as much as 36 breaths. min between subjects (Tipton & Golden, 1987). This is 
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mirrored by significantly reduced maximal breath-hold time exhibited from 45 

seconds in air to a mean of 9.5 seconds on immersion into 5"C water (Tipton & 

Vincent, 1989). In the latter case, despite improved breath-hold times with protection 

provided by different clothing assemblies, the variability around the mean, in terms 

of breath-hold time, still remained at approximately 19 seconds throughout trials. As 

such, the extent of this variability in both the free breathing and breath-holding 

responses on cold-water immersion has led to some studies choosing not to report the 

variability around these responses (Tipton, Stubbs & Elliott, 1991; Tipton, 1992). 

In examining these relationships it has been argued that maximal breath-hold time in 

air is a good indicator of the magnitude of the free breathing responses on cold-water 
immersion (Tipton, 1992), with those with longer breath-holds in air having reduced 

respiratory response to cold water. This observation, for the first time, implies a 

volitional component to the physiological responses to a thermal stimulus of this 

kind. Tipton (1992) suggested that the differing capability to consciously suppress 

the chemical, thermal or mechanical drives elicited during breath-holding in air and 
free breathing in cold water might underpin some of the variation evident in both of 

these circumstances. It was speculated that the difference could be expressed through 

differences in the capability to influence the descending pathways from the cerebral 

cortex to the respiratory motor neurons that are stimulated on immersion. 

However, this hypothesis was subsequently rejected (Tipton, 1992) based on the 

strength of correlation between maximal breath-hold time in air and the free 

breathing respiratory rate during immersion into 5'C water. It was surmised that if a 

mental component to this response is apparent then this correlation should be 

stronger during free breathing on immersion into warmer water, it was not, if 

anything the reverse was the case. No subsequent discussion of this mechanism has 

followed since the rejection of the hypothesis. It remains possible that the subjects in 

this study did not choose to exert this conscious influence in warmer water as they 

were not instructed to attempt to voluntarily reduce their respiratory frequency at any 

point. Indeed, no methodological acknowledgement was made of the potential 

psychological component of the free breathing responses to cold water immersion in 

this study. 
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This apparent variability has also led to the suggestion that some partial pre-study 
habituation may be the cause of some of the variation (Mekjavic et al, 1985). 

Habituation following repeated exposure to cold plays a significant role in the relay 

of thermoafferent information from cutaneous thermoreceptors. Habituation is 

defined as the loss of a response in association with a near identical strength of 

stimulus (Glaser, Hall & Whittow, 1959) and as such is not learned. It is known that, 
following the initial onset of cold thermal stimulation, cold receptor firing rate peaks 
in the initial minute of immersion and subsequently declines, as indicated by a 
lowering of the respiratory frequency back to pre-immersion levels (Martin & 

Cooper, 1978). Following a minimum of 4 whole body immersions into cold water, it 

has been shown that the cardiorespiratory component of the cold shock response is 

significantly attenuated (Tipton, Mekjavic & Eglin, 2000). 

Habituation to cold has been demonstrated as a central rather than peripheral 

phenomenon in both animals (Glaser & Griffin, 1962) and in humans (Tipton et al, 
1998). It is thought that the cerebral cortex, brain stem and the reticular formation 

(Groves & Lynch, 1972) act together to modulate the strength of autonomic outflow 
in response to thermal stimulation. Repeated exposure to a stimulus of the same 
intensity leads to a diminution of efferent responses. The magnitude of the change 

elicited with habituation is also dependent upon other stored information based on 

previous experience of the stimulus (Groves & Thompson, 1970). Therefore, as 

demonstrated by Glaser et al (1959), the state of habituation can be modulated by 

information arriving at the same time as the thermal stimulus. The extent of any 

alteration is suggested to be particularly susceptible to the influences of arousal 

levels of the organism at a given time (Glaser et al, 1959). The assumption being that 

elevated levels of arousal limit the habituation by evoking other sympathetically 

driven responses in accordance with the arousing cues from the environment (Glaser 

et al, 1959; Groves & Thompson, 1970). 

Anxiety, a distinct negative emotional state associated with an unwanted increase in 

arousal, has been demonstrated to override a previously conditioned habituation 

reflex returning the individual to normal levels of autonomic excitability. Glaser et al 

(1959) showed that completion of a hand immersion, in which the immersed hand of 

the individual had been habituated to cold (4'C) and hot (47'C) water, elicited 
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normal, pre-habituation hypertensive and tachycardic responses to cold-pressor 

thermal stimulation when conducted in front of a live audience. This phenomenon 

was only examined in one individual and as such could prove to be exceptional. 
However, if this observation is upheld it demonstrates the integration of higher 

cortical influences on the habituated response to cold stimulation. It appears that 

anxiety responses can override the diminished response initially developed through 

the repeated exposure to the noxious stimulus. It is not clear as to the specific nature 

of the anxiety that afflicted this subject, or whether it was simply distraction which 
facilitated this change. However, if it is accepted that anxiety can influence the 

cardiorespiratory responses to acute cold stimulation after habituation, the anxious 

responses may also be influential in non-habituated subjects. 

This finding provides a further example of a possible conscious psychological 

component to the responses to thermal stimuli, a suggestion that has also been 

supported in more recent whole body immersion experiments (Golden & Tipton, 

1988). Theoretically, if anxious responses that are associated with increased arousal 
(Golden & Tipton, 1988) have the potential to influence the reflex responses to 

thermal stimuli in a negative way (i. e. reducing the impact of an habituation 

regimen), by reversing or diminishing negative arousal, a positive effect could be 

gained. Habituation is not a learned response per se (Groves & Thompson, 1970) 

therefore manipulating the descending arousal based influence on the reflex 

responses to cold may produce an affect on withstanding the cold-shock response, in 

addition to the beneficial effects of habituation. 

This impact of arousal on habituation is underpinned by the finding that the 

respiratory response of some subjects, even after an habituation regimen, varies by 

up to 56 breaths. min in the first 30 seconds of immersion and by 24 breaths. min for 

the remainder of the immersion period (30-180 seconds) (Tipton et al, 1998). This 

variability is also seen in the cardiac component of the cold shock response, even 

after a total of 8 free breathing partial and whole body immersions in a habituation 

group (Tipton et A 1998). Although variability decreased markedly compared to 

pre-habituation levels, the tachycardic response still varied by 18 b. p. m in the first 

30s of the final habituation immersion, and by 24 b. p. m for the remainder of the 

immersion period (30-180s); resting variability in these cardiorespiratory variables 
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were not reported. However, as this response reflects almost exclusively a reflex 

autonomic drive, the key mediating factors are likely to be the central integration of 

the thermoafferent information and any descending influences upon the associated 

efferent responses, which may include psychological components such as previous 

experiences of the stimulus. 

Interestingly, in addition to habituation studies, the role of past experiences has been 

alluded to in studies involving breath-holding (Cheung, D'Eon & Brooks, 2001). 

Using the latter example, Cheung et al (2001) investigated the breath-holding ability 

of a large cohort of offshore workers (228) of varying levels of helicopter-ditch 

experience. Self-contained underwater breathing apparatus (SCUBA) trained 

subjects had a significantly longer breath-hold time (47.4 [21.6]s) during submersion 

compared to untrained individuals (37.6 [20.6]s) despite SCUBA apparatus not being 

employed in this study. This was accompanied by greater subjective comfort in water 

than less experienced subjects. Although this observation may be complicated by 

inter-individual variability in the elicitation of the dive response during submersion 

(Hayward, Hay, Matthews, Overwheel & Radford, 1984) and habituation, it could be 

speculated that repeated underwater exposure and previous training increased 

comfort and decreased arousal in this situation and contributed to a longer breath- 

hold time in trained subjects. In Cheung et al's (2001) study, it is difficult to separate 

out the impact of the learned and conscious responses whilst under the thermal stress 

of SCUBA training, the physiological effects of breath-hold training, and the impact 

of habituation. Interestingly, the SCUBA trained subjects had significantly longer 

breath-hold times in air and larger vital capacities. This firstly reinforces the 

suggestion that subjects with longer breath-hold times in air are more likely to have a 

lower respiratory drive on immersion (Tipton, 1992), secondly that some physical 

characteristics play a significant role in this scenario. 

This supports Leach's (1994) observation that survival may be affected by a fusion 

of a number of factors, one of which being the ability to suppress the drive to breathe 

on submersion in this case. Cheung et al's (2001) findings were also consistent with 

previous observations of wide variability in breath-hold times on submersion, from 

5.4s to 120s. Thirty seven percent of the subjects had lower breath-holds in water 
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than the minimum required (28 seconds) for complete helicopter evacuation under 
ideal conditions. 

In further distinguishing psychological influences, some studies have suggested that 

trait psychological characteristics may play an influential role in the fusion of factors 

that contribute to responses to thermal stimuli (Leblanc, Ducharme, Pasto, 

Thompson, 2003; LeBlanc et al, 2004). It has been suggested that autonomic arousal 
levels, thermal stimuli, habituation (Smith, Wilson & Jones, 1983) and personality 
disposition may be linked or integrated in the responses to both hot and cold stress 
(LeBlanc et al, 2004 & 2005). This theory is based upon Eysenck's (1967) biological 

basis for personality, and has been used to focus specifically upon the responses of 

extraverts and neurotics to thermal strain. As such, neurotics are suggested to react 

subjectively, indicated by ratings of discomfort, with greater discomfort than 

extroverts, but conversely are less sympathetically aroused under severe thermal 

stimulation (Leblanc et al, 2004). This is supported by the suggestion neurotics 
interpret day-to-day mental and physical stimulations as more threatening, compared 

to extraverts, leading to greater activation of sympathetic nervous responses. 
Therefore, when more severe stimulation is received, for example 60 km. h-1 wind at 
4'C for 3 minutes, the degree of autonomic arousal is lower because of non-specific 
habituation that has been developed through repeated sympathetic activation in 

neurotics on a daily basis. This habituation is cross-adapted to diminish the effector 

response to thermal stimulation. This hypothesis has only recently been 

experimentally investigated (LeBlanc et al, 2004) and, based on the strength of 

correlations and variability accounted for (r 2) between heart rate and these 

personality types, the relationships are not as predictive or clear as the authors 

suggest (extraversion, r2=0.22; neuroticism, r2 = 0.22). 

The above examples demonstrate the potential for conscious and some subconscious 

suppression of the autonomic drives in response to peripheral cold stimulation. It has 

also recently been suggested that an individual's drive to activate the 

thermoregulatory responses to prolonged cold stimulation may be a distinguishing 

factor in those accidentally exposed. In examining the physiological responses of 

exercise-fatigued individuals exposed to wet-cold conditions, Tikuisis et al (1999) 

concluded that the variability observed in shivering response during and following a 
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9-hour exercise and cooling protocol could be attributed to certain individuals 

lacking the shivering 'drive' usually observed in the majority of individuals. These 

comparisons were made between individuals with similar physical characteristics 

who exhibited differing responses to cold stimulation. Whether there is a conscious 

or psychological component influencing this largely involuntary response was not 

methodologically addressed. Interestingly, none of the physiological variables or 
individual characteristics measured could account for the almost 3-fold difference in 

metabolic rate that underpinned the inter-subject differences in shivering response in 

this study. Previous experimental work examining the voluntary and psychological 
influences upon shivering has shown that shivering could be temporarily abolished 
by the performance of mental arithmetic and sometimes by a voluntary isometric 

forearm contraction (Martin, 1977). Although reducing shivering may have 

implications for metabolic heat production and a comcomittant reduction in deep 

body temperature, it may aid the individual in feeling more comfortable. Moreover, 

memory processes were found to be significantly degraded by performance of a 

cognitive task whilst immersed versus being out the water. Error rate was 

signficantly correlated with end tidal PC02 which may suggest reduced cerebral flow 

could have influenced the learning process; this mechanism may underpin varaibility 
between individuals in mental performance under cold thermal strain. 

As such, the conscious component to suppressing the autonomic responses to thermal 

stimuli is unclear. There are examples where individuals have tolerated the reflex 
drives from these stimuli over acute and prolonged periods. The assumption being 

that even if individuals are unable to modulate the afferent or efferent responses to 

cold (i. e. suppression) they may be able to continue with a chosen behaviour despite 

significant discomfort (tolerate). Experimental examples of this include pain coping 

strategies during cold-pressor stimulation (Keogh, Hatton & Ellery, 2000), voluntary 

exposure time to prolonged cold air (Johnson & Cabanac, 1983) and exercise 

duration under prolonged hyperthermic challenge (Maughan & Shireffs, 2004). In 

these examples subjects demonstrate varying capability to tolerate the therrnal 

stimulus whilst maintaining the required behaviour i. e. keeping their hand in the 

water during the cold-pressor task despite the existence of pain (Petrovic, Petersson, 

Hansson, & Ingvar, 2004). 
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Many of the examples already discussed include short-term exposure to thermal 

stress, particularly cold. Further support, but less substantial variability, is evident in 
the physiological response to heat. An increasing body of research examining 

exercise duration and tolerance to hyperthermia suggests physically similar 
individuals may have widely differing tolerances to heat exposure (Cheung & 

Sleivert, 2004). Moreover, when fatigue develops in these circumstances the limiting 

factors may be localized to activation of the CNS rather than the localized muscles 
(Maughan & Shireffs, 2004). The psychological aspect of central activation during 

hyperthermic challenge is acknowledged but rarely investigated by such studies 
(Noakes, 2000). A number of hypotheses have been forwarded to explain the 
fatiguing response to exercise induced by hyperthermia in humans (Noakes, 2000; 

Cheung & Sleivert, 2004). Studies have linked the achievement of critical deep body 

temperatures with the premature occurrence of fatigue when exercise takes place in 

the heat. 

Furthermore, one of the mechanisms proposed as responsible for fatigue is a 
diminution of the capability of the central nervous system to recruit the motor units 
to a level sufficient to maintain the required work intensity (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001 a). 
Nybo and Nielsen (2001 a) demonstrated a significantly reduced capacity to 

voluntarily activate the knee extensor muscles at a deep body temperature of 40'C. 

Previously, electromyographical (EMG) recording of a superficially imposed 

electrical stimulation (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001b) showed that the excitability of the 

muscle was not impaired by elevated deep body temperature. However, in the 

absence of electrical stimulation the rate of decline in maximal voluntary contraction 
(MVC) after exercise, used as an indication of central activation after an exercise- 
induced increase in deep body temperature, was (mean [s. d]) 54 [7]% compared to 

the normothermic control condition 82 [6]%. This is consistent with the suggestion 

that the will or drive to exercise is significantly reduced when deep body temperature 

is raised and may in part be protective against injury (Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999). 

However, many of these studies recruited endurance trained and physically matched 

individuals to partake in these exercise protocols (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001 a), whereas 

those that have used only moderately trained individuals (Selkirk & McLellan, 1998) 

reported a critically lower deep body temperature threshold above which skeletal 
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muscle recruitment is significantly impaired (e. g 38.7'C; Selkirk & McLellan, 1998). 

Few of these studies report the actual time taken to reach exhaustion, preferring to 

examine the relationship between the achievement of a critical deep body 

temperature and the point of exercise induced fatigue (Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999). 

Presumably the time period to exhaustion is in accordance with variations in aerobic 
fitness and the psychological drive to exercise. Therefore it could be suggested that 

the drive to exercise, in addition to the specific physiological adaptations that occur 

with endurance training, may contribute to the LYC difference in critical deep body 

temperature associated with fatigue during exercise in a hot environment. One 

further possibility is that trained, competing athletes have an enhanced capacity to 

tolerate, and therefore withstand, the descending drive to cease or lower exercise 
intensity thus achieving elevated deep body temperatures. It has not been determined 

whether endurance trained individuals vary in their psychological capability to deal 

with the hyperthermic stress, compared to moderately fit individuals. 

Interestingly, the rise in deep body temperature in studies examining exercise in the 

heat has also been correlated with a concomitant rise in RPE and EEG power spectra. 

Nybo and Nielsen (2001 b) suggested that an increase in (x and P power frequency 

ratios in EEG data were reflective of the difficulty in maintaining muscular power 

output toward the end of prolonged exercise in the heat. Specifically, and as observed 

by Nybo and Nielsen (2001b), decreases in P-band activity occurred as deep body 

temperature increased. A shift from high frequency P-bands toward slower wave (x- 

bands has previously been demonstrated with changes in arousal from fully alert to 

drowsiness or sleep (Kandel & Schwartz, 1985) indicating arousal could be 

compromised by exercise-induced hyperthermia. Nybo and Nielsen (2001b) used this 

alteration as an indication of a change in mental alertness. Such an observation 

provides a link between the conscious component of exercise in the heat and 

psychological drive, or will, to continue exercising. It was reported that EEG 

frequency activity in the prefrontal cortex and deep body temperature were the best 

predictors of RPE during an exercise in the heat trial (40'C) in cyclists, with no 

predictive relationship evident in normothermic conditions (I 8'C). It must be noted 

however that this shift could also reflect the conscious sensation of increasing deep 

body temperature. Both of these interpretations of the mechanism underpinning 

fatigue during exercise in the heat are linked to the conscious perception of the 
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sensation of fatigue. The possible influences of psychological intervention upon this 

mechanism remain to be determined. However, it could be speculated that arousal- 

regulating interventions could influence the descending activation of the 

hyperthermically fatigued muscles, producing a positive influence on performance 

and theoretically improving survival prospects in a hyperthermic state. 

More recently the reduction in skeletal muscle recruitment associated with prolonged 

exercise in the heat has been linked to a reduction in muscle recruitment pattern 
before a critical deep body temperature is reached (Tucker, Rauch, Harley, & 

Noakes, 2004). Such a conclusion was based on a central and involuntary reduction 
in skeletal muscle recruitment pattern in subjects performing self-paced exercise. 
Indeed, significant deviation from normal thermal homeostasis is suggested to trigger 

a central anticipatory response to exercise in order to avoid significant cellular 
damage associated with elevated deep body temperatures (Caputa, Feistkom & 

Jessen, 1986). Tucker et al (2004) suggested that this reduction was associated with 

an increase in RPE rating, thus agreeing with the suggestion that greater physical 

effort is required to activate the skeletal muscle in order to maintain the required 

exercise intensity. This interpretation of heat-induced fatigue includes a role for 

arousal in activating the relevant muscle groups during the latter stages of exercise. 
Moreover, this interpretation supports the suggestion that in order to overcome this 

descending neurophysiological influence, some psychological capacity is required to 

withstand the temptation to reduce exercise intensity in order to reach a similar deep 

body temperature to that reported by Nybo and Nielsen (2001 a& 2001b). 

Irrespective of the mechanisms of exhaustion or fatigue, it is hypothesised that there 

is a role for psychological influence on the evoked physiological responses to 

exercise in the heat. In general the sources of variability in response to thermal 

stimuli appear greatest in response to acute cold stimuli. Based on the above 

suggestions it could be argued that psychological influences would be greatest in the 

physiological responses we have greatest volitional control over. For example, both 

breath-holding on immersion and running to exhaustion involve conscious decision 

making processes. Therefore the decision and ability to tolerate and attempt to 

suppress these unpleasant sensations may be where the distinction lies when 

individuals are placed under thermal strain in survival scenarios. Whereas extending 
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these capabilities could also incur a further threat to life; a continued rise in deep 

body temperature despite hyperthermia may produce permanent cell damage above 

42'C (Caputa and Feistkorn, 1986); it is suggested that protective physiological 

mechanisms may be triggered before this stage. However, individuals may differ in 

their capabilities to continue to function whilst close to their physiological limit. 

Psychological components may comprise some of the capability in reaching this 

point. 

In summary, the role of psychological factors, specifically conscious influences on 

the behavioural and autonomic responses to short-term and longer-term stimulation, 
have been referred to directly and indirectly in both anecdotal and experimental 

studies at the extremes of human tolerance (Tikuisis et al, 1999). However, few 

studies have directly sought to quantify the impact of differences in psychological 

skill in responding to the thermal stimuli. Similarly, few studies have acknowledged 

the role of conscious influences on triggering or augmenting these physiological 

responses. Invariably the role of psychological skills in such circumstances are often 
inferred as a last resort to explain some of the inter-indivi dual differences in response 

that cannot be accounted for by thermal and non-thermal factors. Although the 

conscious influences on both the autonomic and behavioural responses to thermal 

stress appear to have mechanistic and viable nervous pathways by which to influence 

physiological responses, studies have tended to overlook their potential role. Part of 

the reason for this may be the lack of a viable means of intervening to influence these 

mechanisms and therefore cognitively restructure a given behaviour and alter the 

physiological response. However, it may be that Psychological Skills Training (PST), 

a sports -psychology based intervention, could be tailored to meet this demand and 

thereby act as a tool to measure the degree to which psychological skills can 

influence performance in adverse environments. 

The next section describes the development of PST in the sports psychology 

literature, the means by which it is purported to work, and potentially how it could be 

adapted to examine the role psychological training has to play in examining the 

variability in physiological responses to hazardous and threatening environments. 
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CHAPTER3 

AN INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL SKILLS TRAINING 

A growing body of research suggests psychological training for performance in 

demanding sporting environments may supplement physical practice and enhance 

skill execution (Daw & Burton, 1994). Strategies that focus concentration, regulate 

arousal levels, enable visualisation of skilled movement and maintain motivation, 
have been described in the literature under the generic title 'psychological skills 
training' (PST). PST aims to maximise conscious control over the behavioural, 

cognitive and physiological responses to exercise challenge (Bull, 1989). 

These skills have traditionally been developed and applied by sports psychologists to 

assist in optimising the responses to competitive and training situations in sport, 

particularly in elite sportspersons (Highlen & Bennett, 1983). As a consequence PST 

has been successfully utilised as an intervention to improve skilled movement 

execution (Short et al, 2002), physical performance of closed skills (Hatzigeorgiadis, 

Theodorakis, & Zourbanos, 2004), endurance based tasks (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; 

Thelwell & Greenlees, 2003), and in position-specific sporting roles (Thelwell, 

Greenlees, & Weston, in Press). 

Due to the multidimensional demands of sporting activity, particularly dynamic team 

sports, utilising a package of psychological skills has been the favoured approach in 

providing support to athletes (e. g. Thelwell & Maynard, 2003). However, when 

closed motor skills, such as basketball free throws (Swain & Jones, 1995) and golf 

shots (Short et al, 2002) are examined, a restricted number of psychological skills 

have been considered more appropriate as the demands of the motor task are more 

clearly defined (Swain & Jones, 1995). Appropriate consideration of these task 

demands allow an intervention using PST to be tailored to the performance 

environment, situation and the individual's distinct needs, making each intervention 

highly specific (Maynard, Smith, & Warwick-Evans, 1995). It may be argued that 

this highly flexible component of PST could provide the basis for adaptation to 

thermally challenging environments. As such, sporting environments encompass 

many of the negative and deleterious factors that limit human performance in adverse 
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environments, but to a lesser extent. It could be suggested that a lack of suitable 

survival strategy, over-arousal and negative cognitions also afflict persons in life 

threatening circumstances. A typical sporting PST intervention package designed to 

supplement sporting performance in a dynamic sporting setting may include goal- 

setting, arousal regulating strategies, mental imagery and self-talk (e. g. Hanton & 

Jones, 1999), all designed to combat these negative emotional states. 

Debate exists over the use of single versus multiple skill PST packages due to the 
difficulties in separating out the contribution each skill makes to improved 

performance (Hardy, 2005). Although it is hypothesised that each skill can be 

adapted to target specific areas important to successful performance (i. e arousal 

regulating strategies can be developed to reduce somatic symptoms of anxiety prior 

to a competitive event), it is unknown whether there is a true facilitative overlap 
between skills. Therefore, it has been argued that more studies are required to 

examine this contribution using one mental skill only (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; 

Munroe, Giaccobi, Hall & Weinburg, 2000; Hardy, 2005). However, irrespective of 

whether single or multiple skills are implemented, the benefits of PST may still be 

multidimensional e. g. imagery practice can concurrently influence arousal and 

concentration providing more methodological difficulties in separating out the 

experimental effects that are induced by PST (Munroe et al, 2000). Moreover, whilst 

the use of single mental skills have been supported, certain mental skills such as self 

talk, imagery and relaxation have been suggested to be more effective when used in 

conjunction with one another, rather than independently (Pavio, 1985; Kendall, 

Hrycaiko, Martin, & Kendall, 1990; Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; Martin, Moritz, & 

Hall, 1999; Munroe et al, 2000; Hardy, 2005). Therefore, PST programs may be 

more influential when the strategies used are interlinked and delivered in package 

format. 

The following section includes a review of the literature relevant to the four mental 

skills most consistently included in PST packages. These are goal-setting, arousal 

regulation, self-talk and mental imagery. These passages define each skill, how the 

skill is purported to work, relevant sporting examples and the subsequent 

hypothesised interactions with thermal and survival challenges. 
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GOAL-SETTING 

In everyday life people set themselves goals. A goal may be defined as an objective, 

a standard, an aim of some action, or a level of performance or proficiency (Locke & 

Latham, 1985). Goals provide a focus for task performance, increase effort and 

persistence towards a target behaviour and therefore provide motivation. The 

assumption being that goals serve as regulators of human action irrespective of the 

environment or situation in which they are set (Kingston & Hardy, 1997). In sport, 

specifically set goals lead to higher levels of physical performance, effort and 

persistence thus augmenting the drive towards mental and physical instrumental 

behaviour (Locke & Latham, 1985). 

Two main approaches to goal-setting have been applied in sport. These are a 

mechanistic approach (Locke & Latham, 1985) and a cognitive approach (Burton, 

1984). The mechanistic approach outlined by Locke and Latham (1985) is directly 

adapted from industrial and employment settings with supportive evidence of the 

efficacy of goal-setting based on improved performance in a range of laboratory 

tasks (Locke, Shaw, Sari, & Latham, 1981; Locke & Latham, 1984) i. e. assembly 

tasks, data entry, container loading. This cross-adaptation between industrial and 

sporting domains provides an example of the flexibility of goal-setting. It is 

suggested that a successfully tailored goal-setting strategy could be applied to sport 

using a number of designated principles. 

The first of which emphasises the importance of specifically quantifying the sporting 

goals as opposed to simply 'doing your best'. This is suggested to provide a 

meaningful framework from which the sports performer could aim to achieve their 

target. Subsequently goals should be tailored to be challenging to the performer 

without being unachievable and, with the aim of attaining maximum performance 

levels throughout the activity. Therefore both short-term and long-term goals are 

advocated within the mechanistic approach to goal-setting in order to provide regular 

feedback on performance attainment. The short-term goals are purported to maintain 

effort and persistence in pursuit of the overall long-term target. 
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Locke and Latham (1985) asserted that goals help to aid or focus the activity and 

subsequently regulate the degree of effort. Therefore, assuming the goal is accepted, 

effort is continued until the goal or goal is reached. This process is dependent upon 

the availability of timely feedback which may contain information detailing progress 

towards the goal and the accuracy of the individual's movements. This information 

can be used to judge the current performance, how far away the desired end goal is 

and, whether progress is being made towards that goal. As such feedback may be 

mediated by the acceptance of the goal by the performer. It is reasoned that, if the 

performer does not accept that the target behaviour is important to them, they will 

not engage any effort or persistence in achieving this target. This acceptance 

underpins the formulation of the plan or strategy outlined to achieve the subsequent 

target or goal. 

The cognitive approach (Burton, 1989) to goal-setting predominantly emphasises the 

planning and strategic aspect of goals, the latter aspect of Locke and Latham's 

mechanistic approach (1985). Burton (1989) describes the cognitive approach to 

goal-setting as having three distinct aspects which are hypothesised to have differing 

roles in a multi-modal goal-setting strategy. Outcome, performance and process 

goals encompass the different facets of this goal setting strategy in sport. Outcome 

goals typically focus on the competitive result of an event, for example winning a 

race, beating an opponent or scoring points. Performance goals focus on achieving 

standards or performance objectives independently of other competitors; previous 

performances may be used as judgement criteria. Finally, process goals relate to 

individual actions or techniques a performer should engage in to maximise 

performance, and are likely to be more prominent during training or competition 

(Hardy, Jones & Gould, 1996; Filby, Maynard & Graydon, 1999). 

Studies investigating the merits of goal-setting strategies in sport have more recently 

preferred to examine Burton's (1989) cognitive approach to goal setting 

interventions (Kingston & Hardy, 1997; Filby et al, 1999). Some of these studies 

have produced equivocal findings supporting (Filby et al, 1999) and discounting 

(Jones & Cale, 1997) the positive effects of certain types of goals on sporting 

performance. In support, it is suggested that multi-modal goal setting interventions 

(i. e. those that contain combinations of process, performance and outcome goals) are 
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most efficacious. Filby et al, (1999) demonstrated significant improvement in a wall- 

volley football task in groups receiving each of Burton's (1989) goal-setting 

conditions and one group receiving only process and outcome goals combined. 
Process goals alone were outperformed by a 'no goals' group with outcome goals 

alone showing the least experimental effect. Although the performance effects were 

of little quantitative significance, this study established a hierarchy for certain goal 

types in experimental studies and placed an emphasis on combining outcome and 

process goals in a multi-modal goal setting intervention. 

Previously, Hardy et al (1996) highlighted the different role each strand of the goal- 

setting strategy plays in influencing performance. Outcome goals are suggested to 

chiefly motivate effort and stimulate coping strategies, whereas performance goals 

may aid self-confidence. Process goals are suggested to aid allocation of mental 

resources to the appropriate environmental stimuli and to increase self-efficacy. 
Subsequently one study examined the role of process goals only, on improving 

closed skill execution. This examination was made using a selection of variable 

standard golfers over the course of a golf-season (Kingston & Hardy, 1997). Relative 

to a group using performance goals, a process goals group demonstrated significant 

reductions in golf-handicap (an indication of improved skill performance) 
improvements in self-efficacy, anxiety control, and concentration over the course of 

a season. These suggestions were based on psychological inventory self-reports from 

the golfers at three different points in their season. 

The findings of Kingston and Hardy (1997) demonstrate that, the adaptations that 

take place with multiple goal-setting strategies over a prolonged period take place 

largely at a cognitive level as ratings of somatic tension were unaffected by 

structured goal-setting. In addition, this study extended the influence of process goal 

setting to encompass aspects of facilitative attentional control, both at a conscious 

and subconscious level. The latter suggestion is substantiated by the evident 

improvements in performance where, it is argued by Hardy et al (1996), process 

goals facilitate the automation of skilled movement. As such, the process goals elicit 

an almost pre-determined response to the forthcoming environmental cues leading to 

automaticity of skilled movement execution. Therefore, in combination with the 

findings of Filby et al (1999), it is suggested that process goals, designed to 
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emphasise holistic performance cues, can be tailored to stimulate automatic and pre- 

conditioned responses on the appearance of certain environmental stimuli. This may 

minimise the central cognitive processing requirements of a task because the 

behavioural responses are predetermined, and without compromising the availability 

of attentional resources for processing of other relevant stimuli. 

Consequently, combinations of outcome, performance and process goals have been 

incorporated into multi-modal PST intervention packages (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; 

Hanton & Jones, 1999; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001; 2003). Hanton and Jones (1999) 

tested the impact of such an intervention, including goal-setting, on the performance 

and interpretations of anxiety in 4 competitive swimmers. Of the 4 swimmers, 3- 

recorded significant improvements in personal best 100m swim time as a 

consequence of PST. The mean percentage improvement in performance was 2.88% 

equating to a mean reduction in 100m-swim time of 1.84 seconds. Considering these 

improvements were made in elite swimmers the impact of PST was substantial and 
highly significant. 

Underpinning these improvements in swim performance were changes in the 

perception, rather than the intensity, of the cognitive and somatic anxiety 

experienced prior to competition. Cognitive anxiety is a negative emotional state and 
is characterised by negative expectations, lack of concentration and disrupted 

attention (Davidson & Schwartz, 1976). These negative cognitions can be 

accompanied by a physiological appraisal of the cognitive anxiety, i. e. tachycardia, 

hypertension, increased sweat rate, the somatic component of the anxious response. 

The distinction between these anxiety forms being that cognitive anxiety is mental 

whereas somatic anxiety describes the physiological appraisal of those negative 

thoughts. In the study by Hanton and Jones (1999), the cognitive and somatic 

anxious experiences remained stable across the study but following intervention, 

subjects reported a change in the view of their cognitive anxious experiences from Z: > 

debilitative at the start of the study, to facilitative. Furthermore, these effects were 

found to be stable after a 5-month follow up investigation providing the only 

experimental evidence of the longer-term effects of PST interventions. However, the 

impact of this intervention cannot be specifically isolated in to relation goal-setting, 

or indeed any other aspect of the intervention. Consequently, no specific conclusions 
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were made in relation to the effects of the goals set, however it was suggested that 

the goal-setting strategy augmented feelings of perceived control over the responses 

to the competitive environment (Hanton & Jones, 1999). 

Goal-setting has also been validated during longer duration activities (Patrick & 

Hrycaiko, 1998) and endurance events (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001). Patrick and 
Hrycaiko (1998), evaluated the impact of a multi-modal intervention, including 

outcome and process goals, on 1600m running performance in I elite runner and 3 

sub-elite triathletes. Substantial improvements in performance were made in all 3 

subjects who completed the program as indicated by a reduction in 1600m running 
time of 28.95s, 10.85s and 8.25s respectively. This was concomitant with an 
increased self-reported use of psychological skills. As with previous studies, the 

authors were unable to attribute their findings to any one skill, instead advocating the 

use of multiple skills for maximising the intervention potency and its practical 

application. Furthermore, because of the variable ability of the subjects at baseline, 

and the lack of an appropriate number of controls, it is difficult to definitively 

conclude the content of the PST is responsible for the specific set of effects in this 

study. 

In addressing these methodological issues, a more mechanistic rationale for the 

inclusion of goal-setting was presented by Thelwell and Greenlees (2001) in a 

controlled environment and subsequently in a more ecologically valid setting 
(Thelwell & Greenlees, 2003). The rationale incorporated the findings of Filby et al, 
(1999) and Kingston and Hardy (1997) in suggesting the goals in the multi-model 
PST package may work by enhancing perceptions of control. This observation is 

based on self-report data, with the subjects reporting feelings of greater control of 

their situation, an aspect most likely linked to consistent and reliable feedback during 

(process goals) and following (outcome goals) endurance performance (Thelwell & 

Greenlees, 2001). These hypotheses were partially supported by reductions in time 

for completion of gymnasium triathlon event in 3 subjects (68,30 & 20 seconds) but 

were conflicted by an increase in performance time in 2 subjects (16 & 29 seconds). 

In the competitive setting however, improvements were observed in endurance 

performance of between 40 and 128 seconds in all subjects (n = 4) (Thelwell & 

Greenlees, 2003). 
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The above mentioned studies, significant improvements were made in the majority of 

groups partaking in a multi-modal goal-setting intervention, however, it is difficult to 

determine exactly which percentage or component of the improvement can be 

allocated to the goals and which of the other aspects of the intervention are also 

responsible. Furthermore, the use of single subject, multiple baseline experimental 
designs in these studies eliminates the possibility of between subject comparisons 

making the changes that occur in these studies largely descriptive and highly specific 

to the individual subjects. Overall, none of the studies using goals as part of multi- 

modal PST have demonstrated negative effects. However, single skill studies (i. e. 

those using goals only) have warned against using certain goal types because of their 

deleterious effects on performance, subsequently increasing cognitive anxiety linked 

to heightened pressure to achieve very difficult goals (Jones & Cale, 1997). 

These observations focus on uni-dimensional goal setting strategies (i. e. only an 

outcome goal; Burton, 1993) that can lead to increases in cognitive anxiety prior to 

an event (Burton, 1989), which subsequently may degrade performance and disrupt 

attentional processes (Hackfort & Schwenkmezger, 1993). In a competitive sense, 

cognitive anxiety is inversely related to self-confidence (Jones, Cale, & Kerwin, 

1988; Martens, Burton, Vealey, Bump, Smith, 1990) which may underpin the self- 

belief that coping resource is available to deal with unfolding situation, albeit 

sporting (Maynard et al, 1995). Therefore the goals in the forthcoming studies should 

include combinations of process and outcome goals to minimise increases in 

cognitive anxiety either prior to or during thermal stimulation. 

Elevations of cognitive anxiety, exacerbated by perceived deficit in coping resource, 

are suggested to interfere with working memory capacity and motor task 

performance in sport (Parfitt & Hardy, 1993). Underpinning this negative affect, it is 

suggested that focussing on the possibility of task failure distracts the performer from 

executing the required movement appropriately leading to deterioration in actual 

performance (Jones & Cale, 1989). The perceived availability of coping resource has 

recently been linked with adaptive and maladaptive responses in survival scenarios 

(Leach, 2004 & 2005). This has also been attributed to the availability of adequate 

coping resource and in addition, the availability of working memory resource to 
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process relevant stimuli. It may be speculated that fear of failure in a life threatening 

situation, exacerbated by a perceived deficit in coping resource, could lead to 

negative cognitions that disrupt working memory and attentional capacity in a similar 

way to the mechanism hypothesised in sport. It appears that, these two mechanisms 

share common features, and as such, may present the first potential adaptation from 

sport to survival scenario. 

Interestingly, the merits of structured goal setting are supported by anecdotal reports 
from survival scenarios (Simpson, 1988; Ralston, 2004) and have been reproduced 

sufficiently consistently for goal-setting like behaviour to be formally identified as an 
important adaptive response after the onset of survival circumstances (Leach, 1994). 

It has been stated that the person who can grasp the problem before them, break it 

down into simple, ordered and manageable chunks is paving the way for their 

survival and rescue (Leach, 1994). Survival training may be underpinned by this 

systematic and directed deconstruction of the task into manageable chunks leading to 

almost pre-conditioned behaviour when the survival scenario actually unfolds. This 

process promotes action, action is suggested to be the first step toward regaining 

psychological control in adverse environments (Leach, 1994), and as such may 
facilitate improved perceptions of control, similar to those observed in sports studies 
(Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998). Hypothetically, the outcome and process related goals in 

survival are clear. The outcome goal is to secure safety and survive whereas the 

process goal is to systematically deconstruct the task into manageable chunks. 
Therefore, an appropriately structured process goal-setting strategy is suggested to 

provide consistent and regular feedback on the success of the executed behaviour 

(Burton, 1989). Successful execution of the target behaviour provides positive 

reinforcement, subsequently increasing self-confidence (Swain & Jones, 1993), and 

reduces the cognitive anxiety component of task performance in a given situation. 

As such goal-setting is not hypothesised to have a direct functional impact on 

physiological responses to adverse environments. However, in addition to the 

mechanism outlined above, suitable goals improve effort and persistence in response 

to adverse events. As such the physiological implications of successful goal-setting 

strategy may be detectable in studies which involve tolerance of unpleasant 

sensations, for example high or low deep body and skin temperatures, for prolonged 
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periods. It follows that individuals more motivated to achieve their goals will be 

prepared to endure greater discomfort in fulfilling their targets (outcome goal). 

Therefore, the motivational component of outcome goal-setting may be most 

pertinent to assess over a prolonged exposure to extreme heat or cold or during acute, 

intense periods of discomfort. Perhaps the reflex behavioural component of goal- 

setting would be most suitably examined in more acutely challenging circumstances 

where the specific and automatic behavioural responses would be triggered in 

response to a short-term dynamically changing environment. As such, goal-setting is 

suggested to be the cornerstone of a successful multi-modal PST intervention 

(Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001) providing the basis for the integration of other aspects 

of psychological training. For example, arousal-regulating strategies which may 

produce actual physiological changes in markers of activation, are discussed in the 

subsequent section. 
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AROUSAL REGULATION 

Arousal regulating strategies are typically included in the form of relaxation in PST 

based studies (i. e. Maynard et al, 1995; Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002). The 

assumption being that over-arousal can potentiate the occurrence of negative 

psychological and physiological states, especially if perceived coping resource is not 

available to deal with the situation (Swain & Jones, 1996; Hanton & Jones, 1999). 

Secondly that over-arousal can have a deleterious effect upon attentional processing 

capacity through perceptual narrowing (Easterbrook, 1959). The failure to identify 

relevant environmental cues, process the relevant information and elicit a suitable 
behavioural response may have catastrophic impacts upon sports performance 
(Hardy, 1996). 

Sports based studies of the arousal -performance relationship have often used the 

terms arousal, anxiety and stress interchangeably leading to confusion over the 

declarations and findings of some studies (Thelwell, 2001). In order to avoid this 

pitfall, and for the purposes of this review, arousal is described according to Hackfort 

and Schwenkmezger's (1993) definition as a blend of physiological and 

psychological activity in a person, referring to the intensity dimensions of a 

motivation at a particular moment. Anxiety is described according to the sport- 

specific multidimensional anxiety theory (Martens et al, 1990) which views state, or 

situation specific anxiety as having two components, previously referred to as 

cognitive and somatic anxiety. 

Briefly, cognitive anxiety is characterised by worry, negative expectations, and 

concentration disruption (Davidson & Schwartz, 1976; Jones & Cale, 1997). The 

somatic branch of this state is described as an increase in physiological arousal in the 

form of muscle tension, sweating and heart rate and is sympathetically mediated 

(Davidson & Schwartz, 1976; Jones & Cale, 1997). Lastly, psychological stress is 

defined according to Martens et al (1990) as a process involving the perception of 

substantial imbalance between the demands from the environment and responses 

under conditions in which failure to meet demands is responded to with increasing 

levels of cognitive and somatic state anxiety (Thelwell, 2001). In distinguishing 
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between sporting and survival environments, it is suggested that the primary 

affliction of the sports performer may be state anxiety as a consequence of over- 

arousal. However, hazardous and threatening environments are more likelY to elicit a 

stress response because of the greater demands of the survival situation. In 

accordance with these definitions the stress and anxiety responses are potentially 
interlinked and, may therefore be open to manipulation by similar interventions. 

In general, sports psychologists aim to optimise the level of control an individual has 

over arousal in order to tailor the level of activity required to the task being 

performed and minimise the development of state anxious responses (e. g. Patrick & 

Hyrcaiko, 1998). Over-arousal is associated with poor task performance causing 

perceptual narrowing (e. g. Deffenbacher, 1978), impaired short-term (e. g. Jones & 

Cale, 1989) and long-term memory (e. g. Parfitt & Hardy, 1987). The negative effects 

of over arousal on attention (Easterbrook, 1959) and subsequent skilled performance 
in sport may be explained by a number of theories (Inverted U-Hypothesis, Yerkes & 

Dodson, 1908; Drive theory, Hull, 1943; Catastrophe theory, Hardy, 1996). 

Due to the commonalities between the effects of perceptual narrowing in sport 
(Deffenbacher, 1978) and in the survival realm (Leach, 1994), Easterbrook's (1959) 

cue utilisation theory may be utilised to explain the impact of over-arousal on 

performance. This theory suggests arousal should be viewed as a single unit of 

activation and that high levels of arousal reduce the number of cues that an 
individual can attend to through a narrowing of the range of the perceptual field. 

Therefore, there is an optimal level of arousal for each individual and task which 

allow irrelevant cues to be rejected and relevant ones to be focussed upon. Arousal 

above this optimal zone, due to an increase in activation, will lead to the rejection of 

task-relevant information and subsequent deterioration in task performance. Similar 

observations have been made when studying the attentional responses to dangerous 

environments. Specifically that the threatening environment increases arousal which 

acts by focussing the subjects attention on the factors which seem most important to 

the individual (Baddeley, 1972 cited by Leach, 1994). In this case, identifying the 

correct cues to focus attention could be critical for survival and may be lead by 

appropriate survival training or process goals. 
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The physical manoeuvres often employed in PST based studies utilise actions to 

reduce the feelings associated with heightened activation, such as muscular or 

physical tension (Bull, 1989; Kendall et at, 1990; Daw & Burton, 1994; Patrick & 

Hrycaiko, 1998; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003; Rogerson & Hyrcaiko, 2002; 

Thelwell & Greenlees, 2003; Thelwell, Weston, & Greenlees, 2006). This type of 
intervention is hypothesised to directly influence markers of autonomic activation 

such as heart rate, ventilation and galvanic skin response (GSR) (Hardy et at, 1996). 

Therefore a clear physiological effect could be present following the introduction of 

a relaxation based psychological strategy. The relaxation strategies used by sports 

psychology practitioners originate from Davidson and Schwartz's (1976) multi- 

process theory, describing the psycho-biology of relaxation and related states. This 

chapter describes a number of relaxation strategies, two of which are often used in 

PST studies, progressive muscular relaxation (PMR; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001; 

2003) and Zen meditation from which centering is devolved (Hardy & Fazey, 1990; 

Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002). In sports studies PMR is used to alleviate the somatic 

effects of over-arousal prior to competition targeting the somatic component of 

arousal. Centering, following sufficient practice, is used to influence cognitive and 

somatic arousal during the event, shifting attention away from negative anxious 

cognitions to neutral ones. Both of these strategies are purported to directly counter 

the somatic aspects of anxiety, whereas centering has been adapted to influence the 

cognitive component by controlling thought content (Davidson & Schwartz, 1976). 

Invariably, studies that have introduced and utilised relaxation do not have any 

physiological marker of arousal prefer instead measure responses via questionnaire 

or subjective interviews (e. g. Patrick & Hyrcaiko, 1998). Kendall et al (1990) 

examined the effects of relaxation in conjunction with imagery and reported that, 

following intervention, the subjects were more relaxed and less distracted as a 

consequence of the arousal regulating strategy. A concomitant improvement in skill 

performance was also evident, however no detailed description of the 'relaxation' 

strategy was included. More detailed descriptions of these relaxation methods were 

included by Patrick and Hrycaiko (1998) who utilised a 3-step approach to 

optimising arousal before and during competition. PMR and centering were utilised 

to fulfil this aim. 
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Briefly, PMR involves sitting or lying in a comfortable position and initially 

focussing on deep, steady breathing. Subsequently the subject is asked to tense a 

muscle group (i. e. quadriceps) for 10 seconds and then release, this release is 

accompanied by the feeling of released tension. Each major muscle group is tensed 

in duplicate until a whole body feeling of relaxation is experienced by the individual. 

Between the tensing of each muscle group the individual is encouraged to return to 

the deep, steady breathing initially identified. The physiological effect of this 

strategy is suggested to be both a diminution of peripheral muscle tension or activity 

and, reduced efferent motor commands from the cortex (Davidson & Schwartz, 

1976). As such, this strategy is aimed at alleviating the effects of increases in pre- 

competition somatic arousal or anxiety (Jones, Swain, & Hardy, 1993). 

Centering is a more acute form of relaxation intervention and is initially practiced at 

rest. This strategy again involves steady, deep breathing. Having attained a general 

state of relaxation the subject is encouraged, on the exhalation limb of breathing, to 

focus on lowering the navel by 1cm or more generally on the movement of the belly 

(Hardy & Fazey, 1990). The subject is encouraged not to let their attention drift away 
from this process. This provides a method for quick and effective relaxation without 

compromising the focus of the task (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001). This technique, 

once mastered at rest, can then be introduced to the competition scenario at the 

appropriate time point, for example as part of a pre-serve routine in tennis (Daw & 

Burton, 1994). 

Patrick and Hyrcaiko (1998) reported the measurement of the impact of their 

relaxation intervention using a lickert tension scale (0- 10 ranging from 0= physically 

relaxed to 10 = tense muscles). However, the results of these subjective ratings were 

not presented in isolation following their investigation with the beneficial impacts of 

these strategies inferred from unstructured subjective interview reports and grouped 

psychological skills ratings. The inconsistencies between the reports of beneficial 

effects of relaxation and its actual measurement were continued in a subsequent 

study by Rogerson and Hrycaiko (2002) during ice-hockey goal-tending. A mean 

improvement in goal-tending save performance of 3.26% was attributed to the 

introduction of self-talk and relaxation strategy, in the form of centering. No actual 
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direct measurement of the relaxation took place leaving conclusions as to its 

beneficial effects as purely speculation. 

However, as in the goal-setting literature Thelwell and Greenlees (2001) provided a 

more substantive rationale for the inclusion of PMR and centering in the PST 

package. Specifically, PMR is purported to enable performers to become fully 

prepared prior to an athletic event, providing a systematic basis to control or induce 

relaxation. During the event centering may enable the performer to focus on task 

related thoughts in their attempt to complete the endurance event. This activity may 

allow the performer to maintain an optimal state of relaxation despite potentially 

conflicting cognitions and feelings of pain. Thelwell and Greenlees (2001 & 2003) 

successfully measured and partially reported the impact of relaxation strategies on 

performance. However, the feedback using the same lickert feedback scale as Patrick 

and Hrycaiko (1998) was grouped with the measurements of usage from the other 

mental skills producing an overall skill usage statistic. Although improvements in 

performance were consistent with increased usage of psychological skills it is 

unknown as to which skills produced the beneficial effect. 

To this point relaxation or arousal regulating strategies have been discussed in 

relation to the somatic component of arousal. Centering provides the basis for 

combating the cognitive component of state anxiety that also may afflict sports 

performers prior to the onset of competitive activity (Jones, Swain & Hardy, 1993). 

Following the initial development of the physical manoeuvres involved with 

centering, researchers have integrated key words or phrases into this strategy in order 

to counter any negative cognitions that intrude upon the processing of performance 

relevant cues or information (Daw & Burton, 1994; Thelwell & Greenlees 2001 & 

2003; Rogerson & I-Irycaiko, 2002). 

For example, Daw and Burton (1994) developed positive statements to aid a tennis 

player who was experiencing increases in anger (high arousal) and negative 

cognitions (cognitive anxiety) after serving double faults during competition. After 

an introduction to centering, the performer demonstrated decreases in double fault 

error percentage from 13% to 2% and increases in first serve percentage of 72% up 

to 85% from pre to post season. Similarly, Thelwell and Greenlees (2001) helped 
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their subjects develop positive statements to counter any negative cognitions during 

gymnasium triathlon performance. This was described as part of the breathe 

(centering), talk (positive self-statement) perform (skill execution) strategy. Both 

types of intervention significantly impacted upon sporting performance but, in the 
latter case, not in all subjects receiving arousal regulating PST. 

As such, the impact of the arousal regulating strategies following PST are rarely 
described in terms of physiological units and are often grouped with the other mental 

skills utilised as part of a package. This is a distinct weakness of many of the studies 

that have employed arousal -regulating strategies in the form of relaxation (Daw & 

Burton, 1994; Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001; Rogerson & 

Hrycaiko, 2002; Thelwell et al, In Press). However, the integrative nature of PST 

packages may make the impact of any one of the skills employed impossible to 

distinguish between. For example, centering is designed to induce some feelings of 

somatic relaxation and can also be tailored to combat cognitive anxiety with counter- 

active positive self or performance related statements. Although this activity may 
induce relaxation through a focus upon performance related cues and the associated 
behaviour, they are also component parts of the 'self-talk' psychological skill 

(described in the subsequent section). Self-talk and centering are essentially 
interwoven and the removal of either of its constituent parts may render the strategy 

impotent. Many of the studies that have used centering as part of the relaxation 

strategy report performance improvements concomitant with increases in 

psychological skills usage which may be further supportive of the integrative nature 

of centering and self-talk (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001; 2003; Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 

2002; Thelwell & Maynard, 2003). 

Moreover, it may only be possible to isolate the effects of PMR on the somatic 

component of arousal as this strategy utilises physical manoeuvres to combat 

unwanted and negative increases in somatic symptoms (i. e. tachycardia, sweating). 

However, cognitive and somatic anxiety may be interlinked and expressed dependent 

upon the predominant source of the anxious response. For example, in sport negative 

cognitions through fear of failure may in turn release a set of somatic responses. In 

contrast, somatic anxiety prior to performance may be construed as unwanted by the 

performer subsequently triggering negative cognitions associated with perceived 
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over-arousal (Thelwell, 2001). Two conclusions can be drawn from this suggestion. 

Firstly, that the predominant type of negative arousal or anxiety type experienced by 

the sports performer should be matched by the arousal regulating strategy i. e. 

cognitively or somatically based. This matching hypothesis has been partially 

supported experimentally in semi-professional footballers who received a cognitive 
intervention to counteract cognitive anxiety (Maynard et al, 1995). Secondly, that 

perceptions of the arousal or anxiety state may also prove important (Jones et al, 
1993; Hanton & Jones, 1999). Therefore, the arousal regulating aspect of PST in the 

current studies should be directed toward minimising the anxiety type most likely to 

be experienced in conjunction with the event (Davidson & Schwartz, 1976) and the 

interpretations of those feelings. 

Following the rapid onset of an adverse situation or conditions it assumed that 

arousal levels will increase due to the threatening circumstances. This increase will 

be above that of the requirements of the situation and may lead to negative and 

anxious emotional states. Coincidentally, centering-like behaviour has been 

described and successfully executed in highly adverse survival conditions. Once 

again using the example of Aron Ralston's (2004) catastrophic canyoneering 

exploits. Three deep inhalations and exhalations combined with the statement 6settle 

down Aron, you can't pass out now' were used to regain composure after Ralston 

had sawn through his injured limb and set-about exiting the canyon with which he 

was originally trapped. This cognitive and somatic manoeuvre was used to combat 

the perception of having 'a heart rate of three times its resting rate (somatic anxiety) 

and feelings of faintness'. Although this was 5-days into the survival ordeal, this 

steadying procedure was used to counter an acute increase in physiological and 

psychological tension. 

Therefore the centering strategy described in the above studies may be utilised to 

provide effective physical relaxation during the initial onset of adverse conditions or 

upon the occurrence of acute tension. In addition, as part of the breathe -tal k-perform 

approach (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003), instructional cues or positive self- 

talk statements may provide a means for directing attention despite a hypothesised 

narrowing perceptual range (Easterbrook, 1959). Moreover they may reduce the 

occurrence and frequency of negative cognitions or thoughts that may afflict the 
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individual during threatening circumstances. As such, it is suggested that actively 

using these self-statements may prevent the negative cognitions caused by the 

adverse circumstances from reaching a conscious level. Focussing attention on the 

positive statements or performance cues allocate mental resource to processing these 

information thus minimising the resources available to attend to negative cognitions. 
This approach enables both the occurrence and negative component of cognitive 

anxiety to be controlled by the individual. This is consistent with attempting to 

change both the quantity of anxiety experienced and perceptions of the anxious state 
from debilitative to facilitative (Hanton & Jones, 1999; Conroy & Metzler, 2004). 

It is however, acknowledged that the PMR strategy may not be possible prior to the 

onset of a survival scenario. The practice of PMR may provide an insight into 

whether state physical tension is an important variable influencing the physiological 

responses following the onset of environmental stressor. Attaining relaxation prior to 

trials may facilitate feelings of control, diminish negative perceptions linked to 

perceived over-arousal and reduce tension. Therefore it is envisaged that PMR may 
be a useful tool in preparing subjects for simulated stress in the laboratory, with 

centering providing a tool to counter acute tension experienced during stimulation. 
The positive components of the 'talk' aspect of centering and its facilitative 

mechanisms are discussed in greater detail, in conjunction with the research that has 

examined self-talk as part of uni and multi-modal PST support packages. 
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SELF-TALK 

Self-talk has been broadly defined as 'a dialogue in which the individual interprets 

feelings and perceptions, regulates and changes evaluations and convictions, and 

gives him/herself instructions and reinforcement' (Hackfort & Schwenkmezger, 

1993). Self-talk in sport has been used to aid skill execution (Kendall et al, 1990), 

focus attention (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998), modify arousal (Conroy & Metzler, 

2004) and develop motivation in PST based studies (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001). 

As such, self-talk is multi-modal in its application to sporting situations. Therefore, 

in an attempt to cover this diverse range of applications Hardy, Gammage and Hall 

(2001) identified the 4 W's (where, what, when and why) of athlete self-talk using a 

semi-structured interview approach. Hardy et al, (2001) subsequently established a 
framework detailing both a cognitive and motivational component for the use of self- 

talk, specific to sport. In this descriptive study athletes generally reported using 

motivational self-talk more frequently than the cognitive type. However, both the 

motivational and cognitive aspects of self-talk have proven influential on sports 

performance in experimental studies (Rushall, Hall, Roux, Sasseville, & Rushall, 

1988). 

Firstly, in accordance with Hardy et al's model (2001) the cognitive components of 

self-talk are predominantly concerned with specific and general task instructions. 

These strands may contain task specific information (i. e. maintain a good stride 

length whilst running) or strategic information regarding sporting performance (i. e. 

to work out a game plan), and as such are highly specific to the sporting scenario, 

and potentially a survival scenario or simulation (i. e. to hold-breath on egress of a 

sea-ditched helicopter). Conversely, the motivational components of self-talk are 

more applicable to any situation requiring instrumentally driven behaviour and are 

sub-divided into mastery, arousal and self-talk relating to motivational drive. 

The mastery aspect of the model is concerned with focussing, self-confidence, 

mental readiness to perform and coping in difficult situations. The arousal aspect, 

includes psyching up, relaxation and controlling of arousal levels, and may be 

underpinned by changes in mastery aspect making these two components interlinked. 

Finally, the motivational drive component concerns any information which is used to 
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maintain or increase levels of effort and is primarily goal-driven. All of these strands 

could arguably be adapted to the 'talk' aspect of the centering strategy previously 
described and may be used dependent upon the aim of the given task. 

The interrelationships between the motivational types of self-talk alone make 

separating out the impact of self-talk on performance problematic (Hardy, 2005). 

Furthermore, some of these facets are suggested to be interwoven (Hardy et al, 
2001 ). For example, athletes are suggested to use motivational mastery self talk to 

clear their mind before competition, focus on the designated goals, and to feel 

prepared to perform. Self-talk that helps identify relevant environmental cues (i. e. 
based on process goals), may concurrently improve self-efficacy and aid coping in 

these conditions. This alteration in cognition may have an anxiolytic effect through 
improved perceptions of coping resource and also by blocking negative cognitions 
that underpin cognitive anxiety (Maynard et al, 1995). As such, the practice of any 

one of these types of self-talk does not necessarily confer one benefit only. Rather a 

cascade of effects owing to these interrelationships could be triggered. 

Conroy and Metzler (2004) suggest that automatic intrusive thoughts associated with 

task failure can pre-occupy an individual during sporting competition, and occur 

repetitively and rapidly. In sport, these thoughts can distract individuals from 

performance-relevant cues and are appraised as additional threats as individuals no 
longer see themselves in control. Similarly, it could be postulated that thoughts of 

catastrophic failure could afflict an individual during a life-threatening experience. 
An inability to exert control in both sporting and adverse environments may produce 

a vicious circle of anxiety, initially developed by repetitive negative cognitions and 

perpetuated by perceived emotional threat, triggering a heightened state anxious 

response. 

Conroy and Metzler (2004), and others using the same type of approach, (Thelwell & 

Greenlees, 2003; Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002) suggest identifying recurring negative 

cognitions, and subsequently constructing counter-active positive statements, 

represents an accessible means of reducing the cognitive anxiety associated with 

conditions of threat. Tailoring this response to automatically rebound negativity may 

maximise the processing resources to identify, filter and execute behaviours related 
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to task-relevant stimuli. It is via this hypothesised relationship that the positive 

effects of both task related instruction and positive self-statements are thought to 

work during centering, the relaxdtion based arousal-regulating strategy outlined in 

the previous section. Understanding of this relationship may augment successful 

performance in both sporting (Conroy & Metzler, 2004) and survival environments. 

The final aspect of the model identified by Hardy et al (2001), details the 'drive' 

aspect of self-talk. This facet is more closely allied to goal-setting and provides 
further evidence of links between skill types in the PST package. The content of this 

self-talk has been used to provide motivational cues to sports performers or to 

reinforce the focus of the goals identified and maintain or increase effort (Rushall et 

al, 1988). Self-talk statements that issue encouragement could facilitate 

improvements in self-efficacy (Hardy, 2005). Self-efficacy is defined as belief in 

one's capabilities to organise and execute the courses of action required to produce 

given attainments (Bandura, 1997). This is self-confidence more specific to a given 

situation and could also underpin successful performance in both sporting and 

survival scenarios, particularly after survival training. 

Although the theoretical relationships underpinning the different types of self-talk 

are clearly defined (Hardy et al 2001), the experimental evidence to supplement 

these posits are less apparent. Two approaches to examining self-talk have been 

utilised. Firstly, investigations examining the use of self-talk in situ of the sporting 

environment (Van Raalte, Brewer, Rivera, & Petitpas, 1994). Secondly, those that 

examine the impact of self-talk interventions on task and sporting activities 

(Hatzigeoriadis et al, 2004). A greater number of studies have utilised self-talk as an 
intervention to improve sports performance as part of an intervention package of 

skills (Kendall et al, 1990; Maynard et al, 1995; Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998; Hanton 

& Jones, 1999; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001; Rogerson & Hrycaiko, 2002; Thelwell 

& Greenlees, 2003; Thelwell & Maynard, 2003; Thelwell et al, In Press) and less 

consistently as a solitary intervention (Weinburg, Smith, Jackson & Gould, 1984; 

Rushall et A 1988; Harvey et al, 2002; Hatzigeorgiadis et al, 2004; Johnson, 

Hrycaiko, Johnson, & Halas, 2004). Therefore, the persistence in measuring and 

reporting the use of psychological skills, including self-talk, en inasse in PST 
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package studies is an experimental limitation that can be extended to the self-talk 

literature (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998). 

Using self-talk as an independent intervention, Weinburg, et al (1984) demonstrated 

the importance of positive self-talk perspective during endurance performance (i. e. 

motivational self-talk). In this study repeated positive statements such as 'I can do it', 

'it hurts but I can do it for longer' and 'I'm making it' were attributed for the 

significantly greater endurance time in the positive self-talk group (mean [s. d]; 151 

[7 11 sec) versus a control group (127 [61 ] sec). The mechanism underpinning this 

change was suggested to be a belief in the statements being repeated mentally by the 

subject. Positive self-statements are suggested to create a sense of personal and 

effective personal control over the stressor which reinforces they can cope with the 

situation. Therefore, it was further concluded that the belief of the subject/athlete that 

the self-statements would work facilitatively is also fundamental to the success of a 

self-talk strategy. 

Subsequently, Rushall et al, (1988) compared three different types of self-talk 

effects, with a control condition, in a short skiing task. Task relevant statements (e. g. 
'up-hill, quick and grip'), mood words (e. g. 'drive, drive') and positive self- 

statements (e. g. 'feeling the best') were suggested to contribute to an average 3% 

improvement in ski performance. The task-relevant statements were suggested to 

enhance efficiency of task performances. Equally, mood words were suggested to 

enhance performance by translating thought content to action via a direct motor or 

emotional reaction/association. Lastly, positive self-statements are suggested to focus 

the attention upon the positive aspects of performance, provide encouragement to the 

performer and self-reinforce what has already been accomplished. Although these 

explanations are somewhat simplistic, they do provide some explanation of how 

different types of self-talk may work. 

However, despite their definitive indications, both of these studies lacked sufficient 

control to fully support their findings. Specifically, the lack of a repeated measures 

design and a control group confounded Weinburg et al's (1984) work and, the within 

group comparison, but across skiing runs, made the findings of Rushall et al (1988) 

questionable; asking a subject to perform three different thought content strategies 
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across the same repeated task is methodologically flawed. In contrast, rather than 

manipulating groups with self-talk interventions, Van Raalte et al, (1994) 

systematically observed self-talk and its positive or negative persuasion in 

competitive junior tennis players and concluded that winners use less negative self- 

talk than losers. Although interestingly, a greater amount of negative self-talk was 

reported during competitive play. This further enhances the perception that negative 
thought content is a persistent problem during competitive sports -performance. 

In focussing on this aspect, negative self-talk refers to the perceived inability to 

succeed and is largely self-critical. This however, does not necessarily have a 

negative impact on performance. In some individuals negative statements manifest 
themselves as facilitatory and motivational by galvanising the individual into action. 
In the majority of people, negative self-talk is associated with poor performance 
(Harvey, et al, 2002), suggesting that, more positive declarations should be 

encouraged. Therefore, two approaches have been fostered in measuring and 

examining self-talk strategy. Firstly, self-talk can be measured by its facilitative or 
debilitative impact on performance, based on the perception of the individual, (Van 

Raalte et al, 1994). Secondly, it's positive or negative content could be used as an 
indication of self-efficacy that the individual can cope in a given situation (Hardy, 

2005). In addition and perhaps more importantly, the control an individual has over 

the content of these self-talk statements could be an indicator of the facilitative or 
debilitative effect of self-talk (Harvey et al, 2002). 

More recently between groups comparisons were made by Theodorakis, Weinburg, 

Natsis, Dourna and Kazakas (2000). It was demonstrated that following self-talk 

manipulation, in a range of sport specific situations, a relationship between self-talk 

type and motor task was evident. Results suggested specific types of self-talk were 

required, dependent upon the fine or gross nature of the motor task. Fine motor tasks, 

involving soccer shooting and badminton serving accuracy were associated with 

instructional self-talk. Whereas gross motor movements requiring strength and 

endurance were associated with instructional and motivational self-talk content in 

combination. Both influences on arousal levels and alterations in confidence were 

hypothesised as responsible for the significantly improved performance in isokinetic 

dynamometer knee flexion task across trials following self-talk manipulation. 
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Subsequently the findings of Theodorakis et al (2000) were partially supported using 

two water polo tasks examining accuracy and power (Hatzigeorgiadis et al, 2004). 

Indeed, following instructional and motivational self-talk manipulations using 

statements such as 'ball-target' and 'I can' respectively, both groups significantly 
improved throwing accuracy. Whereas only the motivational group produced 

significant improvements in distance thrown (power) after intervention. Attempts 

were made to measure the underpinning mechanisms by examining thought content 

using a questionnaire approach. Both types of self-talk reduced the occurrence of 
interfering thoughts and were suggested to direct attention towards relevant cues 

whilst preventing the development of negative cognitions. 

In relation to the survival realm and using the example of Aron Ralston (2004), 

instructional self-talk statements such as "no stupid mistakes Aron, pay attention 
here, keep track with your map, you know how to do this" were used to guide 
Ralston through an 8 mile trek across the desert after severing his trapped and injured 

arm. These statements were arguably used to deliver task specific information, boost 

self-efficacy and control arousal during the critical stages of this task. As such, self- 

talk was used to focus attention on the specific nature of the task at hand thus 

eliminating distracting internal and external cues, including negative thoughts, 

generated from the immediate environment. 

Thought suppression and facilitative impact on attentional capacity is the most robust 

finding from the PST package literature. Results suggest a relationship between the 

use of positive self-talk phrases and a reduction in cognitive anxiety (Maynard et al, 

1995; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003; Thelwell et al, In Press). Specifically 

that the anxiolytic effect of rebounding negative cognitions with previously 

conceived positive statements reduces cognitive anxiety (Conroy & Metzler, 2004). 

It appears that, self-talk strategy can be applied to improve performance in a diverse 

range of ways. However, based on the assumption that negative cognitions interfere 

with successful performances in both sporting and survival environments, reducing 

the occurrence of negativity may have beneficial effects. Hypothetically this may aid 

the individual in identifying relevant environmental cues, minimise cognitive anxiety 

and boost self-efficacy in challenging circumstances. Therefore, it is this aspect of 
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self-talk that is most suitable to implement in adapting this skill from a sporting to a 

thermally challenging environment. Tailoring self-talk strategies to respond quickly 

to negative emotional states may optimise the responses to adverse situations. 

Moreover, the self-talk statements employed may be utilised to guide the mental 

imagery intervention in this environment, the components of which are discussed in 

the subsequent section. 
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MENTALIMAGERY 

The final psychological skill commonly included in the PST package is that of 

mental imagery. As with many aspects of the PST package, mental imagery is 

strongly inter-linked with the other skills, particularly self-talk. The review of the 

mental imagery literature discusses the development of imagery in sport and the role 
imagery plays in a PST package. 

Uncontrollable and negative images have been associated with prolonged exposure 
to adverse conditions and may follow sleep deprived or fatigued states (Simpson, 

1988; Leach, 1994). In sport negative images are also associated with poor 

performance and an increase in negative arousal states (Maclntyre, Moran, & 

Jennings, 2002). Therefore mental imagery interventions have sought to control 
imagery content with the aim of eradicating negative images and thus improving 

sports performance (MacIntyre et al, 2002). Mental imagery has been defined as an 

awareness of quasi-sensory and quasi-perceptual experiences under conditions where 

the actual stimuli that produce the real sensorial and perceptual experiences are 

absent (Richardson, 1969). In sport the uses of imagery are multi-faceted but are 
broadly concerned with skill and strategy learning, cognitive modification and 

arousal or anxiety regulation (Martin et al, 1999). Due to it's multidimensional 

application in sport, imagery applications have been described based on experimental 
data (Pavio, 1985; Munroe et al, 2001) and in a literature based model (Martin et 

al, 1999). 

Munroe et al (2000) described imagery structure and function using a similar 

principle to that identified for self-talk (Hardy et al, 2001), identifying the 4 W's of 

imagery via a subjective interview process. The model identified specific, general 

and motivational types of imagery within a contextual framework. As with self-talk 

(Hardy et al, 2001) these dimensions were further sub-divided into cognitive and 

motivationally based images. From a cognitive perspective, both general and specific 

components were isolated and determined based on the content of the imagery. For 

example, imagery that involves skill rehearsal is cognitive specific imagery (CS) and 

comprises the imagined rehearsal of the planned movements, whereas images that 

involve the mental rehearsal of strategies of play were identified as cognitive general 
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(CG). These strands are once again situation and sport specific and can be tailored to 

task accordingly. 

Similar to the self-talk model, the motivational component of imagery is suggested to 

contain, in addition to general and specific dimensions, a mastery aspect. 
Distinctions were made based on the imagery content where motivational specific 
(MS) imagery was suggested to comprise imagining the achievement of goals and 

related activities and may include performance and outcome imagery (similar to the 
branches outlined in the goal-setting literature) whereas motivation general imagery 

(MG) was described as having two further sub-domains, namely an arousal (MG-A) 

and mastery component (MG-M). 

MG-M imagery encompasses four higher order themes, mental toughness, focus, 

confidence and positivism. As such this aspect of imagery involves working through 
difficult situations and dealing with adversity and therefore has a hypothetical 

application to the survival. Similarly, the MG-A imagery includes excitement, 

control and relaxation as its higher order themes and may have the greatest 

physiological impact when this type of imagery is rehearsed. More specifically this 

type of imagery is used to get an athlete 'psyched up' or motivated to perform or, in 

contrast, stay relaxed and calm before the onset of an event (White & Hardy, 1998). 

This observation has been upheld in elite canoeists and artistic gymnast who used 
images to increase arousal and to induce a 'mellow state' of relaxation respectively 
(White & Hardy, 1998). Therefore, it is suggested that this latter dimension of 
imagery can be tailored to specifically target the arousal related requirements of the 

task most appropriate for a given situation, as is hypothesised with arousal 

regulation. As it is assumed that over-arousal predominates in a survival setting, 

relaxing images may be employed to alleviate this unwanted increase. Based on these 

distinctions Munroe et al (2000) outlined the importance of matching imagery type, 

with the aims of the task or research study consistent with the recommendations of 

the arousal regulation literature (Maynard et al, 1995). 

In congruence with the self-talk literature (Hardy et al, 2001) the cognitive 

components of the imagery model proposed by Munroe et al, (2000) are highly 

specific to the imagers chosen sport (Martin et al, 1999). Therefore practice of this 
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type of imagery may be of limited value in the current studies unless a particular skill 

or movement is to be specifically executed. In contrast, the motivational branches of 

the imagery may have sufficient flexibility to be applied to a number of other 

environmentally stressful situations. For example, (Feltz & Riessinger, 1990) 

supportive evidence can be found suggesting a link between self-efficacy (Bandura, 

1977; 1997) and the use of MS imagery. Feltz and Reissinger (1990) concluded that 

the improvement in muscle endurance performance observed in an MG-M imagery 

manipulation group, versus a separate control and feedback group, was due to 
increased self-belief in the capability to execute the task. Efficacy expectations 
increased concomitant with the receipt of an audio-tape guided imagery intervention 

which required the subjects to focus on mastery producing images (the specific 

content of the tape was not detailed). 

Any improvement in the strength of conviction that a behaviour or strategy will be 

successful is an adaptation that could be tailored to adverse conditions where 

efficacy expectations may be low because of the novel and challenging nature of the 

environment. However, as with the self-talk study by Weinburg et al, (1984) an 
initial measurement of pre-treatment endurance capacity did not take place rendering 
between group comparisons on performance measures irrelevant. However, 

following the imagery manipulation better stability in self-efficacy was achieved in 

the imagery group compared to the other groups despite the experience of persistent 

negative performance feedback. This suggests MS imagery is superior in protecting 

the subject against negative cognitions making this effect highly desirable. 

Munroe et al, (2000) were the first to suggest that MS imagery can be further 

subdivided into performance and outcome images, similar to those already identified 

in the goal-setting literature and, once again providing evidence of inter-linking 

between PST strategies and more specifically self-efficacy. Athletes reported using 

both outcome goal images, such as finishing a race first, and performance images, 

such as making a good start to race, to improve specific motivation pre-competition 

(Munroe et al, 2000). Bandura (1997) suggests that people visualising themselves 

executing action successfully raises the perceived efficacy that they will be able to 

perform better and that this boost in efficacy improves sporting performance. In 

addition, athletes have reported using as much detail as possible whilst performing 
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imagery (i. e. venue, spectators) to clarify their images as completely as possible and 
facilitate the transfer from imagined activity to execution (Munroe et al, 2000). 

From an anxiolytic aspect improved self-efficacy may reduce pre-competitive and 

competitive anxiety through reduced frequency of negative self-statements (Butt, 

Weinburg, & Horn 2003). In agreement, Hanton and Jones (1999) have demonstrated 

resultant increases in self-confidence concomitant with an alteration in perceived 

anxiety symptoms from debilitative to facilitative as a consequence of a multi-modal 
intervention, which included mental imagery (self-confidence is a more global state 

of self-belief whereas self-efficacy is situation specific, Bandura, 1977). Although it 

was acknowledged that imagery could not be directly attributed for the 
improvements in performance (see goal-setting), imagery was largely used to recall 

typical pre-race thoughts and subsequently rationalise those thoughts frorn a negative 
to positive perspective. It could be suggested this type of imagery underpinned the 

changes in anxiety interpretation. This finding supports the positive, but indirect, 

effects of imagery practice on skilled performance. The impact of this type of 
imagery may therefore be similar to that hypothesised as working with goal-setting 

strategies that of tolerance of greater acute or prolonged discomfort due to improved 

perceived control over the situation. 

The most direct type of imagery in influencing physiological response may be, MG- 

A imagery. Hecker and Kaczor (1988) demonstrated a significant increase in heart 

rate during MG-A imagery. The increases were in association with imagery of sports 

scenes that included response propositions such as "you begin to feel your heart 

pound" and "you feel butterflies in your stomach" (Martin et al, 1999). Further 

support for this assertion comes from Gallego, Denot-Ledunois, Vardon, and 

Perruchet (1996) who reported an increase in cardiorespiratory frequency in 

swimmers in conjunction with imagery of the swimming pool, spectators, imagery of 

oneself in the lane behind the starting block, waiting to race, and imagery of 

competing in the race. Small, but significant increases in both cardiac and respiratory 

frequency were observed following imagined exercise, in comparison to an imagined 

exercise preparation phase. In relation to the respiratory frequency data, mean values 

changed from 15 to 22 breaths. min, however variation during the other periods of 

testing were not presented. It was suggested that, because of a directional effect of 
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relaxing images in reducing heart rate, that the content of the images guided the 

physiological responses accordingly. 

PST packages also feature a trend towards relaxing images. In support, images such 

as relaxing in a favourite place or imaging being relaxed in the sporting venue have 

had a significant impact on arousal (e. g. White & Hardy, 1998), as indicated by 

subjective report (i. e. Bull, 1989); less empirical support exists for these effects 
(Martin et al, 1999). However, it is suggested that visual imagery and visual 

perception activate similar neural substrates (Farah, 1984; 1989; Farah, Perronet, 

Gonon, & Giard, 1988), which may explain some of the beneficial subjective 

responses that have been previously reported in sports studies, and provides a basis 

for the inferred physiological effects described in sporting studies (Bull, 1989). 

Lang's (1977,1979; 1984) bio-informational theory provides a foundation to 

potentially explain the link between imagery and physiological response. This theory 

views imagery as an efferent- oriented cognition and assumes that events, or stores of 
information, are represented as associations between elements stored in the brain. 

These elements are sub-divided into three categories within the memory; 1) 

information concerning the stimulus aspects of the object or situation, based on 

previous experiences e. g. in an adverse environment, visual (the approach of sea- 

water as a vessel capsizes) and kinaesthetic (the sensation of initial contact with the 

water), 2) category 2 comprises information that is available, but not a component of 

the externally identifiable stimulus aspects (Lang, 1984). It involves semantic 

elaboration of relevant information that is not necessarily available from the stimulus 

aspect; the assignation of affective meaning of the situation (e. g. accidental 

immersion in cold water at sea is likely to cause hypothermia if rescue does not take 

place). 

The final category (3) includes information relevant to the situation, responses 

include those produced by the somatornotor systems, as well as the associated 

cardiorespiratory responses (tachycardia, hyperventilation and palmar sweating) 

which form the physiological response to the appraisal of the situation e. g. 

tachycardia as a consequence of cold-shock (Tipton, 1989) and the affective response 

to the situation such as an increase in arousal. 
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This theory was reviewed in relation to the sporting literature by Cuthbert, Vrana and 
Bradley (1991), who state that response propositions are statements that describes 

the imager's response to the particular scenario, and are designed to produce a 
relevant physiological response during imagery. As a consequence it is suggested 
that studies examining imagery should include a script of the images described 

including the relevant stimuli and desired responses (potentially physiological) 

produced allowing kinaesthetic sensations to be developed leading to highly vivid 
images (Murphy, 1990). Such scripts imply rigidity and may appear to lack sufficient 
flexibility to account for individual differences in imagery capability. However, 

according to Lang's (1977; 1979; 1984) bio-informational theory, each individual 

brings their own personal experience into interpreting the imagined event meaning 
the same set of imagery instructions produces different imagery experiences between 

persons (Murphy, 1990). This conclusion has more recently been supported in the 

sporting literature (White & Hardy, 1998). 

From a mechanistic and anatomical perspective mental imagery is strongly linked 

with physiological responses in both emotive imagined sequences (Lang, 1984; 

Cuthbert et al, 199 1) and during mental practice (Decety, 1996). Interestingly, 

Decety (1996), using a mental chronometry procedure, demonstrated increases in 

autonomic activity in the areas associated with imagined movements concomitant 

with increases in blood flow to areas of the motor cortices which are involved in the 

programming of movement. Furthermore, the magnitude of these autonomic changes 
is suggested to be correlated with enhanced sporting performance (Roure et al, 
1999). It appears that the magnitude of autonomic response to imagery is related to 

the successful execution of planned movements. Therefore, mental rehearsal firstly 

has the potential to reinforce correct learned behaviour but also it may serve to prime 

an individual to perform the imagined action correctly, whilst eliciting the associated 

physiological responses (Jacobson, 1928). 

Overall, based on the findings from experimental studies in sport, it is proposed that 

the role imagery may play in enhancing performance in adverse conditions may be 

threefold. Firstly, imagined rehearsal of a sequence of movements may enhance or 

reinforce the learning of the correct sequence of behaviours for a given situation (CS 
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imagery) (Jacobsen, 1928). If upheld this may be a useful adjunct to survival 

training. Secondly, MG-A imagery may be implemented as a preparatory measure to 

control arousal prior to the onset of an adverse sequence of events (i. e. cold-water 

immersion) (Martin et al, 1999). Thirdly, the practice of both of these types of 

imagery may facilitate improvements in self-efficacy and subsequently reduce the 

occurrence of negative cognitions associated with the situation (Feltz & Reissinger, 

1990). Finally, visualising the implementation of the other aspects of the PST 

package may underpin the integration of these strategies into a cohesive unit, 
fostering a reflex response to environmental stimulation with a designated PST 

component. 

As is evident from the above literature, PST has been successfully implemented to 

aid individuals in dealing with a variety of sporting situations. The precise origins of 
PST are however, unclear, but have some similarities to stress inoculation training 

(SIT), a technique also used to cognitively modify behaviour but to differing 

stressors. 
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STRESS INOCULATION TRAINING (SIT) 

SIT has been administered to aid individuals in dealing with anger (Levendusky & 

Pankratz, 1975), chronic and experimentally induced pain (Turk, 1975), and 

occupational groups under regular daily stress (Sarason, Johnson, Berberich, & 

Siegel, 1979). Similar to PST, SIT is delivered in phases comprising education, 

rehearsal of the skills, application to the given situation and positive thinking 
(Meichenbaum, 1985). It also encompasses some aspect of motivation toward 

overcoming a given stressor or situation, arousal regulating strategies, mental 

imagery (primarily for rehearsal) and self-instructional training; replacing negative 
cognitions with positive and instructional phrases similar to self-talk. The theoretical 

underpinning of SIT is more developed than that of PST and is based upon the 

assertion that conditioned reactions are self-activated on the basis of learned 

expectations associated with a given stimulus, rather than automatically evoked 
(Bandura, 1977). SIT is thought to aid the individual predict the occurrence of an 

adverse event and, following training, substitute in an adaptive response to that 

stimulus. Both PST and SIT aim to cognitively re-model the, in most cases negative, 
initial behaviour in response to a given stressor into a controlled and targeted 

poisitive response to the situation. 

Experimental evidence for the efficacy of SIT is similarly unproven (Meichenbaum, 

1977) and exhibits comparable inconsistency to PST in separating out the 

contribution each skill makes to the change in behaviour that may take place. Rather, 

SIT is offered as an adjunct to already existing treatments for the given problem (i. e 

anger management, chronic pain) rather than acting solely as is thought with PST. 

Of those studies utilising SIT as a sole treatment, efficacy of imagery rehearsal and 

role-playing was demonstrated in tolerating pain induced by submersion of the non- 

dominant hand into 2'C water (Turk, 1975). Subjects imagining the stressful 

situation integrated with images of themselves successfully using the SIT coping 

technique maintained the immersion for significantly longer period. These findings 

were also demonstrated by Meichenbaum (1972) in subjects tolerating ischaernic 

pain induced by the over inflation of a blood pressure cuff; pain was tolerated for an 

average of 17-minutes longer in SIT subjects. Furthermore, a clinical case-study of 
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an elderly subject experiencing chronic abdominal pain suggests SIT may also help 

reduce the dependence upon analgesic medication which was reduced following the 

introduction of the coping techniques concomitant with subjective reports of pain 

occurrence. Further examples of the efficacy of SIT in clinical and non-clinical 

settings have more recently been documented (Meichenbaum, 1985). As such, SIT is 

comparable with PST but is more practitioner controlled in its administration to a 

client rather than being based upon specific information derived from an athlete, as 

with PST (Hardy et al, 1996). The literature examining these coping strategies suffer 

the same shortcomings, however PST includes superior structure to the motivational 

component of the package, goal-setting (Locke & Latham, 1985). Moreover, PST 

includes greater control over the coping skills intervention received by the subject 

and is not designed as a clinical treatment procedure (Admi, 1997). 

The fundamental principle underlying both techniques is preserved irrespective of 

the form of coping training utlised. Primarily that cognitive events refer to conscious 
identifiable, thoughts and images and that these events form an internal dialogue that 

takes place when the automaticity of behaviour is interrupted. Both PST and SIT aim 

to alter this dialogue and therefore manipulate an inidividual's resistance to a given 

situation that may be enhanced by exposure to a stimulus strong enough to rouse the 

behavioural defenses but without being so powerful as to overcome them. In short, 

they aim to raise conscious awareness of the components underpinning a behavioural 

response to a stressor. Although SIT has somne apparent efficacy (Meichenbaum, 

1985) it is suggested PST, by virtue of containing greater structure to it's 

motivational component (goal-setting) may be preferential when examining the 

responses to thermal stress and is therefore utilised in this thesis. 
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SUMMARY 

It could be suggested that, based on the current examples, PST has the potential to 

influence psychological and physiological function in thermally challenging 

environments. Sport related studies have demonstrated the facilitative effects of both 

individual and package psychological skills in a range of situations, during closed, 

competitive and dynamic sporting circumstances. The facilitative effects have largely 

been described in relation to a performance outcome, at a cognitive level and appear 

to be highly specific to the individual receiving the intervention. Furthermore, the 

persistence with the single-subject multiple baseline design, particularly in those 

studies that include a package of skills (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998), make the generic 

impact upon performance difficult to quantify. Those studies that have sought to 

quantify alterations in performances across groups under different psychological 

manipulations are often experimentally flawed (Weinberg et al, 1984; Rushall et al, 
1988; Feltz & Reissinger, 1990). Moreover, the measurement of the impacts of these 

skills in performers of varying levels of competence adds to the variability evident 

within studies. Therefore, some questions still remain as to the viability of this 

package in influencing performances beyond a cognitive level. However, sufficient 

evidence is apparent to support the conclusion that the systematic and controlled 

practice of sports psychology based psychological skills can significantly improve 

the performance of some individuals, in some cases in highly challenging and 

demanding circumstances (Bull, 1989). Therefore, it appears reasonable to suggest 

PST, based upon those skills and principles identified in the sports science literature, 

may present a viable tool to assess the psychological contribution to performance in 

thermally challenging environments. 

As stated by Hardy (2005), more studies utilising single mental skill interventions are 

required to examine the individual contribution each skill makes to altering sporting 

performance. Consistent with these recommendations study I examines the impact of 

mental imagery on the autonomic and perceptual responses to mild thermal 

stimulation in order to quantify the magnitude of any psychophysiological changes 

that may take place. Additionally, because of the relatively unknown contributions of 

PST to autonomic output under challenging conditions, study I initially attempts to 

examine this relationship at rest without the existence of multiple stimuli in the 
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environment. Mental imagery has already been suggested to carry some 

physiological impact (Martin et al, 1999) and therefore represents a logical start- 

point from which to extend the use of psychological skills from the sports science 
literature into thermal environments. 
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CHAPTER4 

STUDY 1: THE EFFECT OF A SINGLE PSYCHOLOGICAL SKILL ON 

PERIPHERAL BLOOD FLOW IN THREE DIFFERENT AMBIENT 

TEMPERATURES 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of studies have investigated the role of imagery and/or biofeedback 

training in altering peripheral blood flow and skin temperature (Tsk) (Carter, 1978; 

Dugan & Sheridan, 1976; Freedman et al, 1988; Gillespie & Peck, 1980; Keefe, 

1978; Keefe & Gardner, 1979; Kojo, 1985; Taub & Emurian, 1976; Violani & 

Lombardo, 2003). Similar techniques have been employed to alleviate symptoms of 

peripheral vascular disease caused by prolonged cold exposure (Brown, Jobe, 

Hamlet, & Rubright, 1986), Raynaud's disease (Raynaud's treatment investigators, 

2000) and diabetes (Rice, & Schindler, 1992). In the latter studies, imagery and 
biofeedback were used to evoke increases in peripheral blood flow, reduce heart rate 

and induce relaxation (White, Holmes & Bennett, 1977). Large variations in 

peripheral Tsk and blood flow have also been recorded during forms of hypnosis 

(Barabasz, & McGeorge, 1978) and meditation or Yoga (Benson et al, 1982). 

However, many of these studies show large inter-individual subject variability in the 

success of task performance that may be intervention dependent (e. g. Kojo, 1985). 

Consistent physiological trends have emerged from studies using imagery and 
biofeedback strategies producing decreases in Tsk more readily than increases (e. g. 
Taub & Emurian, 1976; Gillespie & Peck, 1980), with small degrees of voluntary 

control of peripheral blood flow and Tsk possible with sufficient training (Carter, 

1978; Dugan & Sheridan, 1976; Freedman et al, 1988; Gillespie & Peck, 1980; 

Keefe, 1978; Keefe & Gardner, 1979; Kojo, 1985; Taub & Emurian, 1976). The 

magnitude of these changes in flow vary markedly between studies with increases of 

5.0'C (Carter, 1978) and 0.66'C reported (Gillespie & Peck, 1980). Further increases 

in peripheral blood flow and skin temperatures have been recorded despite cool 

ambient conditions (Carter, 1978), however no directional changes are hypothesized 

in warm conditions. Changes in Tsk have been detailed with ambient temperatures 
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equal to or below 25.1 OC and above 15.6'C, with varying stability in thermal 

conditions (Carter, 1978; Gillespie & Peck, 1980). This implies a degree of 
descending conscious influence on the vasomotor responses is possible irrespective 

of the thermal environment. 

The mechanism underpinning these alterations is less clear. The hypothalamus and 

preoptic areas of the brain receive cutaneous afferent information from the peripheral 

thermoreceptors and elicit the response consistent with the environmental conditions 
(Satinoff, 1978; Hensel, 1981). Cold images or biofeedback techniques are suggested 

to interfere with this process in one of 4 ways. Firstly, the content of the mental 
image reduces peripheral blood flow and subsequently Tsk which activates the 

perceptual response to changing Tsk triggering an alteration in perceptual rating. 
Secondly, the mental image content alters Tsk sensation which subsequently reduces 

the actual Tsk and blood flow in accordance with the perceptual rating. Thirdly, the 

content of the mental imagery instruction guides the subject to concentrate on minute 

vascular oscillations (Hensel, 1981) in Tsk that agree with the content of the image. 

Finally, there is no interaction between imagery content and Tsk alteration, the 

changes take place as a consequence of the relaxation part of the imagery (Kojo, 

1985). 

As such, the perceptual cross over between the central processing structures for 

visual and perceptual processes provide an initial suggestion of where the interaction 

between image content and physiological function may lie (Kosslyn, Brunn, Cave, & 

Wallach, 1984; Farah, 1984; Finke, 1985). Based on electrophysiological evidence, it 

is suggested both the perceptual and visual cortices share the same 

neurophysiological pathways and, if the image vividness and content is sufficiently 

strong, can change the perception at a given time (Farah, Perronet, Gonon, & Giard, 

1988). Consequently, it is suggested that the thermal images described as part of the 

above interventions (Kojo, 1985) may be sufficiently strong to elicit a response 

consistent with the content of the image (i. e. vasoconstriction following imagined 

cold water stimulation). Therefore, both perceptual and physiological effects may be 

observed (Decety, 1996). 
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In detailing these imagery and biofeedback techniques a number of recommendations 

to maximise the potency of an intervention have emerged (i. e. Gillespie & Peck, 

1980). Although imagery (Dugan & Sheridan, 1976) and biofeedback (Keefe & 

Gardner, 1979) are effective independent of one another, some studies have shown 

that thermal suggestion or imagery in conjunction with biofeedback is more 
influential in producing physiological changes (Keefe, 1978). Therefore, a script 
including thermal suggestion to supplement imagery and biofeedback may maximise 

the chances of influencing peripheral blood flow. Furthermore, this script should 

encourage emotional images which are suggested to create greater physiological 

effect (Cuthbert et al, 1991). Additional support for this observation comes from 

Hertzfeld and Taub (1977) who demonstrated larger changes in Tsk when an 
intervention included slides representing the thermal conditions of the described 

images, in addition to instructions. Further recommendations include details of the 

length of mental practice and repetitions required to produce an effect. Shorter bouts 

of practice (2- 1 Omin) over a minimum of 5 practice sessions have produced 

significant training effects (Keefe & Gardner, 1979), with longer bouts (20-30min) of 

practice causing plateaus in performance after 3 training sessions. Typically these 

studies include a period of stabilisation, mental practice and a further rest period 

allowing a comparison between practice and control periods (i. e. Keefe, 1978). 

As recommended in other imagery studies, in addition to the physiological effects, 

the efficacy of the intervention, including imagery vividness, controllability (i. e. 

MacIntyre at al, 2002) and success (i. e. Kojo, 1985) should be measured throughout. 

Whilst incorporating these recommendations, the current investigation examines the 

role of imagery training against a stronger environmental stimulus (Ambient hot 

40'C; cold 12.5'C & thermoneutral air, 26-28'C) in healthy individuals. Voluntary 

influences on peripheral blood flow or Tsk has not been explored in ambient 

temperature conditions above 25. I'C (Gillespie & Peck, 1980) or below 15.6'C 

(Carter, 1978) despite some apparent psychological influence on peripheral blood 

flow within this range. Many of the listed investigations have examined the impact of 

imagery and biofeedback interventions outside of the thermoneutral zone for naked 

human beings (26-28'C) (Gagge et al, 1967; Hardy & Soderstrom, 1938). Inside the 

thermoneutral zone peripheral vasomotor tone confers limited thermoregulatory 

influence (Golden & Tipton, 2002). Theoretically, it is within this zone (26-28'C) 
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that psychological intervention would have the greatest impact, as the influence of 

ambient conditions on peripheral blood flow is minimal (Gagge et al, 1967). 

Outside of this range, peripheral blood flow and Tsk will be subject to the influences 

of ambient temperature as well as any effect of an intervention. In theory, the 
intervention will have to override the thermal drive not present in thermoneutral air. 
Examination of the impact of psychological skills within the thermoneutral zone will 

provide some idea of the potential to influence thermoregulatory vasomotor 

responses when the environmental demand is minimal. Exploration outside of this 

zone may provide an insight into whether psychological influences are sufficiently 

potent to alter the reflex involuntary responses to a stronger thermal stimuli. 

Secondly, the investigation examines the perceptual effect of mental images on 

comfort and thermal sensation (Kojo, 1985), all-important factors when exposed to 

adverse conditions. Favourable perceptions of the performance environment, comfort 

and arousal are the most frequently reported effects of imagery interventions in 

sports studies (e. g. Bull, 1989; Jones at al, 1993). Bull (1989) suggested that, despite 

the requirement to perform physical activity in extreme heat, images comprising 

extreme cold situations helped the performer dissociate, feel less discomfort and 

more relaxed. This facilitative adaptation has yet to be formally examined. 

The aim of this investigation was therefore, to assess whether psychological 

strategies, including thermal suggestion and mental imagery can influence peripheral 

vasomotor tone and thermal perceptions in a warm, cool and thermoneutral 

environments in resting conditions. This work examined the influence of PST on the 

vasomotor responses whilst the cognitive processing demands from the environment 

were low. Additionally this study aimed to establish the degree of conscious 

influence that can be exerted over responses that are generally recognised as being 

under involuntary control, particularly under increasing thermal strain. 
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HYPOTHESES 

Ho PST will have no influence on vasomotor tone and skin temperature. 
H, In thermoneutral ambient air (26-28'C), imagery PST will enable both increases 

and decreases in peripheral blood flow. 

H2 In warm ambient air (40'C), imagery PST will enable a decrease in skin 

peripheral blood flow. 

H3 In cool ambient air (I 2.5'C), imagery PST will enable an increase in peripheral 
blood flow. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

6 healthy male subjects (mean [s. d]: n=6; age 26 [7] yrs; height 1.79 [0.061m; mass 
85.92 [14.44]kg) provided full written and informed consent to particIpate in the 

trials. Each subject had no previous experience of using imagery as part of a 

psychological intervention. The study was performed according to the Declaration of 
Helsinki and with ethical approval from the University of Portsmouth ethics 

committee. 

Experimental Design 

The study employed a balanced, repeated measures design. 

Experiment 1: (n = 6) Baseline measures were made of hot and cold imagery 

capability, and their effects upon skin temperature (Tsk) and blood flow in 

thermoneutral JN) conditions (26.9 [0.1 ]'Q, independent of Psychological Skills 

Training (PST). Subsequently all subjects completed 5 sessions of PST over a 5-day 

period. Following PST and on separate days, subjects completed a balanced order of 

exposure to TN (26.8'C [0.7]'C), Warm (W: 39.2 [0.7]'C) and Cool (C: 12.8 

[0.1 J'Q ambient conditions in order to assess the impact of imagery in these 

environments. A Latin Square was used to order the follow-up TN, W and C 

exposures after the psychological intervention had taken place (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Order of exposure to TN, W and C conditions in experiment 1. 

tN E i 
Subject Trial No. 

PST Interv nti i d P 
Trial No. 

men o. xper 
1 

e on er o 
2 3 4 

1 TN C w TN 

eriment 1- All Ex 
2 TN w TN C 

p 
Conditions: 

4 OC TN 2 9 
3 TN PST - Hot & Cold TN C w 

[0. ] : 6. 
W: 39.2 [0.7]*C 

* 
4 TN 

Imagery Intervention 
TN 27.1 [0.1]OC TN w C 

C: 112.8 [0.1] C 
5 TN C TN w 

6 TN H C TN 

Protocol 

Each subject arrived at the environmental chamber on 9 separate occasions in 

experiment 1 (4 independent exposures: trial 1-4 &5 PST sessions). Each exposure 

prior to and following PST took place at the same time of day (9am, 12pm and 3pm) 

with the minimum number of days between trials. PST sessions were completed at 

varying times of day between 9arn and 5pm. Room temperature was maintained by 

an air conditioning unit between 26-28'C for TN exposures and PST, and at 12.5'C 

and 40'C for C and W conditions respectively. Relative humidity was held at 45 [3) 

% for TN trials, 48 [2] % for the warm exposures and 68 [5] % for the cold 

condition. 

All subjects refrained from strenuous exercise, alcohol and caffeine consumption 24 

hours prior to experimental participation. Food ingestion was restricted to a light 

meal 3-4 hours prior. On arrival, subjects were required to remove their clothing 

remaining in a pair of shorts or bathing costume. They were then instrumented with 

two skin thermistors (forearm, middle finger) on the dominant hand, secured by 

micropore tape and attached to a data logger (Remote Squirrel Logger 1250/1000 

Series, Grant), set to log Tsk every 15 seconds. An infrared photoplethysmograph 

probe (Vasculab, Meda Sonics, USA) was taped to the third finger of the dominant 

hand, this recorded fingertip blood flow continuously. Further instruments consisted 

of a 3-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) (HME, Lifepulse) attached in the standard 

formation. Once instrumented the subject entered the environmental chamber. 
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During all exposures subjects remained seated, at rest, with their hand resting on a 
table in front of them, palm facing up. All trials in experiment I included: (1) a 

minimum of a 15-minute adaptation phase included in order to stabilise Tsk (+ 

0.05'C) and blood flow responses to the ambient air condition; during this period 

subjects were allowed to read or converse with the experimenter. It is noted that 

subjects did not stabilise at comparable Tsk (2) control or rest period (5- 10 min); 
subjects remained silent. (3) 20-minute imagery period; 10 minutes cold imagery, 10 

minutes hot imagery. (4) Further control or rest period (5-10 min). For W and C 

exposures (post-PST) the initial direction of the imagery was against that of the 
dominant thermoregulatory response within the condition i. e. Hot imagery for the 
first 10-minutes of the cold exposure. During trial I each subject attempted to change 
their digital skin temperature before receiving any psychological training to improve 
imagery. They were instructed to concentrate on any type of strong thermal image or 

situation featuring strong thermal cues, cold (10-min) and subsequently hot (10-min), 

that they had experienced previously. They were instructed to focus on how they 

responded physiologically (i. e. piloerection, shivering and discomfort in the cold). 
Subjects then completed PST in mental imagery on 5-separate days. 

Psychological Skills Training (PST) 

PST sessions remained identical methodologically to the trial exposures with the 

omission of the secondary control/rest period (4), therefore PST sessions lasted for a 

maximum of 40-minutes. Following acclimatisation and the control period subjects 
listened, through headphones, to an audiotape instructing them to focus upon 
described cold and hot thermal images (APPENDIX A), and to visualise this taking 

place in extremely cold or hot surroundings i. e. an ice field or desert plain. 

Initially the subjects were guided through a short relaxation phase before listening to 

the guided imagery. The script was constructed by generating a short list of the 

psycho-physiological sensations associated with the described environment. For 

example in cool conditions, cold peripheral sensations, piloerection, shivering, 

muscle tension, numbness, condensed breath on exhalation, teeth chattering and 

general discomfort were described in the cold imagery (C. 1) intervention. Similarly, 

in warm conditions, a burning sensation, sweating, an arid environment, no water or 
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protection and general discomfort were described in the hot imagery (H. 1) 

intervention. In addition, the subject was encouraged to visualise this taking place 

whilst wearing the clothing they had on for the trial. The barren environments were 

selected to induce feelings of isolation in the scenario and provide no route for 

behavioural shelter from the conditions. 

Each subject was asked to focus on the details of the situation, the sensations that 

they experienced and how they were responding, in terms of thermoregulation, to 

this situation (e. g Tsk change, piloerection, sweating, shivering etc). Feedback 

regarding change in Tsk was available to all subjects via a digital display of fingertip 

temperature throughout trials 1-4 and PST (see table 1). It was clearly stipulated at 

the start of each trial the information that this display conveyed, although it was not 

compulsory for all subjects to view the information at any stage of the trials. During 

the post-PST trials (trial 2-4; see table 1) subjects once again completed the imagery 

task independent of any external source of instruction. 

Following all full length trials and PST subjects were asked to report the perceived 

success of their imagery attempt and the content of their imagery. Following this 

initial thermoneutral exposure subjects completed one imagery-based test of image 

controllability (Mental Rotations Test: MRT; Vandenburg, & Kuse, 1978) and two 

imagery vividness questionnaires (Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire: 

VVIQ; Marks, 1973; Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire: VMIQ; Isaac, 

Marks, & Russell, 1986). 

Measurements 

PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES 

Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT) ('C) 

Ambient air conditions were measured each minute during trials using a WBGT 

weather station and recorded using a Squirrel Data Logger (1250/1000 Series, 

Grant). 
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Skin Temperature (Tsk) (OC) 

Skin thermistors were positioned at two anatomical sites (forearm and middle 
fingertip of the dominant hand) and skin temperature was logged every 15-seconds 

over the course of all ambient air exposures using a remote Squirrel Data Logger 

(1250/1000 Series, Grant). 

SkBf - Infrared Photoplethysmograph (IRP) 

One infrared photoplethysmograph probe (Vasculab, Meda Sonics) was lightly taped 

to the third finger of the dominant hand. Blood flow was measured continuously 

throughout each trial, but not during PST, in pulsatile amplitude units (cm). 

Heart Rate (HR; b. p. m) 

A 3-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) (HME, Lifepulse) attached in the standard 

formation displayed HR throughout trials 1-4. HR was manually logged every 5 

minutes. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES 

Measures of Comfort and Thermal Perception (APPENDIX B) 

These scales were selected from the study by Gagge et al, (1967) who used them to 

validate the comfort and thermal sensation in similar ambient conditions to those 

used in the current study. 

Perceptions of Thermal Comfort (PTC): Subjects were required to verbally indicate 

on a four-point scale (I - Comfortable to 4- Very Uncomfortable) their level of 

comfort throughout trials, and prior to and following an imagery bout 

Thermal Sensations (TS): Subjects were required to indicate on a thirteen-point scale 
(I - Unbearably cold to 13 - Unbearably hot) their perception of the thermal 

environment. This is an expanded version of the TS used initially by Gagge et al, 
0 967) which contained only 7 points (I - cold to 4- neutral and 7- hot). 

M PTC and TS were recorded every 5 minutes throughout each trial. 

Post Imagery Debriefing 

Following each PST session subjects received verbal feedback from the experimenter 

on their actual performance on the previous imagery session. This was in the form of 

a graphical display of middle fingertip (Tsk) and blood flow (SkBF; IRP) response 

across acclimatisation, control and imagery periods. Psychological perceptions of the 

success of the previous imagery session were also discussed during the 

acclimatisation phase of the subsequent PST trial. The purpose of this measure was 

to provide the subject with evidence of their previous success in performing the 

imagery task, facilitate increased effort and a change in imagery strategy or content if 

changes were not apparent. 

Subjects also completed a standardised post-imagery debriefing sheet after each trial 

and PST session describing: 
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1. Success rating (5 point scalefrom I- Very successfid to 5- Very Unsuccessful) 

2. Effect upon other thermoregulatory mechanisms - Do you feel that the imagery 

session activated any of the following physiological mechanisms? (shivering, 

sweating, goosebumpslgooseflesh, piloerection) 

MEASURES OF INTERVENTION EFFICACY 

All subjects completed the following tests and inventories after the initial 
thermoneutral exposure to assess baseline imaging capability (APPENDIX C). The 

tests and inventories were also completed after each PST session in order to assess 

any changes in imagery capability as a consequence of the PST sessions. In studies 
involving both sporting imagined sequences (Maclntyre et al, 2002) and emotive 
imagery (Cuthbert et al, 1991) it is recognised that clear, vivid and controllable 
images underpin successful task execution and produce significant autonomic effect 
(Roure et al, 1999). The tests were conducted to fulfil these measures of intervention 

efficacy. 

Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire (VMIQ) (Isaac, Marks, & 
Russell, 1986) 

This inventory was completed in order to gain a measure of initial imagery clarity, 

and any subsequent alterations in clarity that may occur as a consequence of the PST 

intervention. 

This inventory comprises a 24-itern questionnaire in which the subject is required to 

rate on a five-point scale the vividness of the movement imagery they produce. They 

are required to first imagine watching somebody else performing the movernent 

which is detailed on the alongside each of the 24-items on this questionnaire i. e. 

sorneone running or jumping. The test is then repeated with the subject imagining 

themselves performing the movements. All imagery attempts are produced with the 

subject's eyes closed. A low rating indicates good imagery capacity (range 24 to 

120). 

The test-retest reliability of this questionnaire is 0.76. 
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Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ) (Marks, 1973) 

This inventory was completed in order to gain a measure of initial imagery vividness, 

and any subsequent alterations in vividness that may occur as a consequence of the 

PST intervention. This inventory consists of a 16-item questionnaire in which the 

subject is required to rate on a five-point scale the vividness of their imagery. For 

example, they are instructed to imagine i. e. the rising sun and then report their clarity 

rating in seeing this image. The test is completed first with eyes open first and then 

closed. A low rating indicates a good imagery capacity (range 16 to 80) 

The test-retest reliability of this questionnaire is 0.74. 

Mental Rotations Test (MRT) (Vandenburg, & Kuse, 1978) 

This inventory was completed in order to gain a measure of initial imagery 

controllability, and any subsequent alterations in vividness that may occur as a 

consequence of the PST intervention. The test is two-part and timed (5-min per half) 

consisting of a 20 item pen-and-paper test of mental rotation and imagery processes. 
This test requires the subjects to manipulate shapes through their range of motion and 

place a mark next to the one which is represented in the margin on the right hand side 

of the page. Scores range from 0-40, with higher values indicating greater mental 

rotation capability and therefore improved ability to manipulate and control their 

images. 

The test-retest reliability of this questionnaire is 0.83. 
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Data Analysis 

Means were calculated over a minimum of 5-minute sections in one control period, 
before imagery, and for the intervening two imagery periods (cold & hot). 7o 

compare rates of change in physiological variables between control and imagery 

periods in H and C conditions, delta change values (A) between each minute of the 

control and mental imagery period were calculated for I 0-minute periods in these 

exposures. 

Data were initially assessed for normal distribution using the Kolmogorov Srnimoff 

test, P>0.05 indicated normal distribution. Initially, normally distributed data sets 

were compared using paired sample t-tests or the non-parametric equivalent 
(Wilcoxon signed ranks test) within phase (pre or post intervention) and condition 
(TNI (pre- intervention), TN2 (po st- intervention), W&Q. No comparisons were 

made between hot and cold imagery periods. Any significant relationships in TN 

conditions prior to and following PST were compared between condition using two 

way repeated measures ANOVA (Time x Phase). Due to the small sample sizes (n 

6) and the relatively low power of multi and univariate statistics in detecting 

differences with small samples, simple statistical procedures were conducted to 

reveal the location of possible significant relationships with more complex statistical 

procedures employed subsequently. Significant results from paired samples 1-tests 

were treated using the Bonferroni correction procedure to avoid incorrectly rejecting 

the null hypothesis (Field, 2000). Ratings of imagery clarity, vividness and 

controllability were compared using a Wilcoxon signed ranks test between PST 

session I and 5. 

For all statistical tests - level was set at 0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Normal distribution was established in HR in experiment I (P = 0.20; n= 6). SkBf 

using IRP showed abnormal distribution (P = 0.047; n= 6) but normal distribution 

thereafter. Tsk was normal distributed throughout (P = 0.20) 

Thermoneutral Conditions 

SkBf was significantly reduced during cold-imagery, compared to the control period 

prior to any psychological training (IRP: control: 1.84 [0.70]; C. I: 1.21 [0.42]; H. I: 

1.79 [0.72]cm; P=0.028) this effect was not evident when comparing hot imagery 

and control periods (P = 0.916) or following imagery training (control: 1.90 [0.49]; 

C. L 1.56 [0.40]; H. L 1.37 [0.42]cm; C. L P=0.248; H. L P=0.173). No further 

differences were evident in the hypothesised direction in fingertip Tsk prior to (Tsk: 

C. 1; P=0.587; H. 1; P=0.844) or following hot or cold imagery training (P>0.05). 

Following training, fingertip Tsk was significantly lower during hot imagery (P 

0.049). No significant differences were evident in HR across time prior to or 

following imagery training. In a minority of cases, some transient decreases in Tsk 

were achieved during PST (figures 2& 3). No perceptual differences were evident 

prior to or following PST (P >0.05). 
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Figure 3. Middle fingertip Tsk response against time to cold and hot-guided imagery 

in TN conditions (26-28'C) during PST (S5) - PSTI - PST2 (n = 1) 
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Mean fingertip Tsk and HR responses in all conditions both prior to (TN only) and 

following PST (TN, W&Q are surnmarised in table 2 and are explained under the 

headings of control (5-10 minutes after Tsk & SkBf stabilisation), cold-imagery (C. I: 

10-minutes), hot imagery (H. I: 10-minutes) and differences between control and 

imagery periods (A). 

Table 2. Mean [s. d] fingertip Tsk and HR responses prior to (TNI) and following 

imagery training (TN2, W&Q (n = 6). 

Measure Units Phase Control 1 C. 1 H. 1 A CA A H. 1 

TN1 33.17[2.27] 33.36 [1.60] 33.21 [2.18] -0.19 0.04 

Fingertip 
C 

TN2 34.24 [1.57] 34.39 [1.28] 33.22 [2.18] -0.15 -1.02 
Tsk H 37.36 [0.23] 37.35 [0.22] 37.37 [0.26] 0.01 0.00 

C 20.00 [4.46] 18.02 [3.30] 16.56 [2.23] -1.98 -3.44 
TN1 71.83 [14.88] 71.50 [15.93] 72.67 [14.50 -0.33 0.83 

Heart 
b p m 

TN2 72.17 [13.21] 72.33 [10.17] 66.83 [12.07] 0.16 -5.33 
Rate . . - H 78.67 [6.35] 81.00 [11.15] 77.83 [11.38 2.33 -1.33 

C 64.50 [14.60] 60.83 [10.631 61.67 [11.64] -3.67 -2.83 

Warm and Cool Conditions 

None of the physiological variables measured differed significantly in the 

hypothesised direction at any stage (P>0.05) in either the warm (IRP; Control: 2.14 

[0.36], C. I: 2.00 [0.35]; H. I: 2.11 [0.60]cm) or cool conditions warm (IRP; Control; 

0.84 [0.35], C. I: 0.50 [0.20]; H. I: 0.56 [0.191cm), subjects continued to 

thermoregulate in the cold (figure 4) and hot (figure 5), as indicated by the lack of 

directional change in Tsk throughout imagery practice even after training. In warm 

conditions, PTC was significantly higher following hot imagery (P = 0.004). This is 

likely to be a function of time, due to the 10 minute time period between control and 

hot imagery measurements of PTC. There were no further perceptual differences in 

either warm or cool conditions. 
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Figure 5. Middle fingertip Tsk response against time (60 min) to cold and hot 

imagery after PST in W conditions (40'C) in all subjects (n=6). 
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Intervention Efficacy 

There were no significant differences between PST I and 5 based on imagery 

vividness (VVIQ: P=0.138; VMIQ: P=0.284) but imagery controllability scores 

significantly imProved (MRT: P=0.015) following PST. 
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DISCUSSION 

Imagery in Warm and Cool Conditions 

Our findings show there were no significant alterations in peripheral blood flow 

variables or arousal, as indicated by heart rate, when mental imagery was practiced 

prior to or following a period of training. Previous studies using combinations of 

mental imagery, biofeedback and instructions have produced significant reductions 

and less consistent increases in peripheral blood flow using similar interventions (i. e. 
Keefe, 1978; Keefe & Gardner, 1979). The reasons for this disparity may be 

multifactorial. i. e. a lack of efficacy of the intervention, the ambient temperature(s) in 

which the mental imagery task was performed, a lack of affective content in the 

intervention script (Lang, 1984). 

It seems unlikely that an intervention partially supported by some changes in 

perceptions of imagery controllability (MacIntyre et al, 2002) should be conpletely 
ineffectual. It is more likely that the ambient temperature conditions proved 

overwhelming in this case. Also, it follows that an intervention that appears to have 

only transient physiological impact in thermoneutral conditions, has no physiological 

effect in more thermally demanding conditions of warm and cool, as in this 

experiment. The results of the present experiment support this observation. At no 

stage was there any evidence of an effect when hot mental imagery was practiced. 

Two possibilities for this finding could be suggested. Firstly, that the content of the 

hot mental imagery was insufficient to produce a powerful enough afferent or 

efferent change to trigger the active vasodilatation mechanism. Secondly, that any 

alteration in activity on this nervous pathway did not reach a threshold to induce any 

detectable alteration in blood flow. If the alteration of Tsk relies upon a thresbold 

level of descending input to induce a change it is more likely to take place via an 

increase in vasomotor tone. Therefore, reduction in Tsk is more likely to be achieved 

than an increase and may be partially influenced by the cold imagery 

(vasoconstriction). 

In both the warm and TN conditions in this experiment it is likely that, folloving 

stabilisation of peripheral blood flow to the ambient air conditions, the a-v 
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anastomoses were fully dilated and were already working under low sympathetic 
tone. Further removal of this tone by hot imagery would require further reductions of 
sympathetic efferent activity, and activation of this may be difficult to induce in 

already well dilated vessels and would require a significant descending input to do 

so. In the cold the peripheral a-v vessels steadily shut down as a consequence of 
cooling in the low ambient temperature conditions. This suggests that the potency 
and content of the warmth imagery is insufficient to override the thermoregulatory 
drive that is prevalent during the cold exposure (Roddie, 2003). It is for similar 
reasons that the cold imagery is ineffectual in hot conditions, as the thermoregulatory 
drive completely overrides any peripheral vasoconstrictor effects that may be caused 
by cold-imagery. 

This does not however, explain the reported capability to eventually produce 
consistent vasodilatory effects following substantial training (Benson et al, 1982). 
Studies that report consistent increases in Tsk either have elements of prolonged 
practice (Benson et al, 1982) or the aim of the intervention is to relax the subjects 
(Brown et al, 1986; Rice, & Schindler, 1992; Raynaud's treatment investigators, 
2000) rather then to change Tsk change. In these examples the ambient conditions are 
either not reported, or are in a temperature zone slightly below the TN naked 
conditions (Gagge et al, 1967) recommended for human beings (i. e. 22-24'C). These 

conditions provide adequate range for either increases or decreases in peripheral 

vasoconstrictor tone and subsequent changes in blood flow. However, in this ambient 
temperature range the peripheral blood flow alterations carry very little 

thermoregulatory implication (Hardy & Soderstrom, 1938). Therefore the ambient 
temperature conditions may govem whether hot or relaxation imagery is 

physiologically influential. In addition, it can be concluded that there were no 
distinguishable relaxing impacts of imagery when cold or hot imagery was practiced, 

as heart rates remained stable throughout these time periods. 

Perhaps most interestingly there were no favourable or significant effects of either 
hot or cold imagery strategies in combating the discomfort and change in thermal 

perception associated with exposure to these conditions. Results suggest all subjects 

continued to become less comfortable and perceive increased and decreased 

temperature sensation in warm and cool conditions respectively. This is especially 
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surprising as favourable impacts of imagery are frequently reported in counteracting 

these unpleasant sensations during sports performance (i. e. Bull, 1989; Masters & 

Ogles, 1998). The reason for this change in perception in sports studies is possibly 
due to a sharing of the neural structures that control visual and perceptual processes 
(Finke, 1980; Kosslyn, 1987). Presumably the imagery content interferes with the 

perception of the environment leading to a bias toward the content of the imagined 

events shifting focus toward the imagined perceptual cues rather than attending to 

real environmental stimuli (Kojo, 1985). However, such an effect was absent in this 

study, which may mean the thermal cues in the imagery script were insufficient to 
interfere with actual perception. Results also suggest that focussing on the unpleasant 
heat and cold in these conditions amplify discomfort and changes in thermal 

sensation. 

This study definitively excludes any influential role for hot and cold imagery in the 

warm and cool conditions under investigation where the ambient temperature 

governs the perceptual and physiological responses. The null hypothesis (Ho) for 

both W and C conditions is therefore accepted. The possibility that cold imagery has 

a physiological impact in more neutral conditions, both physiologically and 

perceptually, still remains. The results in TN conditions were less clear, as a minority 

of subjects achieved some transient changes in Tsk during the PST sessions (figures 2 

& 3). This would suggest that the intervention had some effect. This however, is not 

substantiated by a significant alteration in the vividness or controllability of imagery 

calling into question the efficacy of PST. 

Should the intervention prove ineffectual in changing imagery parameters it could be 

suggested that a second and better-validated intervention is required to 

experimentally test the hypothesis. Therefore further studies are required, firstly to 

validate the intervention as facilitating improved imagery and secondly to clarify the 

role of cold imagery in neutral conditions. In addition, some other contributory 

factors may have underpinned a lack of experimental effect. As such, a lack of 

stability in resting Tsk caused by fluctuations in air movement and greater variability 

in peripheral blood flow towards the lower end of the TN spectrum (i. e. 26'C) 

(Hensel, 198 1; Violani & Lombardo, 2003) may have contributed to an inadequate 

platform from which to judge changes in Tsk. Experiment 2 therefore examined cold- 
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imagery only, as hot imagery appeared to have no influence on perception or blood 

flow. A second experiment was conducted with the following amendments to the 

protocol. 
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STUDY 1: EXPERIMENT 2: THE IMPACT OF COLD-IMAGERY ON 

PERIPHERAL BLOOD FLOW IN THERMONEUTRAL CONDITIONS 

AMENDMENTS TO EXPERIMENT 1 

Experiment 2 used an identical test re-test protocol to experiment I implementing 

one ten minute period of cold-imagery only, in TN conditions only (Trial 1-2; see 
table 3). Imagery commenced after ensuring complete stability of peripheral blood 

flow toward the higher end of the TN spectrum (Pre-PST: 28.3 [0.1 ]'C; PST: 28.7 

[0.1 ]'C; Post-PST: 28.2 [0.1 ]'C). 

Table 3. Order of exposure to experimental conditions in experiment 2 of study 1. 

E i tN 
Subject Trial No. 

PST I 
Trial No. 

xper men o. 
1 

ntervention Period 
2 4 

7 TN TN 

8 TN TN 

Experiment 2- TN 9 TN PST - Cold Imagery TN 
Only 

TN: 28 3 [0 1]*C 
10 TN Intervention 

TN 28 7 [0 1]*C 
TN End 

. . 
11 TN 

. . 
TN 

12 TN TN 

Subjects 

Six healthy male subjects (mean [s. d]: n=6; 23 [8]yrs; height 1.76 [0.07]m; mass 

69.20 [9.96]kg) provided full written and informed consent to participate in the trials. 

As with experiment 1, the subjects had had no previous experience of PST. The 

study was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with ethical 

approval from the University of Portsmouth ethics committee. 
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METHOD 

All experimental measures, intervals and statistical procedures remained identical to 

those stipulated in experiment 1. The re-test exposure consisted of one TN condition 

only. In order to validate the PST intervention the VMIQ, VVIQ, MRT, PTC and TS 

data were examined for both experiment I and 2 combined (n = 12) and exclusively 
in those subjects who completed experiment 2 (n = 6). 
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RESULTS 

All physiological measures were normally distributed throughout experimentation 
(P>0.05). 

No significant differences were evident in peripheral blood flow, fingertip 

temperature or heart rate prior to (SkBf. IRP; control; 2.28 [0.41]; C. I: 1.90 

[0.54]cm; P=0.153, Tsk: P=0.92 1; HR: P=0.448) or following PST (SkBf. - IRP; 

control: 2.89 [0.45]; C. L 2.87 [1.17]cm P=0.973, Tsk: p=0.569; HR: P=0.290). 

Mean [s. d] Tsk and HR data are surnmarised in table 4. 

Table 4. Mean [s. d] fingertip Tsk responses prior to (TNI) and following imagery 

training (TN2) in experiment 2 (n = 6). 

Measure Units Phase Control 1 C. I A C. 1 

Fingertip Tsk Oc 
TN1 35.03 [0.34] 35.02 [0.36] 0.01 

TN2 35.24 [0.49] 35.31 [0.56] 0.06 

Heart Rate b. p. m 
TN1 68.33 [14.90] 67.50 [16.12] -0.83 

1 1 
TN2 

1 
70.33 [9.35] 

1 
66.00 [7.95] 

1 -4.33 1 

PTC did not change significantly at any stage (n = 6, n= 12; P>0.05) whereas TS 

was significantly lower (P = 0.012) following PST in cold-imagery but not before (P 

>0.05). Mean ratings for control and cold-imagery periods are illustrated in figure 6. 

ýM Control M Cold Imagery j 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

Figure 6. Perceptual changes in TS following cold imagery training in experiment I 

and 2 (n = 12) (*P<0.05) 

Control Period Cold Imagery 
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This finding remained consistent when analysed in conjunction with the perceptual 
data from experiment 1 indicating that a focus on cold-images and the associated 

physiological sensations lowered the perceptions of the thermal environment (figure 

6). 

PST Intervention 

There were no significant differences evident throughout PST in any of the skin 
blood flow variables (P>0.05). However, as in experiment 1, some transient 

decreases in Tskand peripheral blood flow responses within subject were evident 
during PST in subject 7 (PST3) and in subject 8 (PST4&5) (figure 7). No other 

examples of an intervention effect were evident in any of the other subjects. As is 

evident from the visual inspection of figure 7, some subjects achieved periodic 
decreases in peripheral blood flow and therefore Tskduring the practice of cold- 
imagery. With the exception of subject 8 (figure 8. ), these effects were absent when 
imagery was performed without the use of the instruction tape. 

37 

36 

ig 
35 

34 

33 

Figure 7. Middle fingertip Tsk response against time (40 min) to cold imagery in TN 

conditions (28'C) during PST (S8)- PST4 - PST5 (n = 1) 
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Figure 8. Fingertip Tsk response following cold mental imagery training in TN 

conditions following PST and independent of audio taped instructions (S8, n= 1) 

(- forearm Tsk; - middle fingertip Tsk) 

Intervention Efficacy 

Significant improvements in imagery vividness (VMIQ; P=0.022) and 

controllability (MRT; P=0.041) were made in experiment 2 (n = 6). The VVIQ 

ratings neared significance (P = 0.062). However, when the ratings from experiment 

I and 2 were combined (n = 12) all imagery parameters were significantly improved 

after PST (VVIQ: P=0.011; VMIQ: P=0.015; MRT: P=0.015) suggesting the 

intervention had a facilitative impact on imagery capability. 

Subjective Responses (n = 12) 

Group results show an improvement in imagery vividness throughout the PST 

intervention with clear improvement in imagery capability in PST I and 5. 

Additional support for the effectiveness of the PST intervention is evident from the 

subjects' perception of success of the imagery sessions with overall 75% of sessions 

recorded as successful and 83% of H (40'C) and C (12.5'C) condition sessions also 

reported as successful. Successful imagery has previously been correlated with 

producing a change in Tsk (Kojo, 1985). Furthermore, specific thermoregulatory 

C) CD C) C) C) 0 C) C) C) C) 

C) CD C) 00 C) C) CD CD C) 
C) 0 C) C> 0 C> 0 C) 0 

Time (Hr: min: see) 
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responses such as shivering and sweating were also reported as being triggered by 

imagery in some subjects. 
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DISCUSSION 

In experiment 1, there was no evidence of an impact of an imagery intervention in 

hot or cold conditions and only minor or transient reductions in peripheral blood flow 

in TN conditions during an audio taped intervention. This was demonstrated in 

comparison to control periods that contained large variability in baseline peripheral 
blood flow (table 2. TNI & TN2 [s. d]). Large fluctuations have also been observed 
in near neutral conditions whilst at rest and conducting no mental imagery (Hensel, 

198 1; Violani & Lombardo, 2003). In order that a difference may be detected, 

marked and consistent changes must be observed outside of this variable range. 
Experiment 2 attempted to more stringently control the ambient conditions to provide 

a tighter baseline for comparison. Results suggest that greatlýr stability during control 

periods was achieved (table 4) and therefore an improved platform from which to 
judge change was developed. Once again, only transient alterations were detected in 

blood flow, and mean fingertip Tsk remained almost identical during the imagery 

period. 

However, four of twelve subjects demonstrated some transient changes in Tski using 

cold imagery (n = 12), towards the start (S2) and end (S5, S7 & S8) of the training 

period in both experiments I and 2. In the latter case (S8) this finding was extended 

to the follow up TN exposure performed independently of the audio-taped 
intervention. Therefore, it could be suggested that in a minority of individuals, 

mental strategies can transiently influence autonomic responses in mild thermal 

conditions with the assistance of guidance and instruction. This provides only 

circumstantial evidence of the efficacy of the intervention strategy, the strength of 

the thermal cues within it, and the merits of mental practice of this skill (Driskell et 

al, 1994). The mechanism underpinning these changes may be an alteration in the 

thermal cues attended from the real environment toward the imagined one (Farah et 

al, 1988). It can only be speculated that, the thermal cues in this imagined scenario 

were sufficiently strong to modulate sensory afferent information detailing peripheral 

temperature, triggering an efferent response via the hypothalamus, increasing 

sympathetic outflow to the fingertips thus causing a vasoc on strict ion and subsequent 

reduction in blood flow and Tsk (Kojo, 1985). These effects disappeared after the 

guided instruction tape was withdrawn which could mean the subjects, with one 
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exception, were unable to produce images of sufficient potency to produce any 
physiological effect. 

With subject 8 the impact of the intervention may have had slightly different effects 
to the other subjects wh o demonstrated a change in Tsk during PST. This subject 
reported imaging "repeatedly being hit by waves of cold water" and reflected upon 
"a highly stressful cold water immersion scenario that happened during my 
experiences as an army officer" (personal communication). The content of these 
images were not visited until imagery was attempted independent of the audio-tape. 
This imagined scenario triggered other symptoms, observed by the experimenter, 
consistent with acute cold-water exposure including transient shivering, piloerection 
and hyperventilation. As the imagery contained strong thermal stressors it is possible 
that the vasoconstriction was triggered by this stimulus. However, it is also possible 
that the components of the stimuli from the memory of this traumatic event were 
responsible for the changes in peripheral blood flow and heart rate; the perceived 
stressful content and the evoked hyperventilation. Acute hyperventilation increases 

sympathetic nervous activity via a down regulation of vagal tone. The consequences 

of this in the fingertips may be to increase sympathetic activity in the AN 

anastomoses, thus constricting the peripheral vessels and reducing peripheral blood 

flow temporarily through a chemoreceptor driven response to hypocapnia (George et 

al, 1989). Secondly, acute mild cognitive stress in thermoneutral. conditions is 

suggested to trigger a peripheral vasoconstriction (Elam & Wallin, 1986) as part of 

the 'defence' or 'vigilance' reactions to anxious and emotive situations (Winters, 

McCabe, Green, Schneiderman, 2000). 

In subject 8, the heart rate responses were consistent with an arousal response to 

imagery; HR increased by 26 b. p. rn compared to the preceding control period. It is 

not known whether this strong sympathetic drive was evident during the preceding 

PST session(s) as HR was not recorded during these phases. However, it is suggested 

that during PST, as the other markers of thermally stressful imagery evident in the 

follow-up TN exposure were absent (as observed by the experimenter), the imagery 

content was different during training and perhaps more consistent with the content of 

the tape. At the current stage it is difficult to separate the effects of the recall of a 
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traumatic memory, hyperventilation and cold imagery from their effects on 

peripheral blood flow and arousal. 

However, the role of personal and stressful experiences in this instance can be 

examined using Lang's (1977,1979, & 1984) bio-informational theory. This theory 

suggests physiological implications of imagery may be present if the imagery 

contains inputs or cues that match concepts represented by associative networks of 

stored information or memories, for example a vivid version of the imagined event, 
in this case a stressful exposure to cold. A sufficient number of networks matched 

with the cues and memory activates the network producing the associated response. 
Activation is viewed as completion of the stimulus response process. Thereby 

activating response information, leading to the production of the relevant action 

retrieved from the memory of the event (Lang, 1977,1979 & 1984) (e. g. 

vasoconstriction, piloerection and hyperventilation). The information in thes(, - 

categories is considered to be organised into associative networks, with links 

between pathways of varying strength depending on the pertinent information stored 
from the event, in this case perceived stress and acute cold exposure. It is possible, 

therefore, that the imagery intervention augmented the capacity to reproduce clear 

and vivid images associated with a previous traumatic experience in subject 8. The 

clarity of the images was sufficient to recall personal experiences to such a 

magnitude that the environmental cues in the imagined scenario produced a 

pronounced and significant sympathetic drive. 

In the remainder of the subjects mental imagery improvement after a period of 

training was insufficient to produce a physiological effect. Interestingly, subject 8 did 

not exhibit significantly better imagery capability, as measured by the imagery 

scales, either before or following intervention. Significantly better imagery capability 

after training in subject 8, in relation to the other subjects, would help explain the 

alteration in peripheral blood flow in this individual; this was not the case. 

Previously, imagery clarity has been closely linked to the magnitude of autonDmic 

response elicited when movement imagery is practiced (Roure et al, 1999), in our 

studies this link is not supported. Therefore, the efficacy of our intervention in 

producing a physiological effect may have been questionable. 
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However, some perceived physiological impact of the imagery intervention was 

evident in this series of investigations, providing some support for the efficacy of the 

intervention. 79% of subjects in experiments I and 2 reported thermoregulatory 

activation, in most cases consistent with the thermal cues in the imagined sequence, 

when hot and cold imagery commenced i. e. shivering during cold imagery. This was 

not always consistent with the ambient conditions present i. e. shivering would not be 

triggered unless weighted Tsk falls substantially below the values seen in the 

thermoneutral conditions of this study (Hardy & Soderstrom, 1938, Snellen, 1966). 

This suggestion is congruent with the reported impact of imagery on perception 

presented from sports based studies. For example, Bull (1989) employed imagery to 

help an endurance athlete dissociate from the severe environmental and physiological 
implications of endurance running in the heat. As a consequence the athlete reported 
feeling less discomfort. As already identified, in the current investigation in warm 

and cool conditions, this perceptual impact was not evident. It is possible that the 

specific physiological mechanistic cues (the suggestion of shivering or sweating) in 

the imagery script altered perception but the thermal ones did not. Therefore it is 

hard to conclude that a focus toward the temperature cues, using imagery, augments 

feelings of discomfort and increased perceived thermal strain. Perhaps most 

importantly the changes in perception associated with cold-imagery in TN conditions 

changed the rating from (7.75) slightly warm toward (7.08) neutral, neither of which 

are associated with large thermal stress or are likely to be significant in an applied 

setting. 

In conclusion, PST in mental imagery produces some minor physiological and 

perceptual effect in TN conditions in a minority of individuals, and has no Perceptual 

or physiological effect in the more thermally demanding conditions of this study. H2 

and H3 are therefore rejected. In TN conditions, this investigation provides some 

tentative support for the effect of cold-imagery on peripheral blood flow whilst hot 

imagery is largely ineffectual; Hi is only partially supported in a minority of 

individuals. For the majority, cold imagery in TN conditions produces no 

physiological effect supporting the null hypothesis (Ho). This investigation 

emphasises the influence of personal and affective images on the physiological 

responses observed, independent of guided imagery, in one subject. This increases 
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the likelihood of inducing some kind of physiological and perceptual effect using 

imagery (Lang, 1984). However, should the imagined scenario include aspects of 

perceived stress and its associated responses, it may be difficult to separate the 

contribution of the imagery intervention from the physiological response to thermal 

cues and the imagined response to stressful scenarios i. e. any changes observed could 

be attributed to either a stressful or imagined thermal stimulus. To determine the 

answer to this question, the next investigation examines the impact of mild cognitive 

load or stress on peripheral blood flow and arousal. 
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EXPERIMENT 3: THE EFFECT OF A MENTAL TASK ON PERIPHERAL 
BLOOD FLOW IN THERMONEUTRAL AMBIENT TEMPERATURES 

INTRODUCTION 

It was evident from the previous investigation that, peripheral blood flow and skin 
temperature is not influenced by a psychological Intervention comprising thermal 
suggestion and mental imagery in the majority of individuals. Some transient effects 
upon blood flow were observed in one individual in conjunction with cold-images 
and thermal suggestion. As was evident from the subjective response in the post- 
imagery interview, the images were used to evoke these changes in combination with 
personal experience of thermal stress. The transient physiological response observed 
may be explained to an extent by Lang's (1977; 1979; 1984) bio-informational 

model of emotional imagery. This emphasises the importance of incorporation of 
past experiences of the imagery described in producing a physiological impact during 
intervention. In agreement, emotive imagery has already been shown to induce 
increases in sympathetic activity as indicated by blood pressure changes in 

conjunction with imagery practice (Yogo, Hama, Yogo, & Matsuyama, 1995). 

In comparison, the impact of mild perceived cognitive anxiety has also been reported 
to produce changes in vasomotor tone consistent with increases in sympathetic 

activity (Crawford, Friesen, Tomlinson - Keasey, 1977). The vasoconstriction 

response is reported to be ambient temperature dependent, with vasoconstriction 

occurring in temperatures of approximately 34'C in both the hand and foot (Elam & 

Wallin, 1986). Therefore, the onset of mental imagery or memory recall inclusive of 

perceived stress could also partially explain the changes that were evident in subject 
8 in experiment 2 of this series. It is suggested that an acute stressor, such as a simple 

mathematical mental task, may elicit a comparable sympathetic response, similar to 

the magnitude observed in subject 8, causing peripheral vasoconstriction. In previous 

studies, a simple cognitive activity, such as the 'mental maths' task, was found to 

increase systolic blood pressure and electrodermal activity in the hands in healthy 

male volunteers (Noteboom, Fleshner, & Enoka, 2001 a; Noteboom, B arnholt, & 

Enoka, 2001 b). This task was described as moderately stressful (Noteboom et al, 

2001 a). Therefore, in order to identify the possible contribution of cognitive load in 
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producing a peripheral vasoconstrictor response from the previous trial, the following 

experiment was conducted. 
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HYPOTHESIS 

Based on the indications of Elam and Wallin (1986) and Noteboom et al (2001 a; 
2001b) the following hypothis was generated: 

HO A mildly stressful cognitive task does not impact upon Tsk or blood flow in 

thermoneutral ambient temperature conditions (26-28'C) 

H, A mildly stressful cognitive task causes peripheral vasoconstriction triggering a 
significant drop in Tsk and blood flow in thermoneutral ambient temperature 

conditions (26-28'C) 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The subjects were those who completed experiment 2 described in the previous 

section; n=6; 23 [81yrs; height 1.76 [0.07]m; mass 69.20 [9.96]kg. The study was 

performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with ethical approval from 

the University of Portsmouth ethics committee. 

Protocol 

The experimental set-up and measures remained the same as in experiment I and 2 

with the addition of a Laser Doppler measure of peripheral blood. Following the 

initial stabilisation phase and a control period, subjects were asked to attempt a 

mental task lasting approximately 5 minutes (sample of the mental task is displayed 

in APPENDIX D). Subjects were asked to count backwards in 7s from 500 relaying 

the answer back verbally, as fast as Possible. This task is similar to that described by 

Noteboom et al (2001a; 2001b). In their study, this type of cognitive task was 

subjectively rated as moderately cognitively stressful. In the current study, our 

subjects received performance related feedback in the form of "correct/incorrect" 

format before moving to the next number. Following an incorrect calculation they 
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were asked to return to the previous number and attempt to calculate the following 

number again. Upon completion of the task, or exceeding the allocated task time 
limit (5-minutes), subjects remained at rest for a further 10-minute control period. 
Having completed the final control period subjects left the environmental chamber. 
Following the completion of this session subjects were asked to give a simple 
success/failure report and a description of whether the task was stressful in any way. 

Measures 

Experimental measures remained identical to those stipulated in experiments I and 2 

with the addition of laser Doppler measurement of blood flow 

Laser Doppler Flow Meter (Ldf: SkBf flux) 

Two Laser Doppler flow probes (Moor Instruments, Devon, England) were lightly 

taped to the forearm and index finger of the dominant hand of the subject. Blood 

flow data are measured and reported in laser doppler units (flux). A reference value 
for the change in blood flow throughout the experiment was created prior to the start 

of each exposure by the inflation of a blood pressure cuff to 200 mmHg to occlude 
the brachial. artery. The occlusion of the artery created a biological zero value that 

was subtracted from the overall mean flow created during trials. 

Laser Doppler skin blood flow measurement was used solely in experiment 3 as, the 

data collected from experiments I and 2 displayed disproportionate amounts of noise 

and flow variability during measurement, which rendered much of it indecipherable. 

Data Analysis 

Data were statistically analysed comparing between control and mental task periods 

using paired samples t-tests. For all statistical tests - level was set at 0.05 unless 

otherwise stated. 
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RESULTS 

All Physiological measures showed normal distribution before the mental task, 

therefore parametric statistical comparisons were made. 

T,, conditions were maintained at 28.55'C [± 0.15] and 43% rh for the duration of the 

mental task trials. 

I of 5 subjects failed the mental task following a4 th mistake. 3 described their task 

performance as successful, 3 unsuccessful. 4 of 6 found the task to be moderately 

mentally stressful. A summary of the physiological variables is presented in table 5. 

Table 5. Mean [s. d] of physiological variables during the control and mental task 

periods in study 1, experiment 3 (n = 6) 

Measure Units Control 1 Mental Task A 

SkBf - Ldf Flux 461.40 [54.77] 296.14 [53.48 -165.26 
SkBf - IRP cm 2.02 [0.61] 0.82 [0.17] -1.20 
Fingertip Tsk Oc 34.60 [0.14] 33.80 [0.35] -0.81 
Heart Rate b. p. m 71.90 [5.25] 79.84 [6.61] 7.94 

Statistical Findings 

There were significant differences in all physiological variables following the onset 

of the mental task compared to control periods at both 0.95 and 0.99 - level. 

Fingertip Tsk (P = 0.003), SkBf (IRP: P=0.004 & Ldf: P=0.027) were all 

significantly lower during the mental task (figure 9& 10). PTC or TS did not change 

significantly following the mental task (P > 0.05). 
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Figure 9. Mean difference in SkBf using Ldf (flux) prior to and during the mental 

task (n = 6) (*P<0.05). 
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Figure 10. Significant mean difference in fingertip temperature ('C) prior to and 

during the mental task (n = 6) (P*<0.05) 

HR increased significantly (P = 0.009) during the mental arithmetic compared to the 

control period (figure 10). 
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Figure 11. Significant mean difference in heart rate response prior to and during the 

mental task (n = 6) (*P<0.05). 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The previous investigation suggested that mental imagery including perceived 

mentally stressful personal experiences, in addition to strong thermal stressors, 

produced an acute peripheral vasoconstriction and tachycardia in one individual. It 

was not clear which stimulus, the cold or perceived stress, produced this acute effect. 
The current investigation examined the impact of a simple, anxiety or stress- 
inducing, mental task on peripheral blood flow and skin temperature in a 
thermoneutral environment. Following the onset of the mental task each subject 

produced a significant and involuntary reduction in peripheral blood flow and skin 
temperature accompanied by a concomitant increase in heart rate. The experimental 
hypothesis (HI) is therefore accepted. 

In contrast to the previous imagery trials, the results suggest that cognitive activity, 
including moderate perceived stress, produced a physiological effect similar to that 

noted when stress and personal experiences were included in the imagery task. The 

magnitude of the changes in Tsk were comparable between the imagery trials and the 

mental task investigation; subject 8 Tsk changed during the post- training TN 

exposure from mean [s. d] in control 35.85 [0.091 to cold imagery 33.63 [1.131, A 

2.22'C. This margin is slightly greater than that seen within subjects during the 

mental task alone (n = 6; table 4). It is difficult to examine whether the cold stressors 
during the imagery described by subject 8 had any effect, however transient and 
insignificant reductions in peripheral blood flow were evident during the mental 

training alone in some subjects (figure 2,3 & 7). It is not clear whether these imagery 

attempts included any additional imagined mental stress which could account for 

these changes, as the cardiac response during PST was not recorded. However, it is 

possible to suggest, based on the heart rate data in subject 8, that only a mildly 

stressful stimulus was present during the mental task in this subject (+ 16 b. p. m) 

compared to a far greater stressor during the cold-imagery period (+ 26 b. p. m). In 

interpreting this finding', Lang's (1977,1979 & 1984) bio-informational theory of 

emotional imagery suggests the strength of the imagined stimulus, in this case a past 

experience of repeated and stressful cold exposure, produced a stronger sympathetic 

drive because of the relevance of the information to the subject compared to the 
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mental task alone. It can be speculated that, the discrepancy in the stress response 
may be due to differences in the strength of the stimulus. 

As a whole, the group responses to a moderately stressful mental task were 
consistent and reliable in comparison to transient and non-significant alterations in 

peripheral blood flow with mental imagery. The mechanism activated by affective 
mental stress has been described as the 'defence' or 'vigilance' reaction (Winters et 
al, 2000). This explanation of autonomic activity to stress accounts for psychosocial 
stressors rather than a simple "fight or flight" response. Winters et al (2000) suggest 
that the type of response pattern elicited during a stressful situation is based upon the 
perception of the availability of a coping response. In this case, the source of the 

stress is the requirement of the cognitive task, its time constraints and the presence of 
the investigators 

Interestingly, following the mental task, the perceived thermal sensation responses 
showed no interaction with the onset of cognitive activity. This highlights the 

possibility that the cold-imagery produced after training in all of the subjects has 

some minor perceptual implication, as ratings of thermal sensation decreased after 

cold-imagery mental practice. These effects are suggested to be unrelated to 
increases in peripheral vasomotor tone caused by the onset of the mental task, and 

are probably mediated through thermal cues contained in the cold imagery exerting 

some influence in the central visual and perceptual structures responsible for the 

processing visual cues (Finke, 1980; Kosslyn, 1987). 

In summary, this series of investigations demonstrates the limited physiological 

value of mental imagery unless affective or stress inducing infon-nation is included in 

the PST. Secondly, the data presented suggests that PST has a limited impact on the 

involuntary physiological responses to mild thermal conditions, even when the 

cognitive demand from the external environmental stimuli is low. This is despite 

significant perceived improvements in psychological skill (imagery) performance. 

This study provides two suggestions for future investigations. Firstly, that PST may 

be most influential upon those physiological responses that are under greatest 

conscious control, peripheral blood flow and arousal, as indicated by heart rate, in 

the current study are recognised as under very limited conscious influence (Hensel, 
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198 1). PST may be more effective when the situational and cognitive demands of the 

situation are high as opposed to low in study 1. This suggestion can be partially 

substantiated by the sporting studies which have used PST packages, rather than 

single skills, to tailor the responses to adverse sporting environments (Thelwell & 

Greenlees, 2003). These situations often contain many external stimuli to attend and 

are highly cognitively demanding, hence the requirement for a number of different 

psychological strategies (Bull, 1989). 

Utilising a package of mental skills may give an insight as to whether psychological 

factors have any true role to play in influencing physiological responses in thermally 

challenging environments. Therefore study 2, in conjunction with the considerations 

above, examines the effect of PST on the autonomic responses to more severe 

thermal stress. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STUDY 2: THE EFFECT OF A PSYCHOLOGICAL SKILLS TRAINING 

PACKAGE ON BREATH-HOLD TIME DURING COLD-WATER 

IMMERSION 

INTRODUCTION 

Accidental immersion in cold water is a significant cause of accidental death 

annually (Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, 2003). The associated loss 

of respiratory control on immersion is associated with a marked and significant 

reduction in maximal breath-hold time (Tipton, Stubbs & Elliott 1990). In turbulent 

water conditions this may lead to the involuntary aspiration of water and subsequent 
drowning. Similarly, the additional cardiovascular load could be implicated with the 

onset of myocardial infarction (Keatinge & Hayward, 1981) or other underlying 

cardiovascular pathology (Datta et al, 2005). Negative behavioural responses may 
further perpetuate the physiological responses in survival scenarios, with panic, 

paralysing anxiety and alterations in perceptual capability all potentially adding to 

the initial psychophysiological strain (Baddeley, 1972). These research studies and 

anecdotal survival reports indicate accidental immersion into cold-water is a 

significantly life-threatening situation (i. e. Kreider, 1967). 

In guarding against the effects of accidental immersion, research studies have 

investigated the role of protective clothing (Tipton & Vincent, 1989), survival 

equipment (Tipton, Franks, Sage, & Redman, 1997), fitness levels (Jacobs et al, 

1984) and habituation (Tipton et al, 1998) in attenuating the 'cold shock' response. 

In doing so large variability in the magnitude of the reduction in breath-hold has 

been observed (Tipton & Vincent, 1989). Whilst some of this variation can be 

explained by physiological factors such as fitness (Jacobs et al, 1984) and 

habituation (Tipton et al, 1998), some may also be due to psychological influences; 

an individual's ability to consciously suppress the strong sympathetic autonomic 

drives elicited upon contact with cold water could, theoretically, account for some of 

the variability observed in breath hold time on immersion in cold water. 
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Maximum breath hold time in air is due, in part, to the ability to tolerate the desire to 

breathe arising from chest wall mechanorecpetors, and discomfort arising from 

asphyxia (Whitelaw, McBride, Amar & Corbet, 1981). In cold water it is due, in part, 

to the ability to suppress the desire to breathe arising from peripheral cold receptors 
(Tipton, 1992). Thus, maximum breath hold time is partly a function of mental 
"will", and the ability to tolerate or suppress unpleasant stimuli and their reflex 

effects. As such, this function may be susceptible to manipulation. We tested the 
hypothesis that PST, and therefore psychological factors, can significantly influence 

the maximal breath-hold time on immersion into cold-water. 

Based on the suggestions of previous studies using PST, packages of mental skills 
have proven most-efficacious in influencing complex tasks (Thelwell & Greenlees, 

2001 & 2003). Due to the demanding and complex nature of breath-holding on 
immersion it is proposed that a package of psychological skills may be utilised in this 

investigation. These skills may represent an alternative influence upon the autonomic 
drives present during cold water immersion and could account for some of the 

variability evident in previous investigations. 
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HYPOTHESIS 

Ho A 5-day PST package using goal-setting, arousal regulating strategies, mental 
imagery and positive self-talk will have no influence on breath hold time and 

associated initial responses to cold-water immersion. 

HI A 5-day PST package using goal-setting, arousal regulating strategies, mental 
imagery and positive self-talk will significantly increase breath hold time on cold- 

water immersion. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Thirty-two healthy male volunteers acted as participants for the experiment (mean 

[s. d]; age 21 [3]yrs; height 1.78 [0.09]m; mass 76.55 [10.56] kg). All subjects were 

informed of any potential risks associated with the experimental protocol before 

giving their written consent to participate. They had no significant previous exposure 

to cold water or psychological intervention strategies. The study was performed 

according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with ethical approval from the 

University of Portsmouth ethics committee. 

Protocol 

Initial Immersion 

For a minimum of 2-hours prior to each immersion, subjects rested and did not 

smoke, eat or consume caffeinated drinks. Each subject completed two, 2.5 minute 

standardised upright, seated head-out immersions into stirred cold water at a 

temperature of approximately I VC; this water temperature (Twater) was selected as it 

is sufficient to induce the maximal 'cold shock' response with the minimal 

discomfort to subjects (Tipton et al, 1991). The immersions were separated by at 

least 7 days; subjects wore the same bathing costume on both occasions. The water 

temperatures in immersion I and 2 were carefully matched within 0.1 O'C within 

subject. 
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During immersions, subjects were instrumented with a 3-lead ECG (HME Lifepulse, 

England). Following instrumentation the subjects entered an environmental chamber 

and were seated in an immersion chair with a seat belt securely fastened around their 

waist. Equipment for the measurement of respiratory responses and breath hold time 

was subsequently attached, this comprised a nose clip and mouthpiece (Harvard, 

USA). The respiratory tubing attached to the mouthpiece was securely fastened to the 

seat frame above each subjects head. 

Prior to each immersion subjects completed two practice breath-holds in air (BHai, ) 

whilst seated in the immersion chair adjacent to the immersion tank. The breath-hold 

protocol was standardised as a 'slightly larger than normal breath' held until 

expiration could no longer be resisted. A maximal inspiration prior to breath-holding 

was discouraged to avoid a premature break in breath-hold as a consequence of the 
hydrostatic squeeze exerted on entry to the water (Tipton et al, 1990). 

It was emphasised that each subject must exert maximal effort when breath holding 

on all occasions; fractional expired C02 and 02 were measured from the breath 

following breath-hold attempt(s). The subjects were then winched above the 

immersion tank for a further 2 minutes. Toward the end of the 2 minute period, a 10- 

second verbal countdown commenced at the end of which subjects were required to 

begin breath-holding and were subsequently lowered into the water by an electric 

winch system attached to the chair (CPM, FI-8; 2-8; 5-4, Yale, Shropshire, UK), at 

a reproducible rate of 8 m. min- . Subjects were immersed to the same depth (the 

clavicle) at the same time of day on each occasion, this took approximately 28 

seconds from the feet entering the water. Subjects remained in the same posture 

throughout each immersion. The subjects attempted to hold their breath for as long as 

possible on immersion (BHvvater). 

In order to allow any cardiac arrhythmias to be detected early, lead 11 ECG activity 

was displayed throughout each immersion and observed by the Independent Medical 

Officer (IMO). 
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Following the first immersion subjects were grouped into matched pairs on the basis 

of initial BH,, a,,,. They were then assigned to either a control group (CG: n= 16) or a 
psychological intervention group (PIG: n= 16). Between immersions I and 2 the CG 

continued with their normal daily activity, whilst the psychological intervention 

group (PIG: n= 16) completed 5 psychological skills training (PST) sessions aimed 
at improving BHwater- 

The mean water temperatures for each group were as follows: 

a) CG - Immersion 1: 10.85 [1.00] 'C; Immersion 2: 10.86 [0.99] OC. 
b) PIG - Immersion 1: 10.99 [1.02] OC; Immersion 2: 10.99 [1.01] 'C. 

Mean [s. d] ambient air temperature was 23.5 [0.23]'C during the first immersion and 
23.9 [0.25]OC in the second immersion. 

Control Group (CG) 

Strictly no intervention was prescribed between immersions. Subjects continued their 

normal activities for the period between breath-hold immersions and were instructed 

not to practice breath-holding in cold-water between immersions. 

Psychological Intervention Group (PIG) 

Each subject completed five 1 -hour PST sessions over a 5-day period consisting of 
the skills outlined below (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998). The construction of the 
intervention programme was overseen by a British Association of Sport and Exercise 

Sciences (BASES) accredited sports psychologist. The delivery of the skills package 

took place in a classroom setting and were introduced to the subjects by the 

experimental officer of the project. The skills were delivered to the subjects in 

groups of up to 6 persons and required subjects to complete additional 'homework' 

exercises to reinforce the learning and development of each skill. This approach is 

consistent with other recent studies examining the impact of PST on sporting 

performance (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003). Every effort was made to 

minimise the numbers of subjects receiving each 1 -hour PST session at any one time 

to ensure each strategy was individually tailored to suit the subjects needs and 
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requirements. At no stage were the subjects in the PIG instructed to practice breath- 

holding in air or water as part of the PST intervention. A brief description of each 

skill and a rationale for its inclusion in the intervention program is included below: 

Goal-Setting 

Subjects were given feedback on their initial breath-hold performance, including 

their overall BH, mu time. Subsequently they set outcome (desired actual 

performance) and process (functional task-specific targets) goals to facilitate 

improved performance in the second BH immersion. These goals were identified in 

order to direct attention, mobilise effort towards achieving the goal, and increase 

persistence (Locke & Latham, 1985). 

Arousal regulation 

This involved the identification of sources of arousal and anxiety from the first 

immersion. Subjects were then introduced to two relaxation strategies, progressive 

muscular relaxation (PMR) and centering. The PMR was structured to reduce arousal 

in the hours leading upto immersion and to ensure the PIG subjects arrived at the 

immersion facility in physically relaxed state. The centering was used as a tool to re- 

align attentional focus to neutral or non-negative stimuli during the initial stages of 

immersion. Briefly, centering provides a method for quick and effective relaxation 

without losing focus on the pre-set outcome (e. g. improvement in breath-hold time), 

process (e. g. maintaining breath-hold using body landmarks as progress markers) and 

performance goals (e. g. absolute improvement in breath-hold time). The script used 

to administer the centering strategy is presented in APPENDIX E. 

Mental imagery 

Subjects were required to mentally recreate the negative visual, auditory, sensory and 

kinaesthetic experiences from the first immersion. Videotaped footage from the first 

immersion that each subject completed was used to stimulate the memory of these 

sensory cues. Subsequently, a short list of the sensations that were experienced at 

each stage of immersion was developed. This script was used as a basis for the 
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development of the second breath-hold strategy aimed at improving BH, at, r in 

immersion 2. The experimental officer initially guided the subjects through their 

individual imagery regimen using the script and the subject's descriptions of the 

sensory stimuli. Subjects were then required to visualise a successful follow-up 

breath-hold immersion including the temporal patterning of the environmental 

stimuli whilst integrating the structured PST intervention strategies already 
introduced to them. This took place in the classroom situation, initially and subjects 

were instructed to practice and tailor their imagery as part of a homework task until 

clarity, vividness and controllability was achieved to their satisfaction. This provided 

a mentally rehearsed plan of the timing and applications of each of the skills to be 

executed during the second immersion. 

This aspect of the PST intervention also used the videotaped footage of the initial 

breath-hold immersion to develop imagery perspectives (internal and external) 

associated with arousal regulation and goal-setting aspects of the PST package. 

Internal imagery focussed upon the kinaesthetic and proprioceptive awareness during 

immersion as a preparatory measure for the sensations experienced in the second 

breath-hold immersion. External imagery was developed to help identify and provide 

a basis for process goals for the second immersion. 

Positive self-talk 

This part of the intervention involved each subject identifying any negative 

cognitions and statements, if any, they experienced during the first immersion. The 

videotaped footage was once again utilised to stimulate memory of these negative 

cognitions. The subjects were encouraged to write these cognitions i. e. 'it's too cold, 

I'll never manage to hold my breath'. Subjects then developed counteractive positive 

statements to rebound any negativity that may be experienced during the second 

breath-hold immersion i. e. 'I can get through the initial shock of immersion and 

maintain my breath hold'. The objectives of the self-talk strategy within the current 

investigation were to control negative self-statements prior to immersion and 

restructure them into positive phrases or words. This aspect of the intervention was 

based on the work of Rogerson and Hrycaiko (2002), and Thelwell and Greenlees 

(2003) who successfully utilised positive self-talk phrases to counter negative 

cognitions during sporting performances. 
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The overall aims of the psychological intervention were to provide each PIG subject 

with the psychological tools to help each individual cope specifically with the 

unpleasant stimuli associated with cold-water immersion, and therefore extend 
BHwater. The final session provided a summary of the skills already introduced to the 

subjects and reinforced the reason(s) for their application. 

m APPENDIX E contains the booklets used to deliver the PST intervention 

strategy, including homework exercises used reinforce the strategies introduced 

during the I -hour session. 

M APPENDIX F provides a summary of the outcome and process goals set by the 

PIG subjects in conjunction with the positive self-talk statements used to 

rebound negative cognitions identified from immersion 1. This data is reported 
in conjunction with a brief description of any psychological strategies and 

interview responses following immersion I and 2 in both the CG or PIG. 

Immersion Two 

All subjects completed a second breath-hold immersion exactly one week after their 

initial immersion. 
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Measurements 

PRELIMINARY PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 

12 lead Resting ECG 

Prior to acceptance into the study all subjects completed a 12-lead ECG (SECA 
Mi, SECA, Germany), this was inspected for any arrhythmias by the IMO. 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASURES 

Environmental Measures 

Water Temperature (Twater) 01 OQ: Was measured using one thermistor (Grant, 
Cambridge, UK) immersed to a depth of approximately 0.75 m into the cold-water 
tank. Twater was recorded every 5-minutes (Squirrel 1000/1250 series, Grant, 

Cambridge). 

Ambient air temperature (T. ) and humidity were measured and recorded every 5- 

minutes (WBGT weather station, Squirrel 1000/1250 series, Grant, Cambridge). 

PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES 

3-Lead-ECG 

A three lead ECG (Lead II) was displayed continuously throughout each immersion 

(HME, Lifepulse, England). Heart rate (HR) was also recorded continuously via an 

analogue to digital data acquisition system (PowerLab 16SP, AD Instruments, Castle 

Hill, Australia) recording R-wave peaks from QRS waveform. deflections. HR data 

were analysed prior to immersion to assess the anticipatory somatic responses to 

immersion, 2-minutes prior (2 Min Pre imm), 30 seconds prior (30s Pre Imm), 10 

seconds (10s Pre Imm) and for the same periods during the immersion (2 Min Imm; 

30s Imm, 10s Imm). 
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Ventilatory Parameters 

Respiratory frequency (fR; breaths. min) and tidal volume (V, ) were determined using 

a two way Hans Rudolph respiratory valve connected to respiratory tubing and then 

to a respiratory turbine (Spirometric transducer module, 5430A, KL Eng. Co, United 

Kingdom). Ventilatory parameters were measured online using a digital data 

acquisition system (PowerLab 16SP, ADI Instruments, Castle Hill, Australia) On- 

line measurements of inspiratory volume and breath-hold time were made. The 

spirometric transducer module measuring inspiratory volume (Insp V01"ater; L) and 

Vt was calibrated daily using a 3-litre syringe (Harvard Instruments, USA). Breath- 

hold was defined as the time between the end of inspiration and the onset of 

expiration indicated by an increase in end-tidal C02. An average of the two practice 

breath-holds in air was calculated (BHair AVG) and is reported in conjunction with 

breath-hold time on immersion (BHwater). ThefR was analysed for the 30s period of 

free-breathing after the break in breath-hold (fR30s), and the time from the end of this 

period to the end of immersion (fRend). These periods cover the peaks in respiratory 

drive that occur during the early stages of immersion (fR30s) and diminution of this 

drive subsequently (Tipton, 1989). 

End Tidal Carbon Dioxide (C02) (%) 

End tidal C02 was measured at the end of breath hold in both air (adjacent to 

immersion tank; break point C02: BPC02 air AVG) and following immersion (in tank) 

(BPC02water)- This was determined using a modified Hans Rudolph respiratory 

mouthpiece connected by thin respiratory tubing to a fast responding C02 gas 

analyser (Servomex 1400, United Kingdom). Calibration of the gas analyser took 

place a minimum of thrice daily using separate certified (BOC Gases, Guildford, 

Surrey, United Kingdom) quantities of nitrogen, oxygen (18.9%) and carbon dioxide 

gas (8.03%). 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES 

Ratings of Pre-Immersion Tension 

All subjects, prior to completing each immersion rated their tension on a 10-point 

scale from I- relaxed to 10 - tense. This was conducted to assess the role PMR 

played in influencing pre-immersion state tension. 

Subjects in the PIG only completed the following 2 inventories at the end of the 

study. These brief inventories were used to validate the subjective perception of the 

intervention in the PIG. They were not completed by the CG as this group received 

no PST. 

Psychological Skills Usage Questionnaire (PSUQ) 

Some PIG subjects (n = 13) completed a PSUQ. This inventory provides feedback on 

a 10 (0 - Not very useful to 10 - Very Useful) point scale on how useful the subjects 

found the PST intervention, and how motivated they were to achieve their goals. 

MA sample of the PSUQ used to evaluate the PST interventions in studies 2,3 

and 5 is contained in APPENDIX G 

Social Validation Questionnaire (SVQ) 

Some of the subjects in the PIG group only (n = 7) completed a social validation 

questionnaire in order to assess participant reactions to treatment procedures and 

experimental outcomes. The questionnaire asked the subjects to rate on 7-point scale 

their responses to the following questions: 

a) How important is an improvement in your breath-hold to you? -1 (not at all 

important) to 7 (extremely important). 

b) Do you consider the changes in breath-hold to be significant? -I (not at all 

significant) to 7 (extremely significant). 
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C) How satisfied were you with the psychological skills training prograrn you 

received? -I (not at all satisfied) to 7 (extremely satisfied). 

d) Has the psychological intervention proved useful to you? -I (not at all useful) 

to 7 (extremely useful). 

Some of the subjects (n = 13) were informally interviewed following the completion 

of the each immersion trial. The subjects were generally asked for the reason(s) for 

breaking their breath-hold? When it became impossible to withstand the drive to 

breathe? What psychological strategies they used? Finally, how they felt during the 

immersion experience? 

The subjective interview responses in both the CG and PIG are included as part 

of APPENDIX F. 
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Data Analysis 

Data were initially assessed for non-nal distribution using the Kolmogorov Smimoff 

test; P>0.05 indicates normal distribution. 

Following the initial immersion, each subject was matched and paired into either the 
CG or PIG on the basis of their initial BHwater time. The subjects were initially 

ranked and subsequently randomly allocated to either group. This enabled 

comparison to be made between groups following the completion of trials using an 
independent samples t-test. Ratings of tension pre-immersion were compared using a 

paired t-test between immersion I and immersion 2 ratings. 

A multiple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate whether there were any 

predictors of the differences in BHwater between immersion I and 2 within the data 

set. Regression was used to examine whether there were any physical characteristics 

(i. e. BHair time) that influenced BH, at,, capability. Group and phase specific 

calculations were made. The predictors entered in the model were: Group; BHair AVG; 

mean BPC02air AVG; and cardiac periods prior to (2 Min Pre Imm; 30s Pre Imm; 10s 

Pre Imm) and cardiorespiratory periods during immersion (2 Min Imm; 30s Imm; 

10s Imm; fR30s, fRend)- 

Subsequently any significant predictors of BHwater were compared between groups 

before and following the intervention period (BHI and BH2) using a separate two- 

way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Group x phase), with repeated measures. 

Pearson's correlations were conducted before and after intervention to assess the 

relationship between BPC02 andfR after the break in breath-hold (fR30s); and to 

evaluate the relationship between BPC02 in air and water. 
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RESULTS 

Using BH,,, t,, and prior to any intervention, both groups were normally distributed 

(P>0.05). Parametric statistical procedures were conducted thereafter. Following 

immersion I there was no significant difference between groups in BHwater (P -': 
0.859). Descriptive statistics (mean [s. d]) of the physiological variables in study 2 are 
displayed in table 6 

Table 6. Mean [s. dj values for the cardiorespiratory variables in immersion I and 
immersion 2 in CG and PIG in study 2 (n = 32). 

CG P IG 

Variable Immersion 1 Immersion 2 Immersion 1 Immersion 2 

BHwater (sec) 24.01 [6.72] 21.34 [16.31] 24.66 [14.60] 44.25 [31.63] 
Bl-lair AVG (sec) 46.62 [17.211 45.08 [12.96] 64.84 [22.04] 61.89 [21.13] 
BP C02water N 5.52 [1.041 5.35 [1.29] 5.62 [1.00] 6.11 [1.32] 
BP C02air 

AVGN 6.34 [0.68] 6.16 [0.71] 6.64 [0.48] 6.62 [0.73] 
Insp VOIwater (L. ) 2.36 [0.991 2.63 [1.11] 2.70 [0.84] 2.78 [0.85] 

HR (b. p. m) 

2 Min Pre Imm 101.10 [27.40] 109.33 [27.84] 81.96 [21.22] 91.43 [22.55] 
30s Pre Imm 101.22 [29.73] 111.44 [28.581 85.08 [26.04] 93.88 [22.71] 

los Pre Imm 108.40 [31.65] 121.57 [31.98] 89.14 [26.90] 103.20 [21.59] 
los Imm 118.69 [26.46] 126.62 [29.34] 103.33 [25.94] 110.98 [20.79] 
30s Imm 113.48 [28.341 116.00 [34.94] 93.55 [24.95] 99.48 [27.15] 

2 Min Imm 102.19 [22.51] 110.31 [32.26] 92.42 [29.35] 89.96 [27.22] 
fR30s Imm 

(breaths. min) 

43.20 [20.14) 40.33 [22.29] 40.33 [14.11] 42.88 [17.401 

fR (breaths. min) 33.87 [16.63] 27.36 [17.63] 35.45 [12.61] 24.16 [6.65] 

Regression 

None of the variables entered into the regression model significantly predicted the 

changes in breath-hold time between immersion I (P = 0.187) and 2 (P = 0.808) in 

the CG. However, in combination these variables did account for a large amount of 

the variability evident in the model before (r = 0.906, r2=0.821) and after (r = 0.722, 

r2=0.521) the intervention period. In the PIG, prior to the intervention the predicted 

capacity of the regression model neared significance (P = 0.087) with the majority of 

the variability accounted for by 2 variables, BHai, average (P = 0.047) andfR30s (P = 
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0.034) (r = 0.936, r2=0.876). Following intervention the predictive capacity of the 

model became significant (P = 0.049; r=0.952, r2=0.905) with BHair average once 

again predicting the majority of the variability (P = 0.019). This indicates subjects 

with longer initial BHaircapability were those most likely to record an improvement 

following PST. Therefore BHair was entered into the two-way repeated measures 
ANOVA in addition to BHwater- 

Two-Way ANOVA (BHwater & BHi, ) 

Two-way ANOVA (Group x Time) showed significant Group x Phase differences in 

BHwater (P = 0.026). This finding shows that with the addition of PST the PIG had 

significantly improved their breath-hold time on immersion beyond that of the CG (p 

= 0.003) (figure 12). PST did not alter BHaj, in either group (P>0.05) across time. 

However, the average BHair time was significantly longer in the PIG (P = 0.045). 

This improvement did not show any clear relationship with initial BF[wa'er. This is 

highlighted by the individual data plot in figure 13, which shows the difference in 

BHwaterbetween immersion I and 2 for each subject plotted in rank order of the 

initial BHwater from immersion 1. Improvements in BF[water from paired subjects I to 

paired subjects 16 show no clear trend, suggesting the psychological intervention 

produced improvements in the BHwater Of subjects irrespective of their initial BF[water. 

The difference in BHwater between immersions I and 2 for each group (mean [s. d]) 

was CG: -2.67s [9.59]; PIG: +I9.59s [ 17.03]. 
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Figure 12. Mean BH, at,, 1 and BH, at,, 2 in CG and PIG (n = 32) in study 2 before 

and after intervention. Significant difference in PIG (*P<0.05) across phase and 
between group (n = 32). 
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Correlation 

For both groups the BPC02 in air was significantly higher than that recorded on 
immersion (Table 5). For both groups, BPC02 in water was positively correlated 

with BPC02 in air (P<0.01) both before (CG: r=0.684; PIG: r=0.508) and after (CG: 

r=0.824; PIG: r=0.846) the intervention period (n = 32). The strength of the 

correlation increased in both cases during immersion 2. During immersion 1, BHair 

was not correlated with BHwater in either group (CG: r=0.16 1; PIG: r=0.229), after 
intervention both were positively correlated (CG: r=0.439; PIG: r=0.600). After 

the break in breath-hold there were no significant relationships betweenfR30s and 
BPC02 in the CG or PIG prior to the intervention (p>0.05). After PST BPC02 and 
fR30s were negatively correlated (r = -0.672, p=0.004). 

No significant differences were evident in the ratings of pre-immersion physical 
tension between immersions I&2 for either group, or between groups. Mean tension 

rating ranged between 3 and 4 at all times; i. e. towards a "relaxed" rating. In the PIG 

this indicated the PMR had no-impact on pre-immersion physical tension. 

Intervention Efficacy 

The mean (n = 17) ratings for the PSUQ ranged between 6 and 8. This suggests 

subjects used the psychological skills extensively throughout the second immersion. 

On the SVQ (n = 17), subjects rated the psychological intervention between 5 and 7, 

indicating they rated an improvement in performance as extremely important, rated 

their actual performance as significant, were very satisfied with the intervention 

programme and found it extremely useful. 
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DISCUSSION 

The present study examined the influence of a multi-modal psychological 
intervention on the involuntary responses to an extreme thermal environment. That a 
significant increase in BHvvater was seen following PST helps provide evidence of the 

extent to which, with no detected alteration in physiology, psychological alterations 
can influence the ability of individuals to survive adverse conditions; the 

experimental hypothesis can therefore be accepted (Hi). In so doing, it provides 
some insight into both the extent to which psychological variables can alter some 
responses critical to survival, and the mechanisms that may underpin our concept of 
the "will to survive" and its variability between individuals. 

The ability to breath hold on immersion, a critical capability in terms of avoiding 
drowning, has been studied infrequently in comparison with the number of 
investigations of the respiratory response of free-breathing subjects (Tipton, 1992). 

In air, the duration of breath holding is dependent on tolerance to hypercapnia and 
hypoxia; metabolic rate; carbon dioxide and oxygen storage capacity, chest wall 

mechanorecpetor activity, and psychological tolerance of the unpleasant sensations 

of asphyxia (Lin, Lally, Hong, Moore & Hong, 1974). In cold water, thermoafferents 

from the cutaneous cold receptors acting directly on the respiratory centres and alpha 

motorneurones innervating the intercostals muscles and diaphragm (Kenshalo & 

Duclaux, 1977), cause an overwhelming drive to breathe that must be resisted if 

breath holding is to be maintained. Therefore, breath hold time on immersion in cold 

water represents the balance between autonomic drives to breathe and the conscious 

ability to suppress that drive. 

In most individuals, the drive to breathe is overwhelming and breath hold time is 

significantly reduced on immersion in cold water (figure 12; CG. ). Our findings are 

consistent with other studies in both colder (5'C ; Tipton & Vincent, 1989; mean 

BHwater: 9.5sec) and warmer water (18'C; Cheung et al., 2001; 37.4sec untrained & 

47.4sec SCUBA trained) where water immersion significantly reduces maximal 

breath hold time to the extent that chemical influences do not initially limit breath 

hold time in cold water. This is seen in the lower initial BPC02 seen on immersion in 

cold water compared to air in the present investigation. It appears that some aspect of 
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tolerance during breath holding in air is also important during breath holding in water 
despite the difference in predominance of respiratory drive. Individuals with long 

breath-hold times in air are more likely to record an improvement during cold-water 
immersion suggesting some cross adaptation exists between tolerances in during 

these tasks. However, some individuals with longer breath-hold times in the control 

group failed to improve on immersion 2, in some cases significant decreases in 

BHwater were evident. This would suggest that PST unlocked the capability in some 
individuals to improve breath-hold on immersion, indicating that psychological 
factors may be as influential as physical ones. 

The increase in BHwater following PST suggests that psychological factors can have a 

significant influence on breath hold time on immersion in cold water. Presumably, 

PST works by augmenting the ability to consciously suppress the drive to breathe on 
immersion in cold water, rather than by diminishing the magnitude of the afferent 

autonomic drive evoked by such immersion. It follows, that PST should be most 

effective at altering those responses that are under the greatest degree of conscious 

control. Descending higher cortical influences on the respiratory rhythm and 

respiratory drive have already been identified (Alpher, Nelson & Blanton, 1986) 

evidenced by the voluntary cessation of breathing (Wilson & Radloff, 1967). This 

suggestion is supported by consideration of the cardiac component of the cold shock 

response, most easily identified as a tachycardia immediately on immersion. The 

speed of this response, as with the respiratory response, suggests an uncomplicated 

neural pathway, thought to be mediated through the tegmenturn of the midbrain and 

the hypothalamus (Whitelaw et al, 1981). Heart rate is under a much smaller degree 

of conscious control than ventilation; and in the present experiments PST did not 

attenuate the heart rate response observed on immersion in cold water. Indeed, 

regression analysis indicated the cardiac response prior to and during immersion to 

be inconsequential in predicting the changes that were evident in the PST group. 

Similarly, PST did not significantly alter the anticipatory heart rate response prior to 

immersion. If anything the prospect of a second cold immersion caused subjects in 

both groups to become more tachycardic prior to the event. Therefore, despite a trend 

in increasing heart rate pre-immersion, the PIG recorded an improvement, suggesting 

they successfully overcame a psychological deficit to register this change. 
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In the sports-related literature, no precise mechanisms are proposed for the 

effectiveness of PST, and few studies include a measure of autonomic arousal. 
Rather, subjective perceptions of arousal states have tended to be used to provide an 
insight into the changes that occur with PST (Patrick & Hrycaiko, 1998). 

Interestingly, in the current study neither group differed in their ratings of "tension" 

before immersion, even after PST, although in the semi-structured interviews, some 

stated feeling "more in control of the situation", whilst others were "more confident 

and less nervous about the second breath-hold immersion" and even "looking 

forward to it". In the absence of any facilitative change in arousal prior to and during 

the immersion, it can only be suggested that the PIG subjects felt more able to 
improve their BHwater after the intervention. This supports the assertion that coping 

resource was improved by PST with minimal impact on arousal. Theoretically, it 

may be that PST altered the perception of the arousal from debilitative to facilitative 

because of the availability of coping resource (Jones et al, 1993), or that only the 

cognitive component of anxiety related to cold-water immersion was altered. 
Unfortunately, interpretations of arousal and anxiety experiences were not quantified 
in this investigation, however some idea of this effect can be gleaned from the PSUQ 

ratings. Within the PST it was the self-talk component that could have been used to 

limit the negative cognitions that arose during immersion thus combating cognitive 

anxiety (see ANNEX F). All of the mental skills were rated toward 'highly useful', 

but the positive self-talk component of the package was rated highest during 

immersion as indicated by the PSUQ (8.5[l]), which supports this hypothesis. 

Based on the results of BH,, i, and the subjective responses from the interviews 

following immersion 2, it appears that the facilitative effects of PST are highly 

specific to the respiratory response during immersion and occurred irrespective of 

arousal level as estimated both subjectively and from heart rate. It is not possible 

from the present study to determine whether this result was due to subjects not 

deploying their PST during breath holding in air (they were not instructed to utilise 

any PST strategies whilst breath holding in air) or, that the PST did not work during 

breath holding in air because it was tailored to the responses evoked by immersion, 

and thus the suppression of the drive to breathe from thermal rather than 

mechanoreceptor and chemical origins. These possibilities imply that the mental 

strategies were highly specific to water and under a degree of conscious control. In 
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combination, these findings suggest that part of PST augments specific control over 
BHwater and part of it augments the tolerance already present in subjects with 

substantial BHair. It is possible that some aspect of this tolerance could be generic. 
Therefore, an interaction is present between psychological tolerance, PST and BHair. 

However, one final possible effect of PST should also be considered. In air, 
distraction strategies such as cognitive (mental arithmetic) and psychornotor tasks 
(squeezing a rubber ball) prolong BHair (Alpher et al, 1986). Although specific to 
BHair, it is possible that that PST extended BHwater in a similar fashion, that is by 

distracting PIG subjects from the cold-water stimulus rather than facilitate better 

conscious control. The distracting information, in this case a cognitive task, is 

suggested to interfere or compete with afferent signals that arise as a consequence of 

static respiratory muscles during breath-hold in air (Alpher et al, 1986) or possibly, 
from thermoreceptors during cold water immersion. Distraction has been described 

as providing dissociation from the physiological sensations experienced towards the 

end of BHair. The consequences of distraction have also been noted to prolong some 

maximal strength and endurance tasks through the allocation of attention and other 

mental resources to the distracting stimulus (Alpher et al, 1986). This cannot be 

discounted, but it is argued that the intervention was tailored to include only minor 

aspects of distraction i. e. centering strategy, and aimed at maximising the use of 

environmental cues to facilitate coping with the cold-water immersion scenario and 

subsequently improve BHwater performance. More simply, subjects were encouraged 

to consider task relevant information rather than ignore it. Therefore, PST is unlikely 

to have functioned in a distracting fashion due to the structure of its delivery and the 

focus of its content. However, the influence of PST on BHair is as yet to be 

determined. 

In summary, PST for breath-holding on immersion produced an almost 80% 

improvement in performance following intervention. In the context of a real survival 

scenario, the mean BHwater of the PIG rose to 50% of that required to perfonn 

helicopter underwater escape successfully (Cheung et al, 2001). Interestingly, using 

the data from Cheung et al (2001), prior to intervention in the current study the 

minimum BHwater criteria (between 28-92s depending on ditch scenario) was not 

reached in either CG (24.01 [6.72]) or PIG (24.60 [14.60]). After the intervention 
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period this fact remained the same for the CG. This finding provides the first insight 

into the extent to which psychological factors can influence the physiological 

responses to thermal stimuli. 

The overall potential for the extension of breath hold time in cold water using PST 

remains to be determined. However, it is possible that in the present experiment 

subjects were close to achieving all that they could with PST, as their BPC02 in 

water was approaching the values seen in air (Table 6). Some support for this is 

evident in the significant correlation between BPC02 and the respiratory responses to 
immersion which suggest that chemical drives may have limited the PIG subject's 
breath-hold capability after the psychological intervention. This further supports the 

specific nature of PST, as it could be suggested that the psychological strategies used 
helped the PIG subjects tolerate the mechanical respiratory drives originating from 

cold afferents only. 

The boundaries for physiological intervention are similarly undetermined. It has been 

reported that repeated immersions in cold water produces an habituation to the 'cold 

shock' response (Tipton et al, 1998). It follows that BH,,,,, should also be increased 

by habituation, although this has not been investigated. Whilst such an intervention 

may increase BHwater due to alterations in descending and central neurophysiological 

pathways, it may also be due, in part, to the habituation regime providing some 

psychological training through desensitisation via repeated exposure (Groves & 

Thompson, 1970). The extent to which "physiological" habituation has a 

psychological component, and the relationship between physiological habituation 

and PST, and their relative contribution to extending 131-1water, require further 

investigation. This question is therefore assessed in study 3. It is concluded that 

psychological suppression of the drive to breathe on accidental and intentional 

immersion to cold water can be added to the other known influences on the cold- 

shock response. The relationships and influences on this drive are summarised on 

figure 14. 
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Central voluntary 
suppression of 
respiratory drive 

+ 

Psychological 
Intervention (PST) ----- ------ 

BH,,,,, during cold immersion 

"Cold shock" 

Habituation to 
Cold 

Figure 14. Diagrammatical summary of the influences (increase + and decrease -) 
upon maximal BF[water with the addition of findings from study 2. * ) 

hypothesised relationship between cold habituation and PST examined in study 3. 

From this study, it appears that it is possible to extend breath-holding time in cold 

water by the administration of PST. The abilities developed by PST are specific, and 

are likely to work by increasing the ability of individuals to consciously suppress the 

drive to breathe. At a descriptive level, it appears this set of skills may work by 

augmenting positive feelings of control in a given situation via an alteration in 

subjective appraisal of the environment and diminution of cognitive anxiety. This 

maximises the influence an individual can consciously exert over their voluntary 

responses to thermal stress and, in turn, improves breath-hold time. 
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CHAPTER 6 

STUDY 3: THE EFFECT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SKILLS TRAINING AND 

HABITUATION ON BREATH-HOLD TIME DURING COLD-WATER 

IMMERSION 

INTRODUCTION 

Partial habituation of the cardiac component of the cold shock response (Tipton, 

1989) can be induced following three short cold-water immersions. The 

hyperventilatory or respiratory response is significantly blunted after 4-5 short 
immersions (Tipton et al, 1998). This response is largely thought to be mediated via 

a change in the CNS processing of thermoafferent information following repeated 

contact with cold water (Tipton et al, 1998). It is suggested that following 

habituation there is a central change in interneuron activity after the convergence of 

thermoafferent information (Mekjavic et al, 1987). Evidence for this suggestion is 

based on animal studies where the frontal areas of the cerebral cortex were 
implicated in the habituation process in rats (Glaser & Griffin, 1962). In these 

experiments, it was demonstrated that, following a comprehensive habituation 

program lasting 10-14 days, the tachycardic response of the rats on tail immersion to 

cold-water was significantly reduced. However, bi-lateral damage to the frontal 

cortex prevented any reduction in heart rate, irrespective of the number of tail 

immersions completed. It has been speculated that a similar central adaptation takes 

place in humans repeatedly exposed to cold water (Tipton et al, 2000). 

As a consequence, habituation is suggested as a suitable intervention to diminish the 

threat posed by accidental immersion, especially in those at daily risk of exposure, 

such as offshore workers (Tipton et al, 2000). The previous investigation highlighted 

a second centrally mediated influence on the cold-shock response, that of 

psychological training. PST is thought to influence the respiratory component of the 

cold-shock response through a learned capability to consciously suppress the drive to 

breathe on immersion (Barwood, Dalzell, Datta, Thelwell, & Tipton, 2005). In this 

circumstance, the impact of PST may be greatest in individuals with a long breath- 

hold time in air and may be underpinned by a reduction in the cognitive anxious 
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responses prior to and during immersion, thus producing facilitative perceptions of 

coping resource. 

In humans, it has been noted that the impact of habituation is diminished by increases 

in negative arousal where the reduction in physiological response after habituation is 

overridden by anxious responses triggered at a similar time point to the thermal 

stimulation (Glaser et al, 1959). Based on this suggestion it is reasonable to assess 

whether an intervention that is purported to reduce cognitive anxiety may maximise 

the effects of a habituation regimen thus augmenting still further the capability to 

suppress the drive to breathe on immersion. This may be reflected by an extended 

maximal breath-hold time on immersion after habituation, but with the addition of 
PST. A positive interaction between PST and habituation may have implications for 

the training and safety procedures provided to those at daily risk of immersion. 

The fundamental difference being that PST is a learned cognitive suppression of the 

respiratory component of the cold shock response whereas habituation is a loss of 

response to repeated stimulation (Groves & Thompson, 1970). In order to assess this 

relationship a further two groups were added to the experimental design utilised in 

study 2. These included a group that completed a habituation regimen and a further 

group that completed a habituation plus PST intervention. 
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HYPOTHESES 

Ho A 5-day PST package and/or habituation to cold water will have no influence on 

breath hold time and the associated initial responses to cold-water immersion. 

H, An habituation intervention comprising 5 separate free breathing immersions into 

stirred cold water will significantly improve BHwater. 

H2 A 5-day PST intervention, in combination with an habituation intervention 

comprising 5 separate free breathing immersions into stirred cold water, will 

significantly increase BHwater. The magnitude of improvement will be significantly 

greater than that seen with habituation alone. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Twenty healthy male volunteers acted as participants for the experiment (mean [s. d]; 

age 20 [I]yrs; height 1.78 [0.06]m; mass 75.42 [9.45] kg). All subjects were 

informed of any potential risks associated with the experimental protocol before 

giving their written consent to participate. They had no significant previous exposure 

to cold water or psychological intervention strategies. The study was performed 

according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with ethical approval from the 

University of Portsmouth ethics committee. 

Protocol 

All subjects completed a total of two, 2.5-minute, seated, head-out cold-water 

immersions into water at a temperature of approximately 12'C whilst attempting to 

hold their breath (BHwater). The water temperatures in immersion I and 2 were 

carefully matched within 0.10'C within subject. Subjects initially completed a 

breath-hold immersion (immersion 1) using the same breath-hold protocol described 

in study 2. Between breath-hold immersions I and 2, subjects were matched by their 

initial BHwater and allocated to one of two groups: 
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Habituation Group (HAB) 

Subjects in the habituation group completed a total of five additional head-out cold- 

water immersions into water at a temperature of 12'C, between breath-hold 

immersion I and 2. An identical number of exposures to that of Tipton et al (1998) 

was utilised for the habituation group as this is sufficient to induce significant 

attenuation of the respiratory component of the 'cold-shock' response upon 
immersion into cold-water at 12'C (Tipton, 1989). Subjects were not required at any 

stage during the 5-habituation immersions to breath-hold or instructed to practice 
breath-holding. Experimental measurements were the same in the habituation trials 

and breath-hold immersions. 

Habituation plus Psychological Skills Training (H-PST) 

As in the above habituation group, subjects completed a total of five additional head- 

out cold-water immersions on separate days, into water at a temperature of 12'C. 

This took place between the initial and post breath-hold trial. Each subject completed 

a similar protocol to that of the initial breath-hold immersion but without any breath- 

hold attempts. Physiological measures remained identical. In addition, as with the 

PIG group in the previous study, subjects completed five, I -hour PST sessions on the 

same days as the habituation immersions. These consisted of the mental skills 

training package aimed at improving the capacity to voluntarily breath hold upon 

immersion into cold water (See study 2 methods for description of skills). The skills 

were delivered in the same order (i. e. goal-setting, arousal regulation, mental 

imagery and positive self-talk) as in study 2. Subjects repeated a second breath-hold 

trial after habituation and habituation plus PST intervention(s). 

An example of the booklets used to deliver PST to the H-PST group can be found in 

APPENDIX E. 
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Data Analysis 

Data were initially assessed for normal distribution using the Kolmogorov Smirnoff 

test, P>0.05 indicates normal distribution. 

Following immersion 1, each subject was matched and paired into either the HAB or 
H-PST group. This enabled comparison to be made between groups following the 
completion of trials. 

Following matching and allocation to the HAB and H-PST groups, comparisons 
were made for differences in BHwater using an independent samples t-test. 

Repeated measures MANOVA was used to compare within and between groups 
(Hab Phase; Hab Phase x Group) for differences across time in the habituation phase 

of trials (immersions 2-6). The dependent variables for comparison MANOVA were 

the cardiorespiratory responses in the the free breathing habituation immersions, with 

the omission of the breath-hold variables (BHwater, BHairAVG, InspVolwater, BPC02water, 

BPC02air AVG) and an amendment to the anticipatory heart rate period prior to 

immersion from 2 minutes to I minute. 

A multiple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate whether there were any 

predictors of the difference in BHwate, between breath-hold immersion I and 2 within 
the current data set. Group and phase specific calculations were made. The predictors 

entered in the model were those identified as influential from the previous trials and 

those not measured in study 2, but were applied only as predictors before 

intervention(s); BHair, fRg & nadirC02. Following the intervention period, predictors 
including heart rate vari. ables, inspiratory volumes, break point and nadir C02 during 

immersion were considered. 

A second set of multiple regression statistical calculations were made using the C02 

(nadir %) and respiratory response changes from the habituation regimen to examine 

whether the degree of habituation was predictive of follow-up BHw,, t, r performance. 

Significant predictors identified by the regression model were entered into separate 

repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (group x phase). 
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To assess the relationship between BPC02 in air and water, Pearson's correlations 

were conducted between these variables for the breath-hold immersions only. 

Ratings of tension pre-immersion were also compared using a paired samples t-test. 

For all statistical tests oc level was set at 0.05 unless otherwise stated. 
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RESULTS 

Twater for each group during the breath-hold immersions was HAB: 12-070C [0.04]; 

H-PST 12.06'C [0.07]. T,,,, t,, during the habituation immersions was 12-060C [0.05]. 

T. during all trials was maintained by an air conditioning unit at 24.21'C [0.43] and 
59% [31 (R. H). 

Mean BHwater times for each group after immersion I were: HAB: 22.00 [10.33] sec; 
H-PST: 22.38 [10.65] sec, and were not significantly different (P = 0.592). Data 

showed a normal distribution at baseline (P = 0.20). Following the intervention 

period the mean difference in BHwater in each group between breath-hold immersion 

I and 2 was HAB 16.14sec and H-PST 26.87sec. The mean values in the 

cardiorespiratory variables in immersion 1 (pre-intervention) and immersion 2 (Post- 

intervention) are displayed in table 7 for both groups. 

Table 7. Mean [s. d] for breath-hold and cardiorespiratory variables prior to and 
during breath-hold immersions I and 2 in the HAB and H-PST groups (n = 20). 

HAB H-PST 

Variable 
1 st BH Immersion 

1 
2nd BH Immersion 1 st BH Immersion 

1 
2nd BH Immersion 

BH,, te, (sec) 22.00 [10.33] 36.14 [23.88] 22.38 [10.65] 49.25 [30.87] 
131-lair AVG (sec) 50.08 [19.84] 53.07 [19.51] 42.58 [16.13] 42.68 [11.64] 

0 BPC02water ( /0) 5.36 [0.89] 6.19 [0.79] 5.46 [0.98] 6.54 [0.84] 
BP C02air AVGN 6.05 [0.91] 6.35 [0.49] 6.34 [0.68] 6.40 [0.501 

Nadir C02 N 2.00 [1.35] 3.59 [0.59] 2.93 [1.05] 3.80 [0.87] 
Insp VOlwater (L. ) 2.93 [0.32] 2.86 [0.65] 2.52 [0.64] 2.64 [0.91] 

HR (b. p. m) 
2 Min Pre Imm 71.69 [11.51] 76.13 [7.92] 78.58 [9.851 81.85 [14.20] 
30s Pre Imm 90.67 [21.81] 78.38 [12.20] 93.20 [21.19] 84.87 [14.40] 
10s Pre Imm 89.12 [20.63] 93.99 [19.24] 86.42 [9.30] 97.52 [12.18] 

los Imm 95.91 [24.10] 91.01 [19.73] 99.42 [11.55] 102.39 [12.36] 

30s Imm 90.67 [21.81] 78.38 [12.201 93.20 [21.191 84.87 [14.40] 

2 Min Imm 92.46 [16.11] 76.94 [7.38] 98.25 [18.43] 83.02 [14.11] 
fR 30s Imm 

(breaths. min) 

41.04 [14.88] 26.02 [7.84] 36.42 [18.32] 23.26 [10.01] 

fRend (breaths. min) , 
26.75_ [10.24] 

. 

21.24 [6.57] 

. 

28.61 [13.24] 

- 

17.94 [7.38] 
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Cardiorespiratory Impact of Habituation 

Throughout the habituation phase (immersions 2-6) no within group or group across 

time interaction effects were evident (Group; Group x Time; P>0.05). This indicates 

that the degree of habituation experienced in both groups was comparable. 
Habituation did significantly influence the cardiorespiratory responses to immersions 

indicated by an overall significant time effect with the number of free-breathing 

immersions completed (P<0.05). With the exception of end-tidal C02 and heart rate 
I minute before immersion, all other cardiorespiratory variables changed across time 

(P<0.05). Nadir C02 increased significantly, the remainder of the variables decreased 

significantly. The point at which these relationships became significant between each 
habituation trial are summarised in table 8 along with the mean changes experienced 
from habituation immersion I to 5. 

Table 8: Heart rate responses and significant interactions across habituations 1-5 in 

study 3 (n = 20). 
Variable Habituation Trial Mean [s. d] H1 - H5 

HR 1Min Pre Imm 1>4 1.91 ± 4.81 
HR 30s Pre Imm 1>4 3.74 ± 5.02 
HR 10s Pre Imm 1>4 4.75 ± 5.57 

HR 10s Imm 1>4; 3>4,5 5.35 ± 4.82 
HR 30s Imm 1,2>4,5 16.30 ±6 

HR 2 Min Imm 1>5; 2>4,5 14.63 ± 6.92 

The respiratory responses to habituation changed significantly (P<0.05) during 

habituation in bothfR30s (HI, 3>H4,5; H2>5) andfRend (HI, 2>H4,5). Mean changes 

between HI and H5 were 8.46 ± 3.58 and 6.74 ± 2.99 breaths. min respectively. 

Multiple Regression Statistics 

Multiple regression analysis showed no clear single predictors of the change in 

BHwater that occurred across phase in the HAB (p = 0.330, r=0.738, r2=0.545) or H- 

PST group (p = 0.076, r=0.876, r2=0.768). Regression analyses using data from the 

habituation trials (immersions 2-6) revealedJR3o, responses in habituation trial 2,3 

and 5 significantly predicted both BHwater time in breath-hold immersion 2 (r = 0.967, 

r2=0.936, p=0.017) and BF[water difference (BHwater I- BF[wate, 2) r=0.955, r2= 
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0.912, p=0.03 1) in the H-PST group only. These findings are surnmarised in figures 

15 and 16. 

Figure 15 indicates a possible interaction between initial breath-hold time from 

immersion I and the degree of habituation experienced after 5 free breathing 

immersions in the H-PST. Subjects are plotted in rank order from lowest to highest 

BHwater from trial 1. A trend is apparent between subjects with the highest 

hyperventilatory drive from habituation immersion I and those with the lowest 

BHwater from breath-hold immersion 1 (i. e. subjects 1-3). Those with the longest 

BHwater initially were those with the lowest respiratory drive even before habituation 

took place. This trend is upheld by figure 16 where the respiratory responses to 

habituation (fR30s) are plotted in rank order of lowest to highest BHwater after 
habituation from breath-hold immersion 2. The figure shows subjects with the lowest 

respiratory drive after habituation were also those who breath-held for longest after 
habituation. 

IM Immersion No. 1M2 13 3 1: 34 051 

70 

60 

50 

40 
co 
4q 

20 

10 

0 

Subject 

Figure 15. Respiratory responses during the first 30s of each habituation immersion, 

(trials immersions 2-6) in the H-PST group. Subjects along the x axis are displayed 

in rank order of lowest (1) to highest initial (10) BHwater from immersion I (n = 10). 

1 10 
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Figure 16. Respiratory responses during the first 30s of each habituation immersion, 

in the H-PST group. Subjects along the x axis are displayed in rank order of lowest 

(1) to highest initial (10) BHwater from immersion 2 (n = 10). 

Subsequently, JR30, ftom habituation trial 5 and BHwater were entered into the 

repeated measures ANOVA. 

Two-Way ANOVA (BHw,, t,, andfR30s) 

BH,,, t,, significantly increased in both groups following the intervention period 

suggesting habituation to cold water significantly improves the ability to breath-hold 

on immersion (P = 0.004). No significant group x phase univariate effects were 

evident (P>0.05). This finding indicates PST when combined with habituation did 

not significantly improve BHwater beyond that of habituation alone. The mean BHwater 

response to immersions before and after intervention in the HAB and H-PST group is 

displayed in figure 17. )R30s significantly decreased in both groups (P = 0.008) 

following the habituation period although no group x phase significant differences 

were present (P>0.05). 

1 10 
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Figure 17. Mean [s. d] BH,,, t,, (sec) response to cold-water immersion in HAB and 
H-PST groups before and after their respective interventions group, across phase 
(*P<0.05) (n = 20). 

Correlation 

In the HAB group BPC02airAVGand BPC02waterwere uncorrelated before intervention 

but were positively correlated after (P<0.05; r=0.572). The H-PST group BPC02 in 

air and water were positively correlated before (r = 0.569) and after intervention (r 

0.669) (P<0.05). 

Tension Ratings 

Ratings of tension were significantly lower in the HAB group following the 

habituation programme (p = 0.032) and were towards a relaxed rating (i. e. 3). This 

suggests PMR and centering did not significantly influence state tension prior to 

immersion in the H-PST group. 
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Trends 

There were no alterations in anticipatory heart rate whilst resting above the 
immersion tank within or between groups in either the BH immersions or the 
habituation immersions (figure 18. ). This is supported by the tension ratings in the H- 

PST group only, which did not change despite physiological and psychological 
intervention. 

A trend does appear to be evident between the improvement in breath-hold capacity 
following habituation and the initial breath-hold in water before intervention. 

Subjects with higher breath-holds at baseline record the greatest improvements 

following habituation and appeared to show an interaction with the degree of 
habituation across the habituation regimen (figure 15 & 16). This effect is 

surnmarised in figure 19 where subjects with the lowest initial BHwater (i. e. subject I- 

3) had the lowest improvements following intervention in contrast to those with the 

longest initial BHwater (i. e. subjects 7-10). 

10 HAB M I+PST I 

120- 

100 TT - 

80 

60- 

40- 

20 

- 

0 
BH1 Hl H2 H3 H4 H5 BH2 

m HAB 79.29 89.70 87.66 91.96 83.34 87.79 82.43 

m H-PST 83.71 88.15 85.35 88.83 79.63 79.09 85.53 

I Eý 

Figure 18. Anticipatory heart rate responses I -minute prior to immersion, before 

performing breath-hold (BH 1& BH2), and across the habituation immersions (H I- 

H5) in the HAB and H-PST groups (n = 20). 
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m HAB 0.00 2.95 29.65 29.75 0.10 7.00 7.95 7.60 60.90 -4.55 
H-PST 11.45 -2.90 12.10 20.85 38.90 14.95 74.10 59.95 5.55 33.70 

Subjects 

Figure 19. The differences in BH, at,, between BH I and BH2 in HAB and H-PST 

groups. Subjects along the x-axis are displayed in rank order of lowest (1) to highest 

(10) BH, at,,, before intervention i. e. in their matched pairs order (n = 20). 

No statistical comparisons were made between BHwater in the groups in study 2 and 

the groups in study 3 because of the differences in initial mean BHwater Of 

approximately 4 seconds between groups. Secondly the groups differed in BHair and 

based on the mean water temperature during immersion between studies. However, 

for visual inspection, the effects of each intervention are presented in figure 20 using 

the mean BHwater values from breath hold immersions I and 2. 
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Figure 20. Mean BHwate, responses following normal daily activity (CG, n= 16), 

PST (PIG, n= 16), habituation only (HAB, n= 10) and habituation plus PST (H- 

PST, n= 10). 

Efficacy of PST 

A summary of the psychological strategies used to improve B11water, including those 

developed independently of PST by the HAB group, are presented in APPENDIX H 

in conjunction with the subjective interview responses following breath-hold 

immersions. In addition, these data are presented with the outcome and process goals 

set as part of the PST intervention, and the positive self-talk statements used to 

rebound negative cognitions during the second BH immersion in the H-PST group. 

The PSUQ ratings on a 10 (0 - Not very useful to 10 - Very Useful) point scale 

indicate PST was useful to subjects both before and during the immersion even after 

the habituation regimen. The PSUQ ratings are summarised in table 9. 

1 
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Table 9. Mean PSUQ subject ratings prior to and during immersion (n = 10). 

Goal Setting Arousal Regulation Mental Imagery Self-Talk 
Prior Durinq Prior During Prior During Prior During 
6.70 7.40 7.30 7.50 6.40 6.70 6.60 7.30 

The SVQ revealed that, on a7 point scale (I - Low Rating to 7- High Rating) the 

subjects who received an intervention rated performance improvements as important 

(6.00), considered the changes as a consequence of intervention as significant (5.7), 

were satisfied with the PST program (5.5) and found the intervention to be useful 

(5.8). 
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DISCUSSION 

This study aimed to assess the impact of an habituation regimen, both independently 

and in conjunction with a psychological intervention, upon the ability to consciously 

suppress the drive to breathe on immersion. Specifically this investigation was 
designed to assess the extent to which habituation includes a psychological 

component in altering the physiological responses to short-term cold exposure. Our 

findings show that habituation significantly reduced the cardiac and respiratory 

components of the cold shock response after four, 2.5 minute, free breathing trials. 

This is consistent with other habituation immersion studies (Tipton et al, 2000). To 

our knowledge the impact of cold-water habituation on the capacity to voluntary 
breath-hold on immersion has not been investigated or reported. Our findings suggest 

that habituation to cold water between breath-hold immersion trials reduces the 

magnitude of the cold shock response to a level sufficient to allow a significant 

improvement in BHwater in the majority of subjects. We therefore accept, based on the 

variables examined in this investigation, the experimental hypothesis (Hi). 

However, it remains unclear whether or not habituation includes a conscious 

psychological component. Partial support can be found for the suggestion that 

psychological strategies facilitate the conscious suppression of the drive to breathe, 

even after a habituation regimen, as indicated by a numerical difference in mean 

BHwater after habituation with the addition of PST. However, this difference may be 

largely attributed to one subject in the H-PST improving maximal BH"ater by 

approximately 74 seconds (subject 7; figure 19). Thereafter, subjects in the H-PST 

outperformed their matched and paired counterparts (HAB group) during the final 

breath-hold immersion trial, by a ratio of 6: 4. More specifically, the problem with 

determining the psychological component to habituation in humans lies with 

separating out the physiological intervention (habituation) from the effects of 

psychological strategies. In theory, matching and allocating subjects, based on 

BHwaterg to either the HAB or H-PST group may have fulfilled this function. 

However, this did not stop the subjects in the HAB group developing their own 

mental strategies to aid them in the immersion scenario (APPENDIX H). 
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In the HAB group, only a physiological intervention was received but psychological 
influences cannot be wholly ruled out. In the second post-immersion interview 

(APPENDIX H), some subjects reported the use behavioural strategies to elongate 
breath-hold time. Strategies such as setting the goal of maintaining the breath hold to 

a particular depth of immersion (i. e. "up to the shoulders") beyond that of the first 

attempt, or "tapping of the feet" against the floor of the tank to count the length of 
the breath-hold. This suggests that, although subjects were not instructed to practice 
breath-holding during the habituation phase, some were producing their own 

personal and structured psychological interventions in preparation for the final 

breath-hold trial. Psychomotor tasks i. e. tapping of the feet, may have distracted the 
HAB subjects during the second immersion, a strategy already acknowledged as 
improving breath-hold in air (Alpher et al, 1986). 

Indeed, in air the duration of breath holding is primarily dependent on the 

psychological tolerance of hypercapnia and chest wall mechanorecpetor activity (Lin 

et al, 1974). It is suggested that a psychornotor task provides an alternative focus for 

mental processing resource that does not include the unpleasant sensations of 

asphyxia (Alpher et al, 1986). Ordinarily, the intensity of afferent input accumulates 

to a point where the unpleasant sensations can longer be suppressed and expiration 

ensues. A psychomotor task is thought to produce a lag in reaching this point. In 

cold-water, the respiratory drive is developed by thermoafferents from the cutaneous 

cold receptors acting directly on the respiratory centres and alpha motomeurones 

innervating the intercostals muscles and diaphragm (Keatinge and Nadel, 1965). The 

use of the psychornotor task by subject 4 in the HAB group may suggest that a 

cognitive distraction is also sufficient to induce an improvement in BHwaterby 

producing an alternative focus to the cold- thermo afferents on immersion. It must be 

noted, however, that it is thought that PST does not function in this manner 

(Barwood et al, 2005). Therefore, it could be speculated that distraction is a further 

psychological influence upon the reflex respiratory drives on immersion to cold 

water, but warrants further investigation. Interestingly, the two subjects in the HAB 

group that did report using a psychological strategy, i. e. goal-setting (subject 3) and a 

psychornotor task (subject 4), both recorded an approximate 30-second improvement 

in BHwater. Moreover, this improvement was made in subjects who had relatively low 

initial BHwater times. 
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From a purely physiological perspective, and based on the central habituation 

mechanism postulated for humans (Tipton et al, 1998; Griffin, 1963), it is reasonable 
to suggest that the frontal cortex produced a change in the processing of 

thermoafferent information, possibly at interneuron level (Groves & Thompson, 

1970), thus diminishing the respiratory drive in the majority of subjects. This 

mechanism is evidenced from studies of Wistar rats (Glaser & Griffin, 1962) and 
leucotomised human subjects (Griffin, 1962) who both showed the incapacity to 
habituate to cold-water stimulation as a consequence of damage to these brain 

regions. In the current study, this central adaptation and change in respiratory drive is 

sufficient to reduce hyperventilation and increase breath-hold time on immersion, but 

varies widely between subjects. 

Arousal levels at the time of the second breath-hold immersion trial may account for 

some of this variability. Glaser et al (1959) suggested that an increase in anxiety 

returned an habituated response back to unhabituated levels. It is postulated that this 

dishabituation may occur when, despite repeated experience of the stimulus, anxiety 

associated with the event still remains. It is possible that some of the subjects in 

either group may not have been confident of improving BHwater even after their 

respective intervention(s), thus producing an anxious response (APPENDIX H). 

Although the higher centres of the brain are thought to be involved with the 

habituation response (Thompson & Spencer, 1966), the relay of afferent information 

from the brain stem, via the reticular formation to these centres, is also thought to be 

implicated and, perhaps most significantly, subject to changes in organism arousal 

(Groves & Lynch, 1972). This theory is based upon an extensive series of 

experiments on habituation of the flexion reflex in the acute spinal cat which 

identified two influences upon the reflex responses to stimulation, namely 

habituation and sensitisation. Sensitisation is described as an increase in amplitude of 

a habituated response following a strong, extra or different stimulus (Groves & 

Thompson, 1970), such as an anxious response. It could be suggested that an anxious 

response elicited during immersion, similar to that reported by Glaser et al (1959), 

interfered with the previously habituated mechanism. Therefore, should the negative 

cognitive or somatic responses associated with imminent immersion trigger a reflex 

increase in arousal, it is possible that the impact of habituation could have been 
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reduced or diminished in some subjects through an alteration in the relay of afferent 
information from the reticular formation to the higher cortical centres. 

However, it appears that neither cognitive nor somatic anxiety played a significant 
role in the current investigation. The somatic component of arousal, as indicated by 

anticipatory heart rate, did not diminish prior to immersion, despite repeated 
exposure to the immersion scenario, and irrespective of the requirement to breath- 
hold or not (figure 18). Secondly, as the self-talk aspect of PST is thought to reduce 
the cognitive component of anxiety in non-habituated subjects (study 2) by replacing 
negative cognitions with positive ones (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001), it is suggested 
that negative cognitions were not influential upon BHwate, as the H-PST group did not 
outperform the HAB group in this study. These two findings would suggest that, 

either psychological factors play no role on BH,,,,, t, r after habituation, or the 

psychological component to this adaptation did not reach a conscious level. 

However, at a conscious level, the ratings of pre-immersion tension did not reduce in 

the H-PST group either. The HAB group did report significantly lower tension 

perceptions prior to the second breath-hold immersion. This implies that repeated 

exposure to a noxious thermal stimuli reduces the perception of threat, but is not 

reflected in a reduction in arousal in the HAB group. Or, that the arousal regulating 

strategies as part of PST may be ineffectual. 

Overall, the influences of psychological factors on habituation to cold water remain 

unclear. The relationship between habituation and BHwater was more closely linked to 

the hyperventilatory drive elicited on contact with the cold water both before and 

following intervention(s). In conflict with the findings of the previous investigation, 

BHair showed no relationship with BHwater whereas initial cold-sensitivity, indicated 

by the free breathing responses during habituation trials VR30s)i were implicated in 

the extent of habituation and the magnitude of improvement in BHwa,,, after 

intervention(s). This suggestion is supported when the results of the regression 

statistics are considered. It appears that, subjects who recorded greatest BHwater 

performances before intervention were also those who had lowest initial 

hyperventilatory drive, as indicated by theJR30, responses in the habituation 

immersions (figures 15 & 16). Neither of the groups habituated to a greater extent 

than the other and did not differ in the cardiorespiratory magnitude of cold-shock. 
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Consequently those subjects with a lower initial hyperventilatory drive before 

habituation would have reduced this drive still further after habituation. This may 

make withstanding the respiratory drive in the second breath-hold immersion far 

easier for the subjects with the lowest hyperventilatory response. 

In conclusion, this investigation supports the beneficial impact of habituation on the 

ability to consciously suppress the drive to breathe on immersion (HI). The extent to 

which habituation includes a psychological component is unclear as evidence 

supporting and refuting this hypothesis is apparent (142). Psychological factors 

involved in the habituation process either have a significant impact upon BHwater, but 

are not manifested through crude changes in arousal or cognitive anxiety, or are 

secondary to the central physiological adaptations that take place following repeated 

cold-water exposure. In the current investigation it is not possible to separate out the 

contribution of psychological suppression of the respiratory responses from the 

reduction in respiratory drive caused by habituation alone and warrants further study. 
In addressing this shortfall, one experimental approach may be to introduce the task 

of breath-holding in conjunction with PST after the habituation regimen takes place. 
A subsequent between group comparison may help separate out the effect of PST 

combined with habituation (H-PST) on BHwater whilst minimising the development 

of individually contrived behavioural. strategies in the HAB alone group. This 

experimental approach would rely upon a further comparison of the final mean 

BHwater time in each group in that study with the data generated from the current 

investigation. 

Our study suggests the relationship between adaptation to cold and respiratory drive 

on immersion is more complex than previously thought. Interestingly, the magnitude 

of change in BHwater following PST alone, as in the PIG in study 2 (figure 20), is 

similar to that induced following habituation. However, it cannot be concluded that 

these pathways have a separate and additive effect on BHwater. In both studies 2 and 3 

the variability in the capacity to voluntarily breath-hold on immersion remains large, 

despite identifying an additionally influential factor (PST) upon the physiological 

responses in this environment. 
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To this point we have examined the role of PST in influencing the responses to warm 

and cool environments at rest, under acute cold stress, and following repeated cold 

exposure. As yet, PST has not been examined for any more than a 10-minute period 

of exposure. Similarly, PST has not been successfully examined for a substantial 

period under significant hyperthermic stress. Therefore it remains to be established 

whether PST can be tailored to suit other thermally challenging environments, and 

whether the facilitative effects are generic. We have already established that PST has 

limited physiological effect in relatively sedate environments, as demonstrated in 

study 1, and are most likely to work when a level of conscious control is an 

important factor influencing the physiological response to the thermal stimulus. 

Furthermore, PST strategies appear to be highly specific and work by providing a 

structured behavioural plan that augments this conscious control. Therefore the final 

study attempts to integrate all of these observations to examine the impact of PST 

over a prolonged period of exposure to hot conditions. 
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CHAPTER7 

STUDY 4: THE EFFECT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SKILLS TRAINING ON 

ENDURANCE EXERCISE PERFORMANCE IN HOT CONDITIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Human performance in hot environments is of significant interest to the athletic 
fraternity and military or occupational groups. It appears that there is significant 
variability in the tolerance of individuals to moderate to heavy workloads in hot 

environments (Bridge, Weller, Rayson, & Jones, 2003), the source of which remains 
unclear. Research investigating the mechanisms underpinning performance in the 
heat suggest a multiplicity of influential factors (Maughan, & Shireffs, 2004; Nybo 

& Secher, 2004). The most contemporary research has provided evidence of a central 
fatigue mechanism that suppresses the voluntary drive to exercise through 

physiological and psychological means (Davis & Bailey, 1997). The physiological 

mechanisms are associated with an uncompensable rise in deep body temperature 

(Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999). 

Indeed, it has recently been postulated that a deep body temperature (T,.,, ) threshold 

of >40'C exists (Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999), above which voluntary muscle 

recruitment is significantly impaired in trained humans (Morrison, Sleivert, & 

Cheung, 2004). The mechanism of this impairment and those associated with fatigue 

during prolonged exercise is the source of some debate but has been linked to 

changes in central neurotransmitter substances such as dopamine, serotonin 

(Newsholme, Acworth & Blornstrand, 1987; Bridge et al, 2003; ), and the 

polypepetide messenger molecule interleukin-6 (IL-6) in response to exercise 

induced hyperthernia (Nybo, Nielsen, Pedersen, Moller, & Secher, 2002; Davis & 

Bailey, 1997). These associated responses are suggested as being cyto-protective 

against cell damage that occurs when deep body temperature rises above 40'C. 

Studies in animals suggest complete exhaustion and cessation of exercise occurs at a 

deep temperature in excess of 42'C (Caputa et al, 1986). 
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The overall effects of prolonged exercise in the heat include not only a reduction in 

neuromuscular recruitment, but also pronounced psychological changes (Lane, Terry, 

Stevens, Barney, & Dinsdale, 2004; Tucker et al, 2004; Gibson et al, 2003; Davis & 

Bailey, 1997). In addition to the afferent nervous impulses from the physiological 

systems activated as deep body temperature increases, cognitive, perceptual and 

motivational factors are integrated in the central nervous system to cause the 

sensation of fatigue (Gibson et al, 2003; Williamson, McColl & Matthews, 2003). 

This combination of infon-nation culminates in an increase in the behavioural 

temptation to reduce exercise intensity or cease physical activity altogether. 
Similarly, no single central nervous structure is responsible for eliciting the sensation 

of fatigue, rather many of the higher centres of the brain, such as the frontal and 

prefrontal cortices, the amygdala, hippocampus (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001; Williamson 

et al, 2001; Ledoux, 1998) and subcortical structures of the reticular formation and 

spinal cord (Nielsen & Nybo, 2003), have been implicated in this complex response. 

EEG studies suggest that fatigue develops as a consequence of a hypothalamic 

influence on the cerebral cortex and via a common relay system from the brain stem, 

specifically the reticular formation (Nielsen & Nybo, 2003). Indeed, a frequency 

shift in elecroencephalographic (EEG) activity with increasing exercise duration is 

thought to reflect reduced arousal in these regions and a difficulty in sustaining 

motor activity. This corresponds with an increase in the rating of perceived exertion 

(RPE) during exercise (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001b). Whereas the emotional states 

related to fatigue are more speculatively linked to brain regions generally associated 

with the elicitation of affective responses to environmental stimuli, such as the 

amygdala and hippocampus (Ledoux, 1998). The consensus of these studies is that, 

as deep body temperature increases in accordance exercise duration, the capacity to 

continue exercising at a maximal intensity becomes impaired both psychologically 

and physiologically. 

Despite the identification of these influential factors, variability during exercise in 

the heat is still evident. Some of this variability can be accounted for by aerobic 

fitness, body composition (Selkirk & Mclellan, 2001), hydration status (Nybo, 

Jensen, Nielsen, & Gonzalez-Alonso, 2001), and differences in methodology 

between studies. Many of these studies have focussed purely on the physiological 
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influences on the fatiguing mechanism. Relatively few have examined the effect of 

psychological factors on performance in the heat. This is despite the suggestion that 
hypnosis and cognitive (associative & dissociative) strategies can improve 

performance in this environment by reducing or distracting an individual from the 

conscious sensations of fatigue that lead, in part, to volitional exhaustion or a 
degradation in running performance (Williamson et al, 2001; Masters & Ogles, 

1998). PST has proven useful in improving sporting performance particularly in 

endurance events in normothermic environments (Masters & Ogles, 1998; Thelwell 

& Greenlees, 2001) and more recently in a thermally stressful environment as in 

study 2 (Barwood et al, 2005). It may be reasonable to postulate that, a PST 

intervention may also alter prolonged exercise performance in the heat. 

It is acknowledged that, prolonged exercise in hot environments potentiates the 

occurrence of negative emotional states (i. e. cognitive anxiety). This may lead to 

increases in tension, subsequent over-arousal thus producing a negative impact upon 

exercise performance (Lane et al, 2004). PST is thought to primarily function by 

diminishing the cognitive anxious component associated with performance in 

adverse and challenging environments. Also, it has already been demonstrated that 

PST may suppress the physiological responses we have greatest conscious control 

over. The decision to cease or reduce exercise intensity in the heat is also a volitional 

one and may be a question of suppressing the unpleasant sensations associated with 

the exercise in this environment. It therefore seems appropriate to suggest that a 

structured PST programme could have facilitative effects on exercise performance 

despite significant hyperthermic challenge. 

AIM 

The aim of the investigation was to determine the effect of a Psychological Skills 

Training (PST) package on 90-minute endurance running performance in a hot 

environment (30'C). 
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HYPOTHESIS 

Ho A 5-day PST package will have no influence on run time to exhaustion or 
distance covered during treadmill running in temperatures of 30'C. 

H, A 5-day PST package will significantly increase distance covered before 

exhaustion during treadmill running in temperatures of 300C. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Eighteen healthy male volunteers acted as participants for the study (mean [s. d]; n= 
18; 26 [51 years; 1.75 [0.05] m; 71.13 [6.27]kg). All subjects were informed of any 

potential risks associated with the experimental protocol before giving their written 

consent to participate. None of the subjects were heat acclimated before 

commencement of the trials. All subjects completed appropriate medical screening, 
including a 12-lead ECG, prior to acceptance to the trials. The study was performed 

according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with ethical approval from the 

University of Portsmouth ethics committee. 

Experimental Design 

The study employed a test re-test experimental design. Following two initial running 

trials in the heat, to establish variability in performance between trials, (30'C) 

subjects were separated into two independent groups consisting of: 

a) A Control Group (CG): Subjects completed normal daily activity between 

trials 2 and 3. 

b) Psychological Intervention Group (PIG): Subjects completed a PST 

intervention between trials 2 and 3 aimed at improving running performance 

in the heat in the final trial. 
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PRE-EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Determination of Maximal Oxygen Uptake 070 2max) 

Before any heat trials, ý70 2max (mL. kg-1 min-') was determined during a continuous 
incremental running test using an on-line breath-by-breath analysis system (Oxycon- 
Delta, Jaeger, Germany). Subjects ran on a level treadmill (Powerjog, GX200, 
London, U. K) with workloads increased by lkm. h. -l each minute up to l3kin. h. -1 
(range 6-13 km. h. -1), after which the incline was increased by 1-2%, dependent on 
ratings of perceived exertion (Borg, 1982) and heart rate (Cardiosport, U. K) each 
minute until volitional exhaustion. The conduction of the test and the achievement of 
ý70 2max or peak ý10 2 was classified according the British Association of Sport and 
Exercise Science (BASES, 1997) criteria. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Hydration Strategy 

Prior to the completion of any of the trials subjects were informed of the importance 

of keeping hydrated and drinking regularly throughout each heat trial. Normal tap 

water, at room temperature, was provided to the subject throughout each trial in a 

standard sports drinks bottle (volume capacity 700mL). Subjects were instructed to 

drink 500mL of water before going to bed the previous evening and a minimum of 
500mL two hours before arrival at the experimental facility. During the initial heat 

trial subjects were regularly reminded to drink and were allowed to do so ad libittan. 

The volume of liquid and time of liquid consumption during the first trial was 

recorded using a digital weighing scales (Ohaus digital weighing scales 1-10, 

Canada). This hydration strategy was replicated with identical volumes presented to 

the subject at comparable time intervals in the second and third trial. Total fluid 

consumed and change in body weight over the trial was used to calculate indirect 

sweat loss. Subjects were also instructed to consume only a light pre-exercise meal 

2-3 hours before trials, avoid caffeine consumption and strenuous exercise 24 hours 

prior to experimental participation. 
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Protocol 

Each subject arrived at the University Climatic chamber at the same time of day on 
three occasions, with 4-7 days minimum between trials. Trials took place at one of 

three times of day (± 60 minutes); 8.30am, I 1.00am, & 2pm. Upon arrival subjects 

changed into their running kit i. e. shorts and running shoes; the clothing worn was 
identical in each trial. They then voided their bladder and nude and clothed body 

mass were recorded (Ohaus digital weighing scales, 1-10, Canada). Subjects were 

subsequently instrumented with an aural thermistor (Tau), inserted into the inner ear 

close to the tympanic membrane (Grant Instruments, Cambridge, U. K). The aural 
thermistor was insulated with cotton wool and secured in place using a velcro strip 

attached to a neoprene foam pad around the head. Skin thermistors (Grant 

Instruments, Cambridge, U. K) were secured by tegaderMTM tape to measure skin 

temperature (Tsk) at 4 body sites: chest, arm, thigh and calf (Ramanathan, 1964). Tau 

and Tsk were recorded each minute by a remote Squirrel data logger (1250/1000 

series, Grant Instruments, Cambridge, U. K). A 3-lead ECG was attached and 
displayed (lead 11) heart rate throughout the trial (HME Lifepulse, U. K). 

Following instrumentation, before the commencement of exercise, and having stood 

upright for a minimum of 20 minutes (Hagan, Diaz, & Horvath, 1978), 20mL of 

whole blood was drawn from the antecubital vein of the forearm. Subjects were 

subsequently instructed to enter the climate chamber and sit on a chair situated on a 

treadmill (Powerjog, London, U. K). At this stage the project officer re-iterated the 

aim of the time trial; to cover as much distance as possible working at as high an 

intensity as possible during 90 minutes of exercise or in the heat (30'C) until 

volitional exhaustion or reaching the time limit. Each subject provided a one-minute 

resting sample of expired air collected in a Douglas bag before the commencement of 

treadmill running. The bag was then moved immediately for measurement of 

fractional expired gas concentration using a fast-responding gas analyser (Servomex 

1400, United Kingdom) and volume & Harvard dry gas meter, Harvard instruments, 

USA). Other resting measures included Tsk, Ta,,, , perceptions of thermal comfort and 

thermal sensation (Gagge et al, 1967). In addition to the measures previously 

described subjects were asked to provide their rating of perceived exertion on a 

twenty point scale (APPENDIX K: RPE: 6- very very light to 20 very very heavy 

Borg , 1982). At all times subjects had control of the treadmill speed but were unable 
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to see how fast they were running, the distance covered to that time point or the time 

elapsed. No progress feedback was given to the subject by the project officer during 

any of the heat trials; at the end of each trial subjects were not informed of the 
distance they covered, this information was provided during the de-briefing period 
following the completion of trial 3. Owing to the long duration of the exercise bout, 

no warm up prior to exercise was prescribed, subjects were given the option to 

stretch beforehand. 

Every fifteen minutes, or following a substantial change in treadmill running speed, 
fractional concentration of expired air was measured and recorded (FE02& FEC02) 

using the same Douglas bag collection procedure as described for rest. Furthermore, 

each change in treadmill speed and/or 15-minute bout of exercise completed was 

accompanied with perceptual measure of RPE, TS and TC. Treadmill running 

continued for the full 90-minute period unless any of the withdrawal criteria were 

reached or volitional exhaustion was declared by the subject. Following completion 

of each trial the subject's treadmill speed was gradually slowed to a comfortable 

walking pace to minimise blood pressure changes as a consequence of moving from 

an exercised to stationary state (von Duvillard, Braun, Markofski, Beneke, & 

hauser, 2004). They were seated once again on a chair upon the treadmill and a eit 
further 20mL sample of venous blood was drawn from the antecubital vein of the 

forearm; every effort was made to minimise the time between cessation of exercise 

and drawing the blood sample, this period was approximately 4 minutes. 

Subsequently, the subject was removed from the climate chamber and all 

measurement instruments, with the exception of T,, u, removed. The subjects were 

then weighed (clothed and naked body mass) and were instructed to sit in a tepid 

shower until Ta,, returned to normal resting level. Fluids were freely available to the 

subjects following weighing and the extraction of the second blood sample. Having 

completed the first and second trial, subjects were matched and paired on the basis of 

the variability in distance covered between trials, and allocated to one of two groups: 
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Control Group (CG) (n = 8) 

In the intervening period between trials two and three, subjects in the control group 
(CG) continued with normal daily activity. They were also instructed to avoid any 
other exercise performances in hot conditions (>30'C) to minimise any possible 
acclimation effects (Armstrong, 2000). 

Psychological Intervention Group (PIG) (n = 10) 

In the intervening period between time trials 2 and 3, subjects in the PIG cornpleted 
five I -hour PST sessions over a 5-day period. The aim of the PST intervention was 
to provide the subject with a selection of psychological tools to aid running 
performance in hot conditions (30'C). A brief description of each skill and a 
rationale for its inclusion in the intervention program is included below: 

Psychological Skills Training (PST) 

Goal Setting 

The efficacy of goal-setting has already been demonstrated in the two previous 

studies predominantly facilitating an improvement in BHwater performance during 

cold immersion. All subjects in these studies receiving a goal-setting strategy rated 
the efficacy of goals highly, both prior to, and during the required task performance. 
Therefore a goal-setting strategy was also included in the intervention package aimed 

at enhancing endurance running performance in the heat. 

Process and outcome goals were set by the performers whilst trying to maximise the 

information available to them from the environment. This was a particular challenge 
for the subjects as they remained unaware of time elapsed, distance covered and 

current speed during all time trials. Outcome goals were set based on each subject's 

individual perception of the possible maximal improvement in distance covered in 

trial 3. Typically subjects quoted a target of between 5 and 10% improvement (A 

summary of the goals set by the intervention group is presented in APPENDIX J). 
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In addition, subjects were encouraged to identify the outcome goal 'to be maximally 

exerted at the end of the trial' and to have made a 'maximal effort' in doing so. in 

setting the process goals the subjects were asked to break their time trial into stages 

or phases and describe the sensations they experience during these times. 
Subsequently they were required to set targets for performance based on how they 
felt prior to, during and at the end of these phases. The exercise period was typically 
divided into three 30-minute phases. Responses in terms of TS, PTC and RPE 

provided feedback and subsequently a guide for the structure of their coping strategy 
during each of the stages of the trial. The other PST strategies were integrated into 

the identified stages of the race and were directed toward achieving the target of that 

section i. e. in the latter section of the race the aim may be to maintain the speed 

versus a decrease (goal), require distraction from the unpleasant sensations 

experienced (imagery), remaining positive during periods of negativity (positive self- 

talk), and stay relaxed to maintain stride length and minimise muscular tension 

(arousal regulation). Every effort was made to maximise the control and influence 

each subject had over the goal-setting component of the intervention. This is 

consistent with the observation that the 'specific' component of goal setting be 

tailored to the particular under examination (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2003). 

Arousal Regulation 

In the previous studies, limited physiological effects were evident as a consequence 

of the arousal regulating strategies employed, minor psychological influences were 

however demonstrated. The inclusion of similar strategies in other PST package 

studies has proven efficacious, particularly in endurance events (Thelwell & 

Greenlees, 2001). Furthermore, arousal regulating strategies are suggested to 

potentiate the affects of the other strategies in the intervention (Munroe et al, 2000; 

Hardy et al, 2001; Hardy, 2005), they were therefore included. 

Relaxation strategies were employed to help the subjects avoid over-arousal prior to 

the final time trial and to cope with acute peaks in tension and unpleasant sensations 

during the run. As with the previous study, a progressive muscular relaxation 

strategy (PMR) was employed to help the subjects feel less tense, and therefore more 

in control of the situation, prior to the time trial. This strategy may be deployed on 
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the morning of the trial to help subjects arrive at the climate chamber in a relaxed 
state with their pre-set goals in mind. 

The second strategy aimed to help the runner maintain or extend their running speed 
despite discomfort, and minimise the chances of giving up during acute periods of 
unpleasantness. Centering provides a method for quick and effective relaxation 
without losing focus on the pre-set outcome and process goals. A centering strategy 
was used following the identification of the critical performance points during the 

run i. e. the peak in RPE usually occurring in the last 20-minutes of the run. Although 

time elapsed was unknown to the subject they were encouraged to judge their 

progress through the race using their RPE rating which provided their progress 
feedback. These critical time points were identified by the performer at the start of 
the arousal regulation session of the PST intervention. When increases in tension 

occurred, which may be associated with an increase in physiological activation and 
therefore the temptation to give up, it was suggested that the subject may wish to 
deploy the centering relaxation strategy thus offsetting the temptation to reduce or 

cease exercise intensity (A script of the delivery of PMR and centering is provided in 

APPENDIX E). 

Mental Imagery 

Consistent with the findings of the arousal regulating strategies, mental imagery has 

limited physiological influence (see study 1). Mental imagery has mutli-dimensional 

sporting application to motivation, arousal and cognitions prior to, during and after 

sports performance (Munroe et al, 2000). The current investigation required each 

PIG subject to create a detailed picture of their last performance in the heat trial. 

They were asked to describe and recreate the most pertinent external (watching 

themselves perform) and internal images (view point as if they were running), both 

positive and negative, experienced during the first two trials. The positive images 

were focussed upon to enhance self-efficacy and to help the subject visualise 

successful performance. 

Negative images were used to direct attention and to target critical times in the heat 

trial that may require particular mental and physical effort to overcome. The subjects 
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were encouraged to visualise themselves overcoming these personal obstacles and 
implementing the PST strategies that have already been introduced to them to 

improve running performance. The internal imagery perspective aimed at boosting 

the kinaesthetic and proprioceptive awareness during the trial as a preparatory 

measure for the unpleasant sensations that may be experienced in the final heat 

exposure. External imagery was developed to help identify vital performance cues 

and complete process goals for successful completion of the final time trial. 

Positive Self-Talk 

Self-talk has a similar multi -dimen si onal nature and application to imagery (Hardy, 

Jones & Gould, 2001) and was rated as highly influential during the previous breath- 

hold immersion trials. In this trial the self-talk was used to focus attention on the 

demands of the running task i. e. buzz words associated with running such as flow, 

length (relating to stride length), posture (head-up, shoulders back). Secondly, self- 

talk was employed to motivate the individual during the most demanding stages of 

the task, often during the last 20-minute period of the time trial. The final objective 

of the self-talk strategy within the current investigation were to control negative self- 

statements prior to and during running. Subjects were required to identify any 

negative cognitions or thoughts they may have had during the first 2 trials and 

restructure them into positive phrases or words to rebound negativity in the final 

trial. A summary of self-talk strategies used in these trials are presented in 

APPENDIX I. 

Session number five comprised a recap and summary of the key points (i. e specific 

goals set) of each of the previous PST sessions with the aim of integrating all the 

strategies into a co-ordinated mental support package to improve running 

performance. Having completed the PST intervention subjects once again completed 

a 90-minute running trial in the heat (30'C). 
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Measurements 

PRELIMINARY PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 

Anthropometry 

Subjects completed a restricted anthropornetric profile of skinfold thickness, girth 

measurement and skeletal measurements at 8 different sites. These measures were 
taken, in duplicate, by an ISAK (Intemational Society for the Advancement of 
Kinanthropometry) accredited anthropometrist (Norton et al, 1996). Sum of skinfold 

measurements were calculated for analysis (mm). Sum of skinfold (s. o. s) 

measurements were, used as an index of possible heat storage capacity to distinguish 

between each subjects run performances in the heat trials. High body fatness is 

associated with higher heat storage capacity (Havenith & Middendorp, 1990) and is 

associated within increased likelihood of incurring heat stress (Selkirk & McLellan, 

2001). 

With the exception of one individual, all subject completed the restricted 

anthropornetric profile (n = 17). 

Experimental Measures 

Ambient air conditions were controlled and maintained by an air conditioning 

system. Ambient temperature was set at 30'C and relative humidity held at or below 

50% relative humidity. In order to avoid an acute and uncompensable rise in Tau at 

the start of the time-trial, subjects exercised approximately 2 metres infront of a fan 

(Lloytron 16" fan, Model F059, Lloytron Electronics Ltd). During all exposures the 

fan speed was on setting no. 1. Air projected from fan, and approximately at the front 

of the treadmill, was 2-2.40 m. s. -1 (Thermo-anemometer, Wallac ov, type GGA23s, 

Finland) 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES 

Naked and Clothed Body Mass (kg) 

Prior to, and following each exercise heat exposure, subjects were required to stand 
on digital weighing scales both clothed and naked (whilst behind a screen (OHAUS 
1-10, Canada). These data were used to indirectly assess sweat loss, in conjunction 
with fluid consumption and extracted of blood volume, during trials. 

Absolute, relative and body weight adjusted for fluid consumption were calculated 

and the differences between rest and post exercise determined (A). 

Heart Rate (ECG) (b. p. m) 

A three lead ECG (Lead 11) was displayed continuously throughout each trial (HME, 

Lifepulse, England). Heart rate was recorded for every 15 minutes of exercise, or 
following a substantial change in treadmill speed. 

Deep Body Temperature ('C) (T., u) 

Prior to experimentation subjects inserted an aural thermistor (Tau) (Grant, 

Cambridge, UK) into their inner ear close to the tympanic membrane. The aural 

thermistor was taped in place, insulated with cotton wool and covered with a Velcro 

fastening head band. Tau was measured and recorded using a remote Squirrel data 

logger (Squirrel 1000/1250 series, Grant, Cambridge) every minute during each heat 

exposure. To ensure Tau had equilibrated satisfactorily to the ambient conditions and 

resting Tc., of the subject, the Tau of the other ear was measured using an infrared 

(IR) temperature sensing probe (Thermotek Plus, Ear Thermometer, model 718, 

SAAT Ltd, Israel) inserted into the external auditory meatus. Measurements were 

taken in triplicate with a mean value calculated for Tau in each subject. Trials did not 

commence until Tau measured by the aural thermistor reached ± 0.10'C of the value 

from the IR probe. Mean, peak and change in Tau (A) were calculated for each of the 

3 heat trials in each group. 
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Skin Temperature (OC) (Tsk) 

Subjects were instrumented with skin thermistors, secured by micropore tape, at the 
following body sites: chest, arm, thigh, and calf (Ramanathan, 1964). Skin 

temperature (Tsk) was also logged by a data logger (Squirrel 1000/1250 series, Grant, 

Cambridge) every minute. Mean weighted Tsk was calculated using the equation of 
Ramanathan (1964). 

Treadmill Incline (%), Speed (km. h-1) and Distance Covered (km) 

Throughout each of the heat trials the treadmill incline was set at I% and remained at 

this level to replicate the conditions of outside running (Doyle & Martinez, 1998). 

The treadmill speed was under the control of the subject at all times throughout the 

heat exposures. The view of the actual running speed, distance covered and time 

elapsed was concealed from the subject for the duration of the trial(s). Duration 

(hr: min: sec), magnitude of change (km. h-1), distance at each speed (km) and total 

distance covered were manually recorded when speed was changed by the subject. 

Performance variables are reported for distance covered (km) and average speed 

(AVG speed) during the trial. 

Oxygen Uptake (mL. kg. -1min. -1), Fractional Expired Gas (%) & Minute Volume 

VE (L) 

Prior to the commencement of exercise, resting measures were made of expired gas 

exchange and volume. This required the subject to breathe through a low resistance, 

two-way valve attached to a Douglas bag. Expired air was collected for a I-minute 

period and subsequently analysed for fractional expired C02 (%)ý 02 (%) and expired 

volume (L. min-1) (VE). Fractional expired gas was pumped through and analysed by 

a fast responding gas analyser (Servomex 1400, United Kingdom). The contents of 

the bag were then measured for VE using a vacuum system attached to a Harvard Dry 

Gas Meter (Harvard, USA). Gas volumes were converted from Ambient 

Temperature Pressure Saturated (ATPS) to Standard Temperature Pressure Dry 
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(STPD). Using the same methods, expired gas collections were made every 15 

minutes during exercise completed. 

Prior to each experimental trial the fast responding gas analyser was calibrated using 
separate and certified (BOC Gases, Guildford, Surrey, United Kingdom) quantities of 
nitrogen, oxygen (18.9%) and carbon dioxide gas (8.03%). 

The spirometric transducer module measuring VE was calibrated prior to each trial 

using a 3-litre volume syringe (Harvard Instruments, USA). 

BIOCHEMICAL MEASURES 

Blood sampling 

Whole blood samples (20mL) were drawn, via venepuncture from the antecubital 

vein, using a winged butterfly collection kit (21G Winged Blood Collection Kit, 

Greiner-bio-one, Austria). Samples were taken at rest (prior to exercise) and 
immediately following exercise cessation. Where possible a maximum of 4 minutes 

elapsed before drawing of blood post-exercise. Subsequently samples were 
transferred into untreated vacutainers and placed into a refrigerator (4'C) to clot. 
Prior to sampling subjects stood upright for at least 20 minutes to minimise any 

postural alterations in plasma volume previously induced (Hagan, Diaz, & Horvath, 

1978). Blood lactate, glucose concentrations, haernoglobin and haernatocrit were 
determined using whole blood samples. The remaining whole blood was prepared 
for later analysis using centrifugation and the resultant supernatant (serum) 

transferred into eppendorf tubes; minimum volume of 0.5mL, and stored at a 

minimum of -70'C for later analysis. All blood measures were made in duplicate. 

Blood lactate Bl,, (mmol/L) 

A minimum 7gL aliquot of whole blood was placed on a reactive strip for the 

determination of resting and post exercise Blac using a lactate-oxidase enzyme assay 

(Analox Instruments Ltd, Champion Lactate Analyser P-Lm5, London). 
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Blood Glucose (mmoUL) Bg 

Blood glucose responses before and after exercise were measured using an Accu- 

Chek Active blood glucose monitor (Roche Diagnostics Ltd, England). Accu-Chek 

utilises a glucose dye oxidoreductase mediator reaction when extracted blood Qýtl) is 

applied to a reactive strip. Rest to post-exercise differences in Blac and Bg were 

calculated for each trial. 

Haemoglobin Hb & Haematocrit Hct (%) 

Haemoglobin was determined using a bench top analyser. Haernatocrit was 
determined from whole blood samples prepared using a micro-centrifuge (Hawksley, 

U. K) and measured using a manual reader (Hawksley Micro-Haematocrit Reader, 

U. K). Where possible, Flb and haernatocrit values, changes in plasma volurne were 

calculated using the equation of Dill and Costill (1974). 

Due to a breakage in the Hb measurement system only the I" heat trial and part of 

the second provided Hb values. Calculations were therefore made using the 

equations of Dill and Costill (1974) for these trials only. Haernatocrit is subsequently 

reported as mean [s. d] change (%) between pre and post exercise phases. 

Prolactin (ng/mL) and IL-6 (pg/mL) 

Initially the whole blood samples were allowed to clot in a refridgerator at a 

temperature of 4'C. For the measurement of prolactin, five millilitres of whole blood 

were centrifuged at 1000 g (3000 rpm) for 10 min at 4'C and the supernatant 

aliquoted into Eppendorf tubes; minimum volume of 0.5 mL. A commercially 

available enzyme linked immunoabsorbance assay (ELISA) kit (DRG Instruments, 

Germany) was used to determine serum prolactin concentration using a microplate 

absorbance reader (Versamax Microplate Reader, Sunnyvale, USA). The intra-assay 

precision is reported as 4.85% coefficient of variation with inter-assay reliability at 

5.95%. 
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For the measurement of IL-6, five millilitres of whole blood were centrifuged at 
1000 g (3000 rpm) for 10 min at 4'C and the supernatant aliquoted into untreated 
Eppendorf tubes; minimum volume of 0.5 mL. A commercially available enzyme 
linked immunoabsorbance assay (ELISA) kit (Diaclone, Besancon Cedex, France) 

was used to determine serum IL-6 concentration using a microplate absorbance 
reader (Versamax Microplate Reader, Sunnyvale, USA). The intra-assay precision is 

reported as a 4.2% coefficient of variation with inter-assay reliability at 7.7%. Rest to 

post-exercise differences in IL-6 and prolactin were calculated for each trial. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASURES 

Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) (Borg, 1982) 

RPE measurement required subjects to indicate on a 20-point scale how physically 

exerted they were during the exercise (7 - very very light to 20 - very very heavy). 

RPE was collected once prior to exercise, following each major change in treadmill 

speed and for every 15 minute of exercise completed. 

A 

,rx sarnple of the RPE scale used is included in APPENDIX K 

Temperature Sensation (TS) & Perception of Thermal Comfort (PTC) 

Temperature sensation and thermal comfort were measured and recorded every 15 

minutes throughout each 90-minute heat exposure. The same scale as that described 

for Study I was used (APPENDIX B). 

PSUQ and SVQ 

Subjects in the PIG only, were required to complete the SVQ (METHODS section of 

study 2) and PSUQ following completion of the trials (APPENDIX G). The same 

scales as described in studies 2 and 3 were used in study 5. 

Post-Trial De-Briefing 

Following the completion of each of the trials subjects were asked the following: 
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I. Whether they had run further than the previous trial? 

2. How they felt in terms of difficulty and discomfort throughout? 

What plans and race strategies they had used? 

Responses to the post-trial de-brief are presented in APPENDIX J. 
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Data Analysis 

Following the completion of trial 1,2 and subsequent division of groups into CG and 
PIG, differences between groups were examined using independent sample t-tests. 
Comparisons were made for variability in distance covered between trials I and 2, 

absolute distance covered in trial 2, V02max. and sum of 8 skinfolds (s. o. s). 

Following intervention and completion of trial 3, data were initially assessed for 

normal distribution using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. P values >0.05 indicated 

normally distributed data. Normally distributed data were then compared between 

group(s), across time using MANOVA with repeated measures (Group, Trial, Group 

x Trial). As MANOVA fails to examine differences within group but across trial 
(Field, 2000), a separate, within group one-way ANOVA was conducted on any 

significant interactions from the repeated measures MANOVA, with each subsequent 

significant relationship examined using Tukey's post-hoc analysis. 

The impact of exercise on physiological variables was examined using MANOVA 

between pre and post phases only, within group. 

Predictors of the distance run in T2 and T3 were examined using multiple regression 

analysis. The relationships between central fatigue markers (IL-6 and prolactin), 

perceptual markers of fatigue and temperature were also examined using regression 

and subsequently Pearson's moment correlations. 

Missing data points pre or post exercise were replaced using a calculated mean of the 

actual data series; this value was generated by SPSS. For all statistical tests - level 

was set at 0.05 unless otherwise stated. 
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RESULTS 

All experimental heat trials took place in air temperature 30.060C [0.211 and 41.40 % 
[5.011 rh. 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis revealed a normal distribution of distance covered 
from all subjects who completed trial I (n = 18; P=0.200), parametric statistical 
comparisons were subsequently made. 

Group Characteristics 

The group subject characteristics were (mean [s. d]: CG (n = 8): age 28 [5]yrs, height 

1.73 [0.04]m and mass 72.83 [6.74]kg; s. o. s 75.96 [35.1 I]mm (n = 6); PIG (n = 10) 

age 23 [3]yrs, height 1.77 [0.05]m, mass 69.31 [6.06]kg, s. o. s 74.37 [24.59]mm. Two 

subjects in the CG who completed all 3 heat trials were unable to complete the ISAK 

profile, one of whom completed a profile of s. o. s at 4 body sites (bicep, tricep, 

subscapular and suprailliac crest); 51.35 [0.78]mm. 

Group Differences 

Following 2 time trials in the heat, subjects were matched and paired on the basis of 

the variability in distance covered between trial I and 2. Eight clear matched pairs 

0.25km) were evident, with 2 further subjects showing large variability (± 1.20km) 

between trials that were subsequently allocated to the PIG (CG, n=8; PIG, n= 10). 

Paired t-tests showed no differences between groups in the variability of distance 

covered between trials I and 2 (P = 0.200), absolute distance covered in trial 2 (P 

0.545), ý10 2max (P = 0.345) and sum of skinfold (P = 0.540) following allocation to 

the CG and PIG (n = 18; CG: n=8, PIG: n= 10). Means [s. d. ] are displayed in table 

10 with distances run presented in kilometres (km). 
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Table 10. Distance nin and variability in distance covered between trials in the CG 

and PIG, aerobic fitness (VO 2max) and sum of skinfolds in both groups following 

matching and pairing. 

Group Tl (km) T2 (km) T3 (km) T2J1 (km) T3J2 (km) 
VO2max 

"min -i ) (mL k 
S. O. s(mm) 

. g. 

CG (n 8) 16.23 [1.59) 16.50 [1.58] 16.63 [1.20] 0.27 [0.45] 0.14 [0.70] 63.49 [6.17] 75.96 [35.11 ]b 
PIG n 10) 1 15.35 [1.73] 1 15.20 [1.941 16.35 [1.46] 1 0.15 [0.78] 1 1.15 [0.881 1 67.06 [4.49] 1 68.18 [14.28] 

'Subject I completed only 86 minutes of trial I 
b6 subjects only completed the anthropometric profile in the CG (n = 6) 

Trends 

At no stage during experimental trials did the PIG run further than the CG who had a 

lower mean [s. d] sum of skinfold and higher VO 2max. Therefore, comparisons 
between groups based on distances run were made using a percentage value of trial I 

(PCT-TI) achieved in trials 2 and 3. CG subjects ran an average of 1.70% [2.82] 

further in trial 2 and 2.74% [4.03] further in trial 3. PIG subjects ran 0.98% [5-281 

less distance in trial 2 but 6.88% [5.82] further in trial 3 (figure 21). 

Statistical Comparisons 

MANOVA (Group x Trial) 

At multivariate level there were significant main effects for Trial (P = 0.021) but not 

Group (P = 0.526) or group x trial (P = 0.598). This indicates that the CG and PIG 

did not differ in performance at any stage but did change across trials. 

Univariate 

Trial 

At univariate level, significant interactions were evident for trial in distance covered 

(km: P=0.000) PCT-TI (P = 0.000) and average speed (P = 0.000). Further within 

group ANOVAs were conducted on these variables to assess the performance where 

they differed between trials. In the PIG, one -way ANOVA revealed a significant 
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difference (P = 0.001) in PCT-T I with Tukey's post hoc analysis showing that 

(figure 2 1), in percentage terms, the PIG ran significantly further in trial 3 than both 

trial I (P = 0.006) and 2 (P = 0.002), which were not significantly different (P = 
0.879). No further significant differences were evident within group (km, CG: P 

0.325; PIG: P=0.858; AVG spd, CG: P=0.415; P=0.126; PCT-Tl, CG: P= 

0.174). This latter finding suggests, distance ran and average speed were increasing 

over trials in both groups. 

ýMCG EPIG 
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Figure 21. Percentage improvement in running performance expressed as a 

percentage of trial 1 in study 4; *denotes statistical significant differences in the PIG 

between trials (P < 0.05) (n = 18). 

MANOVA 

This analysis was conducted to examine the impact of the 90-minute exercise 

protocol within group and across phase (pre to post exercise) on Blac, Bg, Hct, weight 

changes (clothed and naked) and markers of central fatigue. 

Multivariate results showed no significant differences between rest and post-exercise 

measurements in either group (CG: P=0.801: PIG: P=0.353). Univariate effects 

were evident for IL-6 and prolactin, being significantly increased from rest following 

90 minutes exercise in 30'C. This response was evident in all 3 trials in all groups 
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(P< 0.05), suggesting exercise in the heat significantly increased the markers of 

central fatigue in both groups. Mean [s. d] rest (pre) to post exercise responses of 

prolactin and IL-6 are displayed in table 11. 

Table 11. Mean [s. dj Prolactin and IL-6 responses prior to and following 90-minutes 

of exercise in the heat in CG and PIG. 

Fatigue Marker Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

Prolactin Rest (ng/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 5.31 [4.051 4.40 [3.56] 3.54 [2.30] 
PIG (n = 9)c 5.27 [4.40] 3.53 [0.991 3.89 [1.92] 

Prolactin Post (ng/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 17.50 [8.001 12.05 [5.48] 19.14 [6.57] 
PIG (n = 9)c 22.17 [10.521 15.40 [8.051 13.98[5.64] 

Delta Prolactin (ng/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 12.19 [8.69] 8.20 [6.32] 15.59 [7.42] 
PIG (n = 9)c 16.90 [11.35] 11.86 [8.57] 10.09 [6.891 

IL-6 Rest (pg/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 7.53 [0-59] 8.80 [2.07] 8.19 [0.53] 
PIG (n = 9)c 7.81 [1.241 8.63 [1.32] 8.18 [1.241 

IL-6 Post (pg/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 14.15 [4.65] 15.02 [5.82] 16.88 [5.21] 
PIG (n = 9)c 14.96 [5.401 17.76 [7.87] 14.78 [5.17] 

Delta IL-6 (pg/mL) 
CG (n = 8) 7.21 [4.46] 6.52 [4.791 8.68 [4.991 
PIG (n = 9)c 7.50 [5.361 9.12 [7.001 1 6.59 [4.761 

throughout trials I subject in the PIG declined phlebotomy 

Prolactin and IL-6 values remained stable at rest before trials indicating subjects 

were not fatigued before starting each of their trials. Inter-individual and inter-group 

variability was evident in the central fatiguing response to exercise (figure 22) that 

did not correspond with increases in distances run in each trial. 
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Figure 22. Inter-trial (T I -T3) and inter-group variability in IL-6 response to exercise 
(Pre-Post) in the CG and PIG in study 4 (n = 18). 

The lack of significant alteration in Bl,, c, Bg and Hct, indicate the exercise performed 

was predominantly aerobic, energy substrate availability did not limit exercise, and 

significant dehydration did not take place as a consequence of exercise. Variability 

between subjects in body weight clothed and naked and fluid consumption may have 

masked any differences that occurred as a consequence of exercise. Overall, this 

fmding supports the suggestion that adequate control of hydration status was present 

prior to and during exercise trials. Mean [s. d] values for Blac, Bg, and Hct are 

displayed in APPENDIX K in table 12. Clothed and naked body weights adjusted for 

fluid loss across trials 1-3 are displayed in APPENDIX K in table 13. 

Sources of Variability in Performance Across Trials 

Start T. remained stable between trials indicating adequate control for circadian 

rhythm in deep body temperature within group across trials. Tsk and Ta,, did not 

significantly differ within and between groups, or across trials, as indicated by 

repeated measures MANOVA (table 14). 
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Table 14. Temperature variables at rest, peak and mean during heat trials (30'C). 

Temperature ('C) Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

CG (n = 8) 36.84 [0.401 36.89 [0.36] 36.87 [0.36] 
Rest T,, 

PIG (n = 10) 36.70 [0.251 36.55 0.47] 36.74 [0.36] 

Peak T,,,, CG (n = 8) 38.29 [0.57] 38.38 [0.67] 38.53 [0.451 
PIG (n = 10) 38.60 [0.321 38.68 fO. 481 38.77 [0.491 

Rest-Peak T. u 
CG (n 8) 1.44 [0.791 1.48 [0.74] 1.66 [0.58] 

PIG (n 10) 1.90 [0.421 2.12 [0.691 2.03 [0.591 

Mean Tskin CG (n 8) 33.83 [1.131 34.20 [0.73] 33.54 [1.401 
PIG (n 10) 34.17 [1.001 34.69 [0.811 34.72 [0.73 

Mean T., CG (n = 8) 37.84 [0.45] 37.85 [0.45] 37.91 [0.32] 
PIG (n = 10) 38.00 [0.201 37.90 [0.441 38.03 [0-391 

Across time the PIG subjects exhibited a plateau in Ta,, (figure 23) from 75 minutes 

to the cessation of exercise in trial 3. In the previous two trials either a decrease in 

mean Tau (TI) or plateau, but at a lower level (T2), were evident over this period. 

These alterations were not reflected by changes in RPE (figure 24), PTC or TS (table 

15 APPENDIX K), but were reflective of an increase in speed over this period in 

trial 3 (figure 25). These alterations were not significant, but may have been 

sufficient to produce the significant improvement in PCT-T1 in the PIG in trial 3. 

These findings indicate the subjects in the PIG tolerated their mean change in Ta" for 

longer in trial 3 and recorded an improvement in PCT-T1 by marginally increasing or 

maintaining their speed at or following 75 minutes of exercise. 
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Figure 23. Change in Týu ('C) during 90 minutes running in 30'C heat in the PIG 

across trials 1-3 (n = 10). 
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Figure 24. Mean [s. d] RPE during 90 minutes running in 30'C heat in the PIG 

across trials 1-3 (n = 10). 
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Figure 25. Average [s. d] speed (km. h-') during 90 minutes running in 30'C heat in 

the PIG across trials 1-3 (n = 10). 

Average speed was non-significantly increased in trial 3 (mean [s. d] 9.42 [0.77] 

km. h- I) versus trials 2 (8.78 [0.95] km. h-1) and 1 (8.61 [0.98] km. h- I) in the PIG, a 

trend not evident in the CG (TI: 9.94 [1.34]; T2: 10.09 [1.41]; T3: 10.15 [1.37] km. h- 

I ). 

Multiple Regression 

Variables were grouped and entered into stepwise multiple regression analysis to 

examine the potential for predictors of distance run in the first two trials (Average 

TI +T2) and the distance in trial 3. The groups were as follows: 

1. Individual characteristics: VO 

15 30 45 60 75 90 
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CG 

In the CG, prolactin peak, predicted average distance run in trial I and 2 (r = 0.987, 

r2=0.974, P=0.013). No further predictors were evident. 

PIG 

In the PIG no significant predictors of running performance were evident in trial I or 
2. In trial 3 only, IL-6 peak (r = 0.929, r2=0.864, P=0.023) and IL-6 (P = 0.022) 

rest-post exercise difference in IL-6 significantly predicted distance run. 

Correlations 

RPE, IL-6 and Prolactin 

Correlations were conducted to assess the relationship between IL-6 and perceptions 

of fatigue. There were no correlations between IL-6 and peaks or averages of RPE, 

TS or PTC in CG (P>0.05). In PIG, IL-6 positively correlated with peak (r = 0.728, P 

= 0.017) and mean RP8 (r = 0.658, P=0.039) in trial 2. Peak RPE also correlated 

with IL-6 pre-post exercise difference in IL-6 in trial 2 (r = 0.677, P=0.032). 

IL-6, Prolactin and T.. 

Correlations were conducted to assess the relationship between prolactin, IL-6 and 
Tau responses to exercise. Mean post exercise prolactin and prolactin difference were 

positively correlated with IL-6 peak and IL-6 difference delta in trial 2 and 3 in the 

PIG (r > 0.641 to r <0.792; P=0.05 to 0.01). CG showed only I positive correlation 

between IL-6 and prolactin, evident between prolactin peak and IL-6 delta in trial 2 

(r = 0.737; 0.037). 

In the PIG, peak (r = 0.703 to 0.641; p<0.05) and average Ta,, (r = 0.766 to 0.801; P 

0.01) positively correlated with IL-6 peak and IL-6 difference in trial 2 but not at 

any stage in trial 3. Prolactin peak and delta were also positively correlated with 
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average T,,,, (r = 0.677 & 0.678; P<0.05) in the PIG. No other significant 

correlations were evident in the CG. 

Intervention Efficacy 

PSUQ 

Results indicated that positive self-talk and mental imagery strategies were most 

useful during the final heat trial in the PIG subjects (APPENDIX 1). Arousal 

regulating strategies were rated toward a not very useful rating in these trials, 

suggesting over arousal was not a factor perceived as an important influence on 

performance. A summary of the results of the PSUQ is presented in table 16. 

Table 16: Mean PSUQ ratings from the PIG group after PST intervention and 

completion of trial 3 in study 4. 

Goal Setting Arousal Regulation Mental Imagery Self-Talk 
Prior During Prior 

1 
During Prior 

1 
During Prior During 

6.09 4.91 6.36 4.36 6.82 7.82 5.36 7.82 

SVQ 

Results of the SVQ suggest the intervention as a whole was useful, with ratings on a 

7 point scale (I - Low Rating to 7- High Rating). The subjects who received an 

intervention rated performance improvements as important (5.91), considered the 

changes as a consequence of intervention as significant (5.27), were satisfied with 

the PST program (4.73), and found the intervention to be useful (5.18). 
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DISCUSSION 

Exercise fatigue has been described as the inability to continue exercising at a 
prescribed work rate in the presence of an increased perception of effort (Hagberg, 
198 1; Enoka & Stuart, 1992). This study sought to examine the impact of a 
psychological intervention on endurance performance in hot conditions (30'C), 
known to induce pronounced physiological and psychological fatigue (i. e. Maughan 
& Shireffs, 2004; Nybo & Secher, 2004). The hypothesis being that psychological 
training to cope with the unpleasant sensations associated with significantly elevated 
deep body temperatures, would augment tolerance, and suppress or diminish the 
temptation to cease exercise altogether in the face of that fatigue. Our findings are 
that the group receiving psychological intervention ran further after intervention and, 
in percentage terms, significantly improved versus their matched and paired 

counterparts in a control group, we therefore accept the experimental hypothesis 

(Hi). 

Throughout the study, one subject failed to complete the required 90-minute exercise 

period in the first trial, the remainder of the subjects successfully negotiated their 

way through three 90-minute time trials. Therefore, significant temptation to cease 

activity altogether was overcome by the majority of the subjects before intervention, 

and may not have been a primary influential factor in these experimental trials. It is 

more likely that the decision to reduce exercise intensity was altered following PST, 

indicated by a marginally elevated plateau in Ta,, and an increase in speed at 

approximately the 75-minute point in trial 3 (figure 23). The mechanism 

underpinning the alteration in performance was not significantly related to any of the 

physiological variables measured. There were no changes in peak deep body 

temperature, skin temperature (table 14), central markers of fatigue (figure 22; table 

11) or perceptual measures of performance (figure 24; table 15) that could be 

attributed with this marginal increment. Moreover, the changes that took place 

following PST were unrelated to blood lactate accumulation, energy substrate 

availability and dehydration (table 12 APPENDIX K). These data support the 

suggestion that PST augmented tolerance and improved the capability to suppress the 

temptation to reduce exercise intensity, rather than producing an alteration in 

physiological response. 
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Previous studies have linked the achievement of critical deep body temperatures with 
the occurrence of exhaustion whilst exercising in the heat (Caputa et al, 1986; 

Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 1999). In the current study it is unlikely that critical deep 

body temperature was the limiting factor during exercise, as peaks in aural 
temperature did not coincide with exhaustion, and did not reach the fatiguing levels 

associated with trained individuals. It is suggested that, using the same criteria as 
Selkirk & McLellan (2004) (i. e. 60-65 mL. kg. -lmin-1), our subjects (mean [s. d] 65.47 

[5.45] mL. kg. -lmin-1; n. = 18) were sufficiently fit to reach deep body temperatures in 

excess of those actually observed during experimentation (>39'C; table 14). It is 

more likely that subjects regulated their exercise intensity before any critical 

threshold was neared but it is unclear as to whether this was behavioural or 

manifested physiologically. The physiological mechanism is associated with 
involuntarily reduced muscle activation (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001b). This has been 

demonstrated in the knee extensor muscles at deep body temperatures below 38.5'C, 

similar to our study, during exercise in hot conditions (35'C) (Tucker et al, 2004). 

This was speculated to be due to a central reduction in skeletal muscle recruitment, 

adjusted in accordance with heat production thus maintaining thermal homeostasis. 

This reduction was not evident in muscle electromyographical (EMG) activity in a 

cool (15'C) condition. Both conditions did however include similar increases in RPE 

suggesting this central alteration did not reach a conscious level. 

Our data also show no significant conscious alteration in effort suggesting that 

subjects in the PIG worked at a higher intensity for longer but with no change in 

perceptual rating. In interpreting this finding, it is possible that a conscious 

perceptual increase could have been masked by two means. Firstly, that RPE rating 

peaked to a maximal level in all subjects before a significant reduction in skeletal 

muscle recruitment took place, thus leaving no scope for increased ratings 

subsequently. This suggestion cannot be upheld as only 3 subjects rated RPE 

maximally at any one stage, two of these in trial 3, leaving sufficient range to 

increase RPE rating. Secondly, that the arousal regulating strategies developed by 

PST may have stabilised the RPE, comfort and thermal sensation below a maximal 

rating despite the marginally higher workload. However, the relaxation strategies 

were rated as largely ineffectual suggesting the other aspects of the intervention 
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could be responsible for the alteration in performance. In fact, if the subjective PSUQ 

reports of the intervention are to be considered, it is possible that the arousal 

regulating strategies, if used, actually had a deleterious effect on running 

performance. Subjects reported the need to be 'psyched up' (personal 

communication) rather than relaxed, especially toward the end of the 90-minute trial. 
This is consistent with the suggestion that as exercise continued central arousal levels 

were reduced (Nybo & Nielsen, 2001b). Therefore, the exercise task in the current 

study may have required higher, rather than lower, arousal levels to facilitate 

voluntary muscle activation towards the end of the 90-minute period. As such, this 

represents an error in the structure and content of one of the aspects of the 

intervention. 

Similarly, PST did not alter any of the central markers of fatigue in our study. It has 

previously been shown that, increasing levels of IL-6 significantly enhance the 

perceived sensation of fatigue in resting subjects (Spath-Scwalbe et al, 1994) and 
degrades I Okm-running performance in trained individuals (Robson, Milander, 

Colins & Noakes, 2004). Robson et al (2004) also suggested that, in combination 

with increased IL-6, the prolactin upregulation also evident in their study is linked to 

eliciting this sensation. If IL-6 and prolactin were linked to performance in our study, 
it is suggested that their accumulation would be predictive of distance run during 

trials and subject to change following PST i. e. greater accumulation following 

intervention reflective of the increased distance covered. The data are not supportive 

of this suggestion as these markers fluctuated in expression between trials in both 

groups (figure 22) and were lower in PIG in trial 3 despite running a mean of 

approximately 0.90km further. 

Multiple regression analyses partially support some role for IOL-6 in this instance, as 

in trial 3 in the PIG the concentration of IL-6 was predictive of distance run. No 

relationship of this kind was evident in trial 2 in which subjects completed a shorter 

overall distance. Theoretically the changes that took place as a consequence of PST 

may have changed the IL-6 response to exercise making this relationship predictive. 

In explaining this finding, studies in rats, have demonstrated psychological stress, 

induced by electric footshock stimulation, produces an acute phase inflammatory 

response reflected by elevated IL-6 (Zhou, Kusnecov, Shurin, DePaoli, & Rabin, 
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1993). This mechanism is thought to be autonomically driven and mediated by the 
hypothalamus (Butterweck et A 2003). Theoretically, in our study, a reduction in the 

psychological stress component of exercise in the heat in trial 3 in the PIG, may have 

reduced the expression of IL-6, thus reducing the fatiguing response to exercise. 
However, due to the inconsistent relationships between IL-6 and distance run in both 

groups in trials I and 2, and the fluctuation in expression of these markers, it is 

suggested that this predictive relationship is coincidental. Similarly, should IL-6 

prove to be related to stress and arousal during exercise in the heat, its expression 
was not altered by the arousal regulating strategies administered as part of PST. 

Therefore, based on the non-significant data of deep body temperature and markers 
of the sensations of fatigue, it appears that the changes that took place as part of PST 
interventions were not reflected by any specific physiological marker. From a 
motivational perspective it is suggested that the goal-setting strategy may have 

underpinned some of the alteration in performance (APPENDIX 1). Intervention 

subjects generally aimed (outcome goal) to accomplish a 5-10% improvement in 

performance at the end of trial 3, this was achieved. The process goals aspect of the 
intervention was designed to underpin the achievement of the outcome goal (Filby et 

al, 1999). In general the process goals encouraged the subjects to divide their final 

90-minute trial into sections, with each section including an individual goal based on 
RPE and comfort rating. Typically the final section of the trial (i. e. 60-90 minutes) 

coincided with the peak in discomfort (figure 24) and therefore included the greatest 

temptation to reduce exercise intensity. During the final stage of trial 3 subjects 

process goals consisted of aiming to 'match or increase my speed' or 'hang in there'. 

Similarly, at this stage subjects aimed to 'focus on my goals' and 'fight to maintain a 

rhythm'. With these targets in mind, it is suggested that PIG subjects, despite 

experiencing the pinnacle in their fatigue, managed to offset their temptation to 

reduce intensity and, in some cases actually increase their running speed. 

This behavioural change may have been underpinned by the strategy implemented to 

diminish the temptation to reduce exercise intensity. In considering a change in 

speed, and as part of the imagery intervention, subjects were encouraged to imagine 

their matched and paired counterpart in the CG moving steadily away from them 

with each decrease made. It is suggested that this engaged a competitive element in 
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the PIG subjects. Comments that the some subjects aimed to 'thrash my opponent 

and my previous distance' and 'I felt more self-determined' are congruent with this 

idea (APPENDIX 1). 

In conclusion, it is suggested that a psychological intervention aimed at improving 

exercise performance in hot conditions aids individuals in tolerating the unpleasant 

sensations associated with hyperthermia. This alteration in performance in the heat 

was not accompanied by any physiological change and is speculated to be due to 

PST providing a behavioural strategy to combat peaks in discomfort during exercise. 
However, the magnitude of this change, in contrast to the influence of PST on the 

reflex responses to acute cold stimulation (study 2), is far less. Therefore, less of the 

variability in the responses to hot stimuli can be accounted for by psychological 
factors. The implications of this finding and the overall indications of the work 
included in this thesis are discussed in the subsequent section. 
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CHAPTER 8 

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The term the will to survive has been used to explain the reason why certain 
individuals, with similar physical characteristics are able to tolerate, suppress or 

endure greater hardship than others. Such a phrase implies that some aspect of 

psychological function is able to impart an influence on the evoked physiological 

responses to environmental stimuli. The distinction therefore being that this construct 

may represent the difference between being a 'victim' or 'survivor' in hazardous and 
threatening circumstances. This thesis aimed to assess the degree to which altering 
the psychological approach to thermally and psychologically demanding situations 

could induce changes in the physiological responses activated by these conditions. 
For the first time experimental studies attempted to examine whether it is the ability 

to directly or indirectly influence these physiological drives that may, in some part, 
distinguish those individuals who respond adaptively from those who respond 

maladaptively when placed in adverse environments. 

In the absence of a recognised intervention strategy, the psychological interventions 

utilised in this series of studies were formulated on the principles outlined by the 

sports psychology literature (Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003), based on the 

assumption that sporting and thermally stressful environments are both 

psychologically and physiologically demanding. These strategies were tailored and 

co-ordinated to influence the reflex physiological responses to warm and cool air, 

cold-water, including repeated exposures and prolonged exposure to hot conditions. 

Each strategy was based on the demands of a given thermal environment including 

the most pertinent task and perceptual information available, and therefore tailored to 

aid the individual. In doing so, the contributions of both single and multi-modal 

psychological intervention strategies to the responses evoked were assessed. 

Our findings suggest that psychological factors may account for some of the 

variability in the physiological responses observed under thermal stress, we therefore 

accept the overall research hypothesis (Hi). However, it appears that based on the 

findings of study 2, a greater amount of the variability accounted for by 
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psychological factors is in response to cold stimuli, specifically during water 
immersion. For example, following PST subjects improved maximal breath-hold 

time by a mean of nearly 80% in contrast to an improvement in perfon-nance in the 
heat by only 6.88%, as in study 4. However, the reason for this disparity is unknown 
but it can be speculated that either the mode of thermal stress underpins this 

variation, or the physiological response examined is the key factor influenced by 

psychological factors. It is more likely that the scope for improvement in 1314water in 

study 2 exceeded the potential improvement in distance run in the PIG in study 4. 

Secondly, it is suggested that these observations can be restricted to those 

physiological responses. over which we have greatest voluntary control such as 

maximal breath-hold time, as in studies 2 and 3. In contrast, and as demonstrated in 

study 1, no influence could be exerted over the vasomotor responses, thought to be 

under less voluntary control (Hensel, 1981), even in a mild thermoneutral 

environment. 

Therefore, PST improved the capability to exert a descending influence on the reflex 

physiological and behavioural responses to thermal stimuli but to a widely varying 
degree even after intervention. This variation is supportive of the suggestion that 

psychological factors may distinguish between individuals when exposed to adverse 

conditions (Kreider, 1967). It appears that it is the situation and type of thermal 

stimulus that may dictate the extent to which psychological factors play a role in 

survival. This partially supports the idea that the will to survive is a product of a 

fusion of situational, personal and physical characteristics which dictate an 

individual's response to adverse environments (Leach, 1994). However, based on our 

findings, part of this fusion could also be determined by the capacity to suppress and 

tolerate the unpleasant sensations elicited in such situations. 

Moreover, whereas it appears natural for individuals to develop coping strategies to 

deal with adverse conditions, especially when repeatedly exposed as in studies 3 and 

4, the capacity to suppress these sensations can be improved by a structured 

psychological intervention. This finding may have implications for the preparatory 

training procedures for persons at risk of accidental exposure to strong thermal 

stimuli. However the mechanism underpinning this change is poorly understood. 

Unfortunately little or no mechanistic discussion is included in those sports based 
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studies in which these PST strategies have been tested. Typically these studies 
include more descriptive or sports based theoretical frameworks to interpret, 

understand and describe the putative physiological effects of PST (Patrick & 

Hrycaiko, 1998). 

As indicated by study 1, single psychological skills were of limited physiological 
influence whereas it appears that, with exception of arousal regulation, the 
interventions described are more potent when delivered in package format. This is in 

agreement with the majority of sports psychology studies using PST (Patrick & 

Hrycaiko, 1998; Rogerson & Hrycaiko; Thelwell & Greenlees, 2001 & 2003), 

however this does little to develop the understanding of these skills beyond a 
descriptive level. 

In isolating their effects, attempts were made to separate out the impact of the 

strategies using PSUQ inventories and consistently suggested that the goal-setting 

strategies used were influential. Studies 2,3 and 4 included a multi-modal goal- 

setting approach, including a combination of process goals and outcome goals (Filby 

et al, 1999). As a consequence, it is speculated that two effects were triggered by the 

goal-setting strategies. Firstly that the outcome goal provided a focus or target for the 

required behaviour i. e. to maintain a breath-hold until immersed to the shoulders thus 

improving motivation. Secondly, the process goals probably provided a behavioural 

plan to utilise in response to pre-set environmental stimuli i. e. to maintain running 

speed despite peaks in discomfort toward the latter stages of running in trial 3 in 

study 4. 

Therefore, having identified the relevant cues during administration of PST, the 

process goal related behaviours are activated in response. This may make the 

subsequent performance, for example of the breath-hold, more automatic on 

appearance of the relevant cues (Hardy et al, 1996). Identifying the more pertinent 

environmental cues may allow the appropriate behavioural responses to be processed 

and elicited quicker than under novel circumstances. Therefore the behavioural 

response could be more automatic thus freeing up attentional resource to process 

other important stimuli. This is also an important and beneficial adaptation that is 

thought to facilitate coping after survival training (Leach, 2005). In a sense, the 
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process goals provide behavioural schemata that help the individual cope. The 

conscious availability of resources to cope with the adversity may diminish the 

negative anxious responses, evident from pre-intervention trials, and boost self- 

efficacy associated with the situation (Bandura, 1977; 1997). Coincidentally, some 

of the subjects reported feeling more in control of the situation and being less tense 

as a consequence of PST, these assertions were not apparent in control subjects. 

It appears that these facilitative changes triggered by goal-setting were not 

accompanied by changes in arousal. The somatic component of the arousal and 

anxiety responses did not change at any stage, irrespective of the intervention 

administered. It seems that the reported benefits of arousal regulating strategies do 

not manifest themselves physiologically, in terms of autonomic arousal (Davidson & 

Schwartz, 1976). This finding is also consistent with the self-report measures of state 

arousal, which appear to be similarly unaffected by the arousal regulating 

manoeuvres employed in these trials, namely PMR and centering. Why the arousal 

regulating strategies administered do not influence physiological responses is not 

clear, as they are hypothesised to have the most direct physiological effect (Davidson 

& Schwartz, 1976). However, they may remain an important part of PST by 

potentiating the effects of the other aspects of the intervention. It is most likely that 

the environmental stimuli in studies 2,3 and 4 were too strong to be inhibited by 

centering or PMR and a perceptual benefit was all that could be expected. 

Even at rest, as in study 1, imagery practice, which may also have had a direct effect 

on arousal, showed little or no consistent influence. Indeed, the imagery trials in 

study I and subsequently as part of multi-modal intervention in studies 1,2,3 and 4 

also had little autonomic arousal effect. Only when personal experiences of adverse 

events were included in the imagined scenario did any consistent impact on arousal 

appear. This was indistinguishable from the impact of the threat or anxiety 

stimulating cues that were contained in the imagery practice. When only strong 

thermal cues were focussed upon, imagery produced some transient effects on the 

vasomotor responses in a minority of individuals. It is more likely that mental 

imagery, which was significantly improved by the intervention strategies used in 

these studies, augmented the control over the behavioural strategies to achieve the 

outcome goals set for each of the follow up trials after PST. During PST the subjects 
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were required to re-create their initial experiences of the adverse environment, and 

subsequently imagine implementing the PST to overcome the noxious stimuli. They 

were encouraged to mentally rehearse what they were going to do behaviourally 

following the onset of each of the strong stimuli present. 

This may have enhanced the schemata that were developed by the process goals and 
developed strength of the neural circuitry that would administer this response when 
the follow-up trial commenced (Roure et al, 1999). In sports studies, imagery 

practice has been shown to augment skeletal muscle activation and improve the 

precision of skilled motor movements (MacIntyre et al, 2002). However, irnproved 

co-ordination of the movement on actual execution is substantiated by the suggestion 
that there is an improvement in strength of the neural pathways associated with the 

production of the motor program. It is hypothesised that imagery worked in a similar 
fashion in our studies rather than by directly influencing autonomic arousal. Mental 

imagery practice may prime the individual for actual movement execution i. e. breath- 

holding on immersion. 

Moreover, the impact of imagery on the perception of environmental stimuli, a 

phenomenon often reported in sports based studies (Bull, 1989), was not as 

consistently evident as expected. Study I produced some evidence that imagery can 

transiently override then-nal conditions if the cues in the imagined event are 

sufficiently strong. However, the significance of this finding is relatively small as the 

change in thermal perception, evident after imagery training, changed from a warm, 

towards a neutral, rating and was not evident in hot and cold conditions where the 

benefits may be greatest. These effects were in marked contrast to the impact of self- 

talk within this series of investigations. 

It is speculated that self-talk is particularly efficacious in disrupting the negative 

cognitive anxious responses associated with an adverse event. It is suggested that 

cognitive anxiety may not only interfere with efficacy expectations during the event, 

reducing the perceived resource to cope, but also requires vital central processing 

resource to assess its value and content (Conroy, & Metzler, 2004). This may lead to 

missing of important environmental cues and, in survival circumstances, lead to 

tragic consequences. Re-structuring the negative statements to positive ones may 
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reduce the cognitive component of anxiety, boost self-efficacy and facilitate 

improved perceptions of coping resource. This is evidenced from the PSUQ ratings 

after each of the PST interventions which, particularly following study 2, rated the 

self-talk strategy very highly. It is however, acknowledged that a more direct 

measure of cognitive anxiety and self-talk may clarify this largely subjective and 
hypothesised relationship. Nonetheless, self-talk has demonstrated this effect in 

sports based studies, which did include a measure of cognitive anxiety (Maynard et 

al, 1995) and was shown to reduce following the practice of self-talk using positive - 
rebounding phrases. These phrases can also have a reinforcing effect on the current 
behaviour and provide feedback and motivation during the event. In this sense, the 

self-talk strategies included in our studies may have supplemented or been 

supplemented by, the process goals which also reinforced certain behaviours. 

The merits of self-talk, goal setting and mental imagery are worthy of expansion and 

further discussion in relation to survival. Observations on some of the acute 
behavioural responses to life threatening situations have identified the availability of 

working memory as a mitigating factor in the success of the behavioural action. In 

support of this, it could be suggested that, from the cognitive processing perspective 

the beneficial impact of PST may be to free attentional resource for the processing of 

other important environmental stimuli, because of the responses linked to mental 

practice and process goals. In addition, PST may diminish the requirement to focus 

on negative cognitions during performance, as a consequence of the positive self- 

talk. As such, models of working memory have recently been discussed in relation to 

successful decision making under hazardous and threatening survival conditions 

(Leach, 2004 & 2005). 
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COGNITVE THEORIES AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH PST 

It has been observed that a range of behaviours are elicited in response to acute and 
threatening survival conditions with the majority of people exhibiting maladaptive 
behaviours (Leach, 2004). The mechanism underpinning this variation may be based 

on a theory of working memory and specifically its capacities whilst processing 
information during the acute stages of life-threatening disaster. This circumstance 

may require an individual to react quickly to the onset of disaster to reach life rafts or 

appropriate exits for example. Therefore, it is preferential to be able to process the 

correct environmental stimuli as quickly as possible. Limitations in the quantity of 
information to be processed in the working memory may critically delay this process 

producing disastrous consequences. Processing speed is suggested to be dependent 

upon the availability of appropriate behavioural plans or schemata (Norman & 

Shallice, 1986). 

Typically such situations require many complex stimuli to be perceived, 

comprehended and processed leading to an increase in the complexity of the 

cognitive task. This may then delay the formation of an appropriate schema and 

subsequently lead to disastrous consequences or behavioural. 'freezing' which is 

symptomatic of those individuals unable to respond adaptively to their survival 

environment. The processing component of this model is described as the 

supervisory-attentional -system (SAS) (Norman & Shallice, 1986) and is responsible 
for selecting the appropriate response to the stimuli. If a number of appropriate 

schema exist then choosing a suitable behavioural. sequence requires simple decision 

making i. e. 1-2s. If only one suitable schemata is apparent, then the response may be 

immediate. Such a theory assumes that the brain is a multiple channel, limited 

capacity signal processor which, and if the demands of the situation exceed the 

processing capacity of the system, a delay will be incurred in processing the 

information. 

Few of these schema necessarily include the voluntary control of autonomic 

responses to the thermal environmental stressors. However, the behavioural plan may 

encompass the requirement to temporarily control some of these responses. 

Following a helicopter ditching at sea, for example, an individual may be required to 
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hold their breath whilst swimming to the surface despite significant peripheral cold 

stimulation; this swimming period may last as long as 90-seconds (Cheung et al, 
2001). It is suggested that those at regular risk of ditching (i. e. helicopter pilots) may 
benefit from survival training and in doing so they develop schema for use or 

adaptation should disaster occur. 

The beneficial processing effects putatively triggered by PST could be a significant 

advantage when under survival challenge in the absence of adequate survival 
training. It is hypothesised that pre-conditioned behavioural responses associated 

with certain environmental stimuli may be developed into a schema, or a behavioural 

plan, as a consequence of PST. Having previously identified the important 

environmental cues (goal-setting), implemented them into a strategy and rehearsed 

them (mental imagery), and finally executed the plan whilst focussing on the cues 

and rebounding negative statements (self-talk), it could be suggested that a dynamic 

response may be elicited in response to challenge after PST. Following the 

appearance and identification of the stimulus, i. e. impending immersion into cold 

water as in study 2, the system may take 1-2s to respond, because of the complexity 

of the situation. This is highly preferential compared to the possibility of the 8-10s 

delay in response time hypothesised when no behavioural plan is available. In such 

circumstances a new behavioural strategy must be designed before movement can be 

executed. The second benefit of this hastened processing of information after PST is 

that, theoretically, higher centres of the brain will be free to process other relevant 

stimuli, which may not necessarily have schema attached, that can appear in dynamic 

and changing environments. 

It must be noted that the interaction of PST with this theory of working memory is 

largely speculative and warrants further investigation. However, this set of largely 

original investigations provide a foundation for further studies of the interaction of 

psychological factors with the physiological responses to thermally stressful 

environments. 
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CONCLUSION 

This work was designed to examine the impact of psychological training techniques, 

as adapted from the Sports Psychology literature, on the physiological responses to, 

and performance in, thermally challenging environments. We tested the hypothesis 

that psychological training could significantly influence the responses elicited by 

thermal stimuli, and that these adaptations could be tailored to aid the individual in a 
specific environment. The work was conducted with a view to establishing the extent 
to which psychological factors could explain the difference in the responses of 
individuals in survial situations. The potential influence of psychological factors 

provide an idea of the contribution that the will to survive may make to survival 
following accidental and prolonged exposures to thermal stress. 

For the first time, the influence of psychological factors on the vasomotor responses 
to mild ambient conditions were examined. Also novel to this series of investigations 

were the investigation of the impact of psychological influences upon breath-hold 

performance on immersion to cold water in both na: fve and habituated subjects, 

examination of the inter-subject variability in the responses to cold, and upon the 

capability to exercise in hot conditions despite significant fatigue and hyperthermia. 

None of the studies produced any evidence of a significant psychological influence 

upon the autonomic responses to thennal conditions suggesting psychological skills 
do not alter the way in which individuals physiologically respond. Rather, 

psychological skills training significantly influenced the physiological responses 

over which there is greatest voluntary control, thus demonstrating the potential role 

psychological factors may play in surviving certain conditions. Our findings suggest 

that scenarios which involve the choice to tolerate or suppress the evoked responses 

to thermal stimuli or, to succumb to the environmental conditions may be where 

mental will has the greatest role to play. The distinction between the ability of 

individuals to make this choice, may provide the first evidence that the will to 

survive has a role to play in distinguishing between being a victim or survivor. 
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ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS 

There are several assumptions and methodological limitations which have to be 

recognised in order to delimit the scope of the findings in this thesis. 

With no exceptions, exclusively male participants were recruited for the studies 
described. Therefore, the findings of each of the investigations are primarily 
applicable to this population. 

In all of the experimental procedures described it is assumed that subjects exerted 
themselves maximally in achieving the aims of the given task. Similarly, following 

PST in the PIG and H-PST groups, it assumed that the subjects applied these 

psychological techniques rigorously and adhered to the procedures described as 

requested in the follow up trial. Therefore, it is assumed that the degree of 

application of PST is not a further source of variability that may be included in the 
findings of these studies. 

Studies 2,3 and 4 employed a test-retest experimental design. During these studies 

subjects were matched and paired where possible, based upon the primary dependent 

variable in each of these trials. Whereas close matching and allocation was 

successfully achieved in each of these experiments, this was based solely on the 

variability shown in one variable and may be subject to the influence of other co- 

variates, for example in study 2 BHwater was predicted by BHair. Therefore some of 

the variability observed may be underpinned by this imbalance in matching criteria. 

However, matching and allocation based on two or more co-variates would lead to an 

increase in the required subject numbers for each of the trials. This methodological 

change may be considered for future experiments. 

It is acknowledged that, in order to decrease the chance of rejecting an actual 

difference within or between groups in the experiments described, it is recommended 

that a preliminary calculation is made based on the minimal acceptable power of a 

chosen statistical test. When planning the studies described in this thesis, it is 

acknowledged that conducting such tests may have provided an estimation of the size 

of the subject population required for each study. Given that the aim of this thesis 
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was to examine the contribution of psychological factors to the variability already 

observed in response to thermal stimuli, it is hypothesised that the output of such a 

test would be substantially in excess of that logistically and ethically viable for this 

series of studies. Similarly, sufficient sample sizes to detect a significant difference 

between groups are greater than those required for single group designs (Field, 

2000). In calculating sample size data from other studies examining similar 

responses may be used. Of the studies that did not include a measure of the 

variability in response between trials (studies 2 and 3), no suitable preliminary data 

could be identified to fulfil this function. Therefore test-retest experimental 

comparisons between two matched groups was the experimental design utilised for 

the majority of these trials. 

Finally, given that the test of normality of the data and application of a given 

pararnetrical statistical test requires a minimum of five subjects in each group, the 

number of subjects in all experiments was equal to or above six. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 

This thesis aimed to test the contribution of psychological factors to the variability 
observed in the physiological responses to thermal stimuli. In testing the research 
hypothesis a number of further questions were raised and may provide the basis for 
future investigations. 

In Study 2, BHaj, was identified as a predictor of BHwater. Whereas this relationship 
has been putatively identified in the free breathing responses to cold-immersion 
(Tipton, 1992) it is unknown as to the precise relationship between these variables 
when PST is included. The significant difference between groups on BHair in study 2 

precludes answering this question in the current studies. Therefore, the impact of 
PST on BH,, at,,, in persons with short and long BHair is a study that may warrant 
further investigation. 

Whereas it is thought that PST functioned in study 2 in a specific manner thus 
helping subjects consciously suppress the drive to breathe. It also remains possible 
that a non-specific adaptation caused by distraction or a placebo effect functioned to 

produce the changes in BHwater observed. Therefore, it is proposed that a 'sham 

treatment' and 'distraction' group may be added to the experimental design to further 

clarify the role PST played. 

Finally, whereas PST using a single strategy did not influence the physiological 

response to thermal stimuli, a package of skills did. However, despite the attempts to 

measure the efficacy of the intervention, it is unclear which of the skills proved most 
influential. Therefore further studies including single skill interventions or more 

stringently measured package effects may further elucidate this influence. 
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APPENDIX A 

Hot and cold imagery scripts used as part of the PST in study 1 

Cold Imagery Intervention 

Transcribed verbatim: 

Get yourself into a comfortable position, feet slightly apart with your hands in the 

appropriate position for this exercise. Now close your eyes and begin to relax. Notice 

how the different parts of your body feel. Notice how the different parts of your body 

release the muscular tension you feel. Notice the tightness floats away from your 
body and as the tension leaves you are becoming relaxed. Now I want you to focus 

on your breathing; take deep steady breaths, as you breathe in say to yourself 'inhale' 

and as you breathe out say to yourself 'relax'. 'inhale'....., 'relax'. Feel yourself 
becoming more and more relaxed; more and more comfortable as you breathe deeply 

and slowly. 'Inhale'....., 'relax'. Now that you are feeling relaxed, I want you to 

consider the pictures that come before you through your minds eye. I want you to 

imagine that you are on a deserted ice plain, take in the surroundings, see other 
icebergs, see the colours of the ice, the colours of the sky. How bright the area is. It's 

deserted and no one else is there. It's only you and the elements and you are starting 

to become aware of hoe cold the ice actually is. As you look around, you start to feel 

uncomfortable, you are very cold, and you are finding it hard to breathe. Your breath 

is condensing before you and as you exhale. It's very cold, it's very uncomfortable. 

As you try to inhale you are inhaling the freezing cold air. Continue to look around, 

continue to feel the freezing cold air as you look around. As you are breathing, you 

are starting to shiver, you are starting to feel numb in your fingertips and your toes 

and face which is open to the elements. It's very cold, very uncomfortable. There is 

cold air blowing around you. You can feel it burning against your face with extreme 

cold. You are loosing sensation, feeling uncomfortable, and you are extremely cold. 

You want to be in a warm environment. But all you can feel is the cold where you 

are. As you stand there your feet are becoming even more numb, you are loosing 

sensation. Your hands are also freezing cold. Your feet are starting to stick to the ice. 

As your feet stick to the ice the wind is blowing around you and you are starting to 
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shiver with greater intensity. Continue to look around and continue to feel lonely. All 

on your own, cold shivering, uncomfortable and very numb. As you look around you 

think you may see an area in which you can take refuge from the biting wind. You 

try to walk towards that refuge, your feet are sticking to the ice, you have no 

sensation, you feel greater muscular tension and you feel the wind building against 

your numb face. As you walk you hear the crunching of the ice beneath your feet. At 

the same time you are shivering as you walk, feeling very cold. Walking becomes 

even more difficult. Your muscles are rigid with tension. Your muscles and limbs 

don't want to move, you are shivering very intensely. You long to be in a warm 

environment away from the biting cold wind. As you walk towards the refuge, you 

see the landscape flatten before you. There is no refuge; there is no shelter, there is 

no one to be seen. There is no escape from the cold biting air. You are finding it hard 

to breathe, the cold is disrupting your breathing, you feel uncomfortable, you feel 

very cold and you are shivering. As you now stand there you are looking around, you 

are longing to see other people, you are longing to get away from the cold. Your 

breath is still condensing before you and you are shivering more intensely than ever. 

You are now gasping for air because of the cold. Your body is very tense with rigid 

muscles and limbs. With no shelter, you alone and freezing and you are very 

uncomfortable. The wind is still blowing around you. You can feel it on your face, 

which is very numb. You are in great pain. 

Now I want you to think back to your breathing. Focus on your breathing. Focus on 

taking long deep breaths in where you say 'inhale' to yourself and long breaths out 

when you say 'relax' to yourself. 'inhale ...... 'relax'. As you focus on your 

breathing, and focus on being relaxed. Start now to bring yourself back to the here 

and to the now. Continue to breath deeply until such time as you are ready to open 

your eyes. 

Duration: Approximately 10 minutes 
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Hot Imagery Intervention 

Transcribed verbatim: 

Get yourself into a comfortable position, feet slightly apart with your hands in the 

appropriate position for this exercise. Now close your eyes and begin to relax. Notice 

how the different parts of your body feel. Notice how the different parts of your body 

release the muscular tension you feel. Notice the tightness floats away from your 
body and as the tension leaves you are becoming relaxed. Now I want you to focus 

on your breathing; take deep steady breaths, as you breathe in say to yourself 'inhale' 

and as you breathe out say to yourself 'relax'. 'inhale'....., 'relax'. Feel yourself 
becoming more and more relaxed; more and more comfortable as you breathe deeply 

and slowly. 'Inhale'....., 'relax'. Now that you are feeling relaxed, I want you to 

consider the pictures that come before you through your minds eye. I want you to 

imagine that you are on a deserted desert plain. Look around you and take in all of 

the detail. Sand dunes in the distance, palms trees closeby, but no one else to be seen. 

Try to become aware of the colours of the sand, the heat of the sand, the colours of 

the sky and the warmth of the sun burning down on your body. Feel how the sun is 

burning you, how you are starting to feel uncomfortable. Feel drops of sweat on your 

brow, starting to trickle down your face. Feel your mouth becoming dry. Again, look 

around, try to take in all of the scenery. Feel the heat burning down on your body. As 

you stand there looking around you can feel the breeze, but it's a warm breeze. The 

air is very dusty, very sandy, very hot. You long for a cool breeze but it's only hot, 

dry air blowing around. As you stand there with the air blowing around, you can feel 

the sand burning with heat. It's becoming very uncomfortable, very hot. You can feel 

the sand in between your toes. It's getting very hot in between your toes. You think 

you see some shade in the distance beneath a tree. You start to walk towards that 

shade. As you walk, feel the heat of the sun burning down on your back. Feel how 

uncomfortable it is now becoming. Imagine the sweat starting to drip more freely 

from your brow. Imagine it is an effort to walk, you feel very uncomfortable, very 

tired, very heavy and desperate for fluid. Your mouth is very dry. You now come to a 

stop having realised that there is no shade to be found. You look around again, the 

warm air blowing in your face. It is very hot where you are, the sun is burning down 

on you. . You now crouch down and pick some sand up. Feel how hot that sand is. 
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You try to let the sand run through your fingers but is now getting stuck as your 
hands are sweaty and clammy. The sand is becoming stuck to your fingers. Very hot 

sand. As you crouch there, see the sweat dripping onto the sand itself. You now push 

yourself back up in order to stand up. It's a real effort, real hard work. It's very hot. 

You long for the sight of other people, you long for the sight of water, your mouth is 

very dry. You are now squinting because the sunlight is so bright on the sand. As the 

wind blows around you, it's very hot still and you smell the dryness in the air. You 

feel very tired, very heavy and very hot. The sun is still burning down on your back, 

you are becoming irritable with the heat. 

Now I want you to think back to your breathing. Focus on your breathing. Focus on 

taking long deep breaths in where you say 'inhale' to yourself and long breaths out 

when you say 'relax' to yourself. 'inhale'..... 'relax'. As you focus on your 

breathing, and focus on being relaxed. Start now to bring yourself back to the here 

and to the now. Continue to breath deeply until such time as you are ready to open 

your eyes. 

Duration: Approximately 10 minutes 
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APPENDIX B 

Measures of perceived thermal comfort (PTC) and thermal sensation (TS) used 
in studies 1 and 4 

PERCEPTIONS OF THERMAL COMFORT (PTC) 

1. COMFORTABLE 
2. SLIGHTLY UNCOMFORTABLE 
3. UNCOMFORTABLE 
4. VERY UNCOMFORTABLE 

TEMPERATURE SENSATION (TS) 

1. UNBEARABLY COLD 

2. EXTREMELY COLD 

3. VERY COLD 

4. COLD 

5. COOL 

6. SLIGHTLY COOL 

7. NEUTRAL 

8. SLIGHTLY WARM 

9. WARM 

10. HOT 

11. VERY HOT 

12. EXTREMELY HOT 

13. UNBEARABLY HOT 
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APPENDIX C 

Questionnaire measures of imagery clarity (VMIQ & VVIQ) and controllability (MRT) used as part of the intervention in study 1, experiments 1&2 

Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire (VMIQ) (Isaac, Marks, & 
Russell, 1986) 

Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire 

TOTAL SCORES 
(a) other 
(b) self 
Total (a) + (b) 

Movement imagery refers to the ability to imagine movement. The aim of this test is 
to determine the vividness of your movement imagery. The items of the test are 
designed to bring certain images to your mind. You are asked to rate the vividness of 
each item by reference to the 5-point scale. After each item, write the appropriate 
number in the box provided. The first box is for an image obtained watching 
somebody else and the second box is for an image obtained doing it yourself. Try to 
do each item separately, independently of how you have done other items. Complete 
all items obtained watching somebody else and then return to the beginning of the 
questionnaire and rate the image obtained doing it yourself. The two ratings for a 
given item may not in all cases be the same. For all items please have your eyes 
closed. 

Think of each of the following acts, and classify the images according to the 
degree of clearness and vividness as shown on the RATING SCALE. 

ITEM 

I Standing 
2 Walking 
3 Running 
4 Jumping 

Watching somebody Doing it yourself 
else 

I 

RATING SCALE The image aroused by each item might be: 
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision - RATING I 
Clear and reasonably vivid - RATING 2 
Moderately clear and vivid - RATING 3 
Vague and dim - RATING 4 
No image at all, you only "know" that you are - RATING 5 
thinking of the skill 
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Think of each of the following acts, classify the images according to the degree 
of clearness and vividness as shown on the RATING SCALE 

ITEM 

5 Reaching for something on tiptoe 
6 Drawing a circle on paper 
7 Kicking a stone 
8 Bending to pick up a coin 
ITEM 

Watching somebody 
else 

Watching somebody 
else 

9 Falling forwards 
10 Running up stairs 
II Jumping sideways 
12 Slipping over backwards 

Doing it yourself 

Doing it yourself 

RATING S CALE The image aroused by each item might be: 
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision - RATING I 
Clear and reasonably vivid - RATING 2 
Moderately clear and vivid - RATING 3 
Vague and dim - RATING 4 
No image at all, you only "know" that you are - RATING 5 
thinking of the skill 

Think of each of the following acts, classify the images according to the degree 
of clearness and vividness as shown on the RAUNG SCALE 

ITEM 
Watching somebody Doing it yourself 
else 

I 

13 Catching a ball with two hands 
14 Throwing a stone into water 
15 Kicking a ball in air 
16 Hitting a ball along the ground 

ITEM Watching somebody Doing it yourself 
else 

I 

17 Running downhill 
18 Climbing over a high wall 
19 Sliding on ice 
20 Riding a bike 
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RATING SCALE The image aroused by each item might be: 
Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision - RATING I 
Clear and reasonably vivid - RATING 2 
Moderately clear and vivid - RATING 3 
Vague and dim - RATING 4 
No image at all, you only "know" that you are - RATING 5 
thinking of the skill 

Think of each of the following acts, classify the images according to the degree 
of clearness and vividness as shown on the RATING SCALE 

ITEM 

21 Jumping into water 
22 Swinging on a rope 
23 Balancing on one leg 
24 Jumping off the wall 

Watching somebody Doing it yourself 
else 

I 
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Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire (VVIQ) (Marks, 1973) 

Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire 

0 Please rate the 16 items according to the following scale. 

Rating Description 
I Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision 
2 Clear and reasonably vivid 
3 Moderately clear and vivid 
4 Vague and dim 
5 No image at all, you only "know" that you are thinking of the 

object 

For items 1-4, think of some relative or friend whom you frequently see 
(but who is not with you at present) and consider carefully the picture that 
comes before your mind's eye. 

Rating Items: 

- 
1. The exact contour of face, head, shoulders and body. 

- 
2. Characteristic poses of head, attitudes of body, e. t. c. 
3. The precise carriage, length of step, e. t. c., in walking. 
4. The different colours wom in some familiar clothes. 

Visualise a rising sun. Consider carefully the picture that comes before your 
mind's eye. 
5. The sun is rising above the horizon into a hazy sky. 
6. The sky clears and surrounds the sun with blueness. 
7. Clouds. A storm blows up, with flashes of lightning. 
8. A rainbow appears. 

Think of the front of a shop which you often go to. Consider the picture 
that comes before your mind's eye. 

9. The overall appearance of the shop from the opposite end of the road. 
10. A window display including colour, shape and details of the individual 

items for sale. 
11. You are near the entrance. The colour, shape and details of the door. 
12. You enter the shop and go to the counter. The counter assistant serves you. 

Money changes hands. 

Finally, think of a country scene which involves trees, mountains and a 
lake. Consider the picture that comes before your mind's eye. 
13. The contours of the landscape. 
14. The colour and shape of the trees. 
15. The colour and shape of the lake. 
16. A strong wind blows on the trees and on the lake causing 

waves. 
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T this is a test of your ability to look at a drawing of 3 given object and 
find the skame obJect within a set of dissimilar objects. The onlydif- 
ference between the criginal object and the chosen object will he that 
, -hey are presented at different angles. An illustration of this prirciple 
is given below, where the sarne single object is given in five differ, ent. 
pos i Lions. Look at each of them to satisfy yourself thit they areonly 
presented at different angies from one another. 
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Le tow are twu drawings of new objects. They cannot be made to inatch the 

abe: )ve five drawings. Please note that you may not turn over the objects. 
Sat. isfy yourself that they are different from the above. 

Now let's do some sample problems. For each problem there is a primary 

object on the far left. You are to determine which two of four objects to 

the right are the sane object given on the far left. In each problem 

always two of the four drawings are the same object as the one on the left. 

You are to put Xs in the boxes below the correct ones, and leave the in- 

correct ones blank. The first sample problem is done for you. 
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Go to the next page 

Adapted by S. G. Vandenberg, University of Colorado, July 15,1971 

Revised instructions by H. Crawford, U. of Wyoming, September, 1979 
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Do the rest of the sample problems yourself. Which two drawinysofthe fcur 
on the right show the same object as the one on the left? There are always 
two and only two correct answers for each problem. Put an X under the two 
correct drawings. 

- -- 

0 1: 1 
t4 

4 

D 
1: 1 1: 1 

DÖ 
Answers: (1) first and second drawings are correct 

(2) first and third drawings are correct 
(3) second and third drawings are correct 

EI 

El 

/ 

I, 

-. 

0 

This test has two parts. You will have 3 minutes for each of the t-,.,, o parts. 
Each part has two pages. When you have finished Part 1, STOP. Please do nut 
go one to Part 2 until you are asked to do so. Remember: There are always 
two and only two correct answers for each item. 

Work as quicOy as you can without sacraficing accuracy. Your score on this 
test will reflec . both the correct and incorrect responses. Therefore, it 

wi II not be to your advantage to guess unless you have some idea whi ch 

choice is correct. 

/ 

--S 

) 
Ei 

DO NOT TURN TH'S PAGE UNTIL ASKED TO DO So 
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GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Page 4 

VN 

If im 
t 0-- %%% 

1 
100 

El Ej 

71 

El El 

0 

F-I El El 

10. 

U El 1: 1 0 

00 NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO. STOP 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

Is. 

PART II Page 5 

el 
17 

7' 

EI EI LI 

F-1 

tý u cj CAI/ 

m0 11 El 

FL 04afg 0 

F-1 ED El El El 

CE 

.0 El El El 0 

60 TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Scoring key for GMRT 

1. 1. & 
llfl%-W 

3 11. 2 & 4 
2. 1 & 4 12. 2 & 4 
3. "da ') & 4 13. & 4 
4. 2 & 3 14. 1. & 4 
5. 1 & 3 '15. 4 
6. t & 4 16. 2 3 
7. 2 & 4 17. 1 & 3 
8. 2 & 3 18. 1 & 4 
9. 2 & 4 19. 2 & 4 
10. 1 & 4 20. '12-1 & 

2 points if both choices correct 
0 

points if both answered and oi-le 
correct 
I 

point if one answered and it is 
correct 
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nn NnT *rllRN THIS PAGE UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO. STOP 
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APPENDIX D 

Mental math task utilised to induce moderate cognitive load in experiment 3 of 
study I 

The task which you are required to complete within the designated time of 
5 minutes is a mental calculation. You are asked to count backwards in 7s from 500 
as fast as possible. You are allowed 3 mistakes during this calculation. If you do 
make a mistake I will instruct you with the word 'incorrect' following which you 
will be required to attempt the number again, and subsequently continue the 
countdown. The task will cease either having completed the countdown to -4, upon 
your fourth mistake, or if the designated time period expires. During the test, you are 
asked to relay each calculation verbally to me only. No written calculations are 
allowed. 

Please be aware that you are required to remain in your current position (seated, hand 
resting on table, palm facing upwards) throughout this task. Following it's cessation 
you will remain in the climatic chamber for a further 10 minute period. Is the nature 
of the task clear to you? If so, please begin. 

500 325 150 
493 318 143 
486 311 136 
479 304 129 
472 297 122 
465 290 115 
458 283 108 
451 276 101 
444 269 94 
437 262 87 
430 255 80 
423 248 73 
416 241 66 
409 234 59 
402 227 52 
395 220 45 

388 213 38 

381 206 31 

374 199 24 

367 192 17 

360 185 10 

353 178 3 

346 171 -4 
3 164 
3321 

_ - 
157 
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APPENDIX E 

Booklets used to introduce the goal-setting, arousal regulation (inc. PMR & 
centering scripts), mental imagery and self-talk PST package in studies 2,3 &4 

BASIC GOAL SETTING PRINCIPLES 

Within many walks of life the vast majority of people set themselves 
targets to be accomplished for that particular period of time. This type 
of procedure helps them to be more effective within their job. 

Goals with regard to cold water immersions are no different, bowever 
the goal here may be: to stay alive; not take in a large volume of water 
thus keeping your mouth shut; or, holding your breath as long as 
possible to overcome the initial 'cold shock' response. 

The main way in which goals may benefit longer breath holds in cold 
water are: 

DIRECTING ATTENTION - it is clear what you will be focusing on 
and working towards - holding your breath for longer 

MOBILISING EFFORT - if you have a target then you are much more 
likely to make greater effort to achieve it - thus seeing the benefits of 
holding your breath and then exerting extra effort to be able to achieve it 

INCREASING PERSISTENCE - with the target set, motivation to 
continue trying is increased as long as the person believes that the goal is 
attainable - especially if it could be related to survival 

Therefore in this study, the goals you are setting will be based upon 
survival issues. In essence, should you find yourself in water at 12'C 

and be unable to hold your breath upon immersion into the water, the 
loss of respiratory control and sudden increase in cardiac workload may 
lead to more serious consequences. Alternatively, should you set 
yourself effective goals for the immersion, you may extend your 
maximal breath hold which may ultimately benefit chances of survival 
following cold water immersions. 
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TviDes of Goals: 

Within everyday life most people will set different types of goals. Some 
will set goals that are based on outcomes alone such as holding their 
breath as long as possible to beat their last attempt. Whilst this appears 
an appropriate goal to set, sometimes people forget how they are going 
to achieve it - they don't really pay attention to the different strategies 
that they will require to be able to achieve their goal. 

Alternatively, some people will set themselves 'process' goals, which 
direct focus towards what needs to be done during an event, activity, 
immersion. Again, whilst this seems an appropriate goal, it seems that 
sometimes People forget what they are trying to achieve from focusing 
on 'process' goals only - they need to see how they can influence the 
achievement of the 'outcome' based goals. 

What we are therefore striving for is a combination of outcome and 
process goals that are focussed on at appropriate times 

Having watched the video footage of your immersion, try to write down 
the different types of goals that you used in the following exercise 

Type of Goal Useful? When would 
you use them? 

Outcome: 

Process: 
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Goals for next weeks immersion 

Having reflected on the goals that you used / would liked to have used 
for the first immersion, now try to set yourself appropriate outcome and 
process goals for next weeks immersion. Remember that whilst outcome 
goals are of importance, you need to know how you are going to achieve 
them and when to focus on appropriate types of goals. 

Outcome goals: 

Process goals: 
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DEVELOPING RELAXATION FOR COLD WATER 
IMMERSIONS 
m 

Many individuals report that when they are relaxed they are able to do 

things much more effectively, especially in terms of achieving their 

goals. With reference to the cold water immersion, the greater the state 

of relaxation that you feel before going into the water, the greater the 

chances of you focussing on your process goals are, as well as increasing 

your maximal breath hold. 

For example, if you think back to the first immersion you probably felt 

very tense because of the unexpected events - this may have influenced 

the length of your breath hold. Had you felt more relaxed prior to and 
during the immersion, then your breath hold may have been longer, 

which ultimately may be the difference between maintaining respiratory 

control and reducing the sudden increase in cardiac workload that could 

influence survival chances. 

Using the video footage of your first immersion, complete the following 

exercise: 

What made you relaxed before and during the immersion? 

What made you become tense before and during the immersion? 

What were the effects of this on maximal breath hold performance? 
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Progressive Muscular Relaxation (PMR) 

This helps to attain a state of deep relaxation. 

Find a comfortable place to sit or lie 
Put some music on if you prefer it 
Spend a minute or two just focusing on your breathing 
Focus on your breathing rhythm, take 10 breaths in and out. Get used to a slow 
and steady rhythm, feeling more relaxed after each breath out. 

" Focus on your right arm, clench your fists as tight as you can, hold for 10 and 
release. Repeat with the same side. Repeat with the left arm. Feel your arm go 
heavy and sink into the chair. 

" Focus on your right leg, tighten the muscles, hold for 10, release and repeat with 
the right and then again on the left side. 

" Focus on your face, neck and shoulders. Tighten these muscles and then focus 
on relaxing them concentrating on relaxing your fingertips, shoulders and 
forehead. 

" Tighten your whole body and release, feel any tension drift away again focusing 
on your fingers. 
Spend several minutes listening to music and relaxing 
Count down slowly beginning to bend and stretch your limbs. Tell yourself that 
you feel calm and relaxed. 

Centering 

This technique can be used whilst you are getting ready for the immersion. To start, 
sit upright with your feet on the floor. You should then begin by taking a deep 
breath in. When you breathe out, try to lower your belly-button by about one 
centimeter. You may feel that it will be necessary to repeat this a few times to 
appreciate what is going on. When you have done this, you will have experienced 
two things: 
" you will experience a degree of physical relaxation, especially around the 

shoulders. This is an area where tenseness is easily experienced. 
" while you are centering, you will be thinking about your belly-button, and nothing 

else. The biggest effect of the centering is to shift attention away from the 
worrying thoughts to a neutral thought. 

When you have practiced this technique firstly sitting down and then in other life 
situations, attempt to mentally visualise using this technique during the 2nd 
immersion. Practice the technique thoroughly before transferring it to the immersion 

scenario. 

The centering technique can also form the 'Breathe' section of the 'Breathe - Talk - 
Perform' approach. However, it is the second step, the key word or instruction, that 
you give yourself following the centering that makes the technique effective. 

BREATH - TALK - PERFORM 
CENTERING - KEY WORD / INSTRUCTION - PERFORM 
NB: Obviously you cannot breath during the breath hold so the breathe section of the 

centering approach can be made into the initial intake just prior to the immersion 
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MENTAL IMAGERY FOR COLD WATER 
IMMERSIONS 

One technique used by many individuals in varying walks of life is that 

of mental imagery. Some like to use it to recreate things that have 

happened to enhance confidence. Some will use mental imagery prior to 

something happening so that they can plan for all eventualities. Some 

use mental imagery to focus on strategies for achieving their goals, whist 

others may employ mental imagery to cope with certain situations which 

may also include reducing anxiety and tension within their muscles and 

body. 

As you would have experienced from your first cold water iminersion, 

water at 12'C is very cold and if you were to be immersed unexpectedly 

then you may think that it is of benefit to use some kind of mental 

imagery to cope with the initial 'cold shock' response. Similarly, in 

preparing for your second immersion, you may wish to employ some 

kind of mental imagery so that you can focus on appropriate elements 

both prior to and during the immersion so that you have a greater chance 

to lengthen you maximal breath hold. Indeed, many individuals 

(especially in sporting situations) utilise mental imagery in an attempt to 

aid the focussing of attention on the task in hand and preparing for an 

event rather than worrying about pain or fatigue. 

To make your mental images as beneficial as possible you should try to 

use as many of the senses as possible, that is; 'seeing', 'hearing', 

'feeling' (or 'touching'), and 'kinaesthetics' (how it feels in the muscles 

and body movements). For the immersions it may be that the 

'kinaesthetic' sense, or 'how it feels in the muscles and bodily 

movements', is a particularly important sense to incorporate into mental 

imagery routines. 
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MENTAL REHEARSAL FOR COLD WATER IMMERSIONS 

Initially, what we strive for with mental imagery are vivid and 

controllable images. It is vital to remember that mental rehearsal is more 

than just seeing something. The more senses the athlete can stimulate 

through mental rehearsal, the more VIVID or intense the images will be. 

While vividness is important, it is also important that you can 

CONTROL your mental images. Vivid but uncontrollable images are 

not helpful; they could actually make you perform worse. 

Mental rehearsal control also involves how you see things when you are 

imaging - whether it is INTERNAL (seeing through your eyes as you 

are doing the activity) or EXTERNAL (seeing it from the view of a 

camera filming you). Both ways of seeing can be useful - the internal 

view is usually better because it helps you to recreate the activity as you 

expect it to happen especially if you are requiring kinaesthetic 

information. However, the external view can be beneficial, especially if 

you wish to imagine your responses to the cold water. 
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From watching the video footage of your first immersion, try now to 

think back to the mental images that you had prior to and during the 
immersion, with particular reference to how you felt when the water 

moved up your body and what you thought to yourself whilst it was 
happening - therefore were the mental images directing your attention to 
benefit breath holds? 

Prior to first immersion 

During first immersion 

Having reflected on the first immersion with use of the video footage, 

now think of what images you want to have prior to and during the 

second immersion. This is what we will now focus on in terms of 

imagery training. 

Prior to second immersion 

During the second immersion.. * 
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DEVELOPING POSITIVE SELF-TALK FOR COLD 
WATER IMMERSIONS 

Many individuals suggest that when they feel confident, they perform 

much better, feel much better about themselves and the event, and may 

even try harder and keep going when it gets tough. 

Here are some activities for you to think about to maintain the positive 

self-talk and help you when the self-talk is not there with specific 

reference to cold water immersions. 

Thinking back to your first cold water immersion: 

What positive self-talk did you use before the immersion? 

What stopped the positive self-talk? 

What are the affects of this on breath hold performance? 
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The Positive Individual 

1) looks positive (composed, unshakeable, relaxed under pressure) 

2) positive verbally (talks positively to themselves, deals with the 
negative - keeps it in perspective) 

3) performs positively (focus on their own goals, unphased by 
thought of immersions) 

Activity - using the video footage 

How did you look before and during the immersion? 

What do you say to yourself to keep positive - both before and during 
the immersion? 

What did you focus on before and during the immersion? 

Write down the positive thoughts that you want to have before and 
during the second immersion, and why. 

I POSITIVE THOUGHT IREASON 
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Although, we want to say positive things to ourselves prior to and during 
the immersion, there are times when we have non-positive thoughts that 
can disrupt our self-belief, focus and achievement of goals. 

The aim here is to stop the negative thoughts, control them and change 
them into positive thoughts to help us regain confidence and a positive 
focus for achieving our set goals. 

Activity: Developing Positive Thinking 

Write down, or think about the negative thoughts you commonly have, 
and then try to change them to be more positive. 

NEGATIVE THOUGHTS l CHANGE TO POSITIVE 
THOUGHTS 

I'm never going to hold my breath 
for... 

It's a challenge, just keep going and 
focus on what I need to for my 
performance 

This water's too cold Focus on the images, self-talk - 
you know what your goals are for 
during the immersion 
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APPENDIX G 

Psychological Skill Usage for Questionnaire (PSUQ) inventory used to validate 
the effectiveness of the PST strategies provided in studies 2,3 &4 

Psychological Skill Usage for Questionnaire for Immersion 

Name: 

1. How useful was the goal setting prior to the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

2. How useful was the goal setting during the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

3. How useful were the relaxation strategies prior to the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

4. How useful were the relaxation strategies during the immersi on? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

5. How useful was the mental imagery prior to the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

6. How useful was the mental imagery during the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

7. How useful was the positive self-talk prior to the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 

8. How useful was the positive self-talk during the immersion? 

Not very useful Very Useful 
12345678 9 10 
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APPENDIX J 

RPE scale (Borg, 1982) used to describe level of exertion in study 4 

The Boriz Scale (1982) 

Score Subjective Rating 

6 
7 Very Very Light 
8 
9 Very Light 
to 
11 Fairly Light 
12 
13 Somewhat Hard 
14 
15 Hard 
16 
17 Very Hard 
18 
19 Very Very Hard 

20 
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APPENDIX K 

Table 12. Mean [s. d] Blac, Bg and Hct responses prior to and following 90-minutes of 
exercise in the heat in CG and PIG across trials 1-3 in study 4 (n = 18). 

Blood Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
Bl,,, Pre (mmol/L) CG (n = 8) 1.80 [1.001 1.54 [0.67] 1.93 [0.77) 

PIG (n = 9)' 1.67 
, 
[0.951 1.48 [0.561 1.64 [0.64] 

Blac Post (mmol/L) CG (n = 8) 1.54 [0.92] 1.76 [0.76] 1.80 [0.70] 
PIG (n = 9)c 1.60 0.86] 1.54 [0.25 1.42 [0.39] 

Bg Pre (mmol/L) CG (n = 8) 5.04 [0.70] 4.94 [0.98] 4.93 [0.55] 
c PIG (n =9 4.87 [0.451 4.84 [0.30] 4.91 [1.11] 

Bg Post (mmol/L) CG (n = 8) 5.25 [0.771 5.25 [0.771 5.23 [0.68) 
PIG (n = 9)c 5.14 [0.73] 4.99 [0.58] 4.69 [0.421 

Hct Pre (%) CG (n = 8) 41.63 [3.07] 38.71 [4.37] 41.69 [2.89] 
PIG (n = 9)' 139.03 [9.66] 42.33 [1.94] 42.83 [2.17) 

Hct Post (%) CG (n = 8) 41.00 [2.00] 40.81 [3.24] 42.13 [1.98] 
PIG (n = 9)c 39-20 [9.801 1 42.00 [2.491 1 42.11 [2.50) 

throughout trials I subject in the PIG declined phlebotomy 

Table 13. Mean [s. d] clothed and naked weights adjusted for fluid consumption and 
blood extraction prior to and following 90-minutes of exercise in the heat in CG and 
PIG across trials 1-3 in study 4 (n = 18). 

Body weight and 
Hydration Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

Clothed Pre (kg) CG (n 8) 73.84 [6.36] 73.88 [6.57) 73.84 [7.07] 
PIG (n 10) 71.00 [6.241 71.24 [5.741 71.41 [5.591 
CG (n 8) 72.86 [6.83) 72.89 [6.76] 72.76 [6.93] 

Clothed Post (kg) 
PIG (n 10) 70.50 [5.54 70.43 [5.391 70.45 [5.11 
CG (n 8) 72.92 [6.36] 72.96 [6.59] 72.98 [6.76] 

Naked Pre (kg) 
PIG (n 10) 70.11 [6.231 70.33 [5.721 70.47 15.591 
CG (n 8) 71.71 [6.80] 71.74 [6.74] 71.62 [6.88] 

Naked Post (kg) 
PIG (n 10) 69.45 [5.471 69.37 [5.341 69.40 [5.071 
CG (n 8) 1.21 [0.69] 1.21 [0.59] 1.36 [0.60] 

Weight Loss (kg) 
PIG (n 10) 0.89 [1.03 0.96 [0.751 1.08 [0.911 
CG (n 8) 0.49 [0.20 0.48 [0.21] 0.48 [0.20] 

Fluid Consumed (L) 
PIG (n 10) 0.32 rO. 241 0.27 [0.221 0.2910.26 

Adjusted Weight CG (n 8) 1.70 [0.68] 1.70 [0.55] 1.83 [0.50] 
Loss (kg) PIG (n 10) 1.12 1.23 [0.5631 

4 ir. 10.69) 

throughout trials I subject in the PIG declined phlebotomy 
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Table 15. Mean and peak [s. d] RPE, TS and PTC responses to 90-minutes of 
exercise in the heat in CG and PIG across trials 1-3 in study 4 (n = 18). 

Perception Group Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 

Mean RPE 

1 

CG (n = 8) 12.95 [1.03] 13.13 [1.141 13.32 [1.21] 
PIG (n = 10) 12.41 [0.94] 12.27 [1.621 12.51 [1.72] 

Peak RPE 
CG (n = 8) 16.25 [2.12] 16.81 [2.45] 17.00 [2.62] 

PIG (n = 10) 16.60 [2.071 16.60 [2.50] 17.20 [2.301 

Mean TS 
CG (n = 8) 5.90 [0.46] 5.74 [0.47] 5.97 [0.36] 

PIG (n = 10) 5.72 [0.50] 5.24 [0.66] 5.23 [0.75] 

Peak TS 
CG (n = 8) 6.69 [0.46] 6.63 [0.52] 6.63 [0.52) 

PIG (n = 10) 6.70 [0.48 6.50 [0.71] 6.60 [0.70 

Mean PTC 
CG (n = 8) 2.38 [0.38] 2.39 [0.29] 2.51 [0.47] 

PIG (n = 10) 2.31 [0.361 2.12 [0.391 2.25 [0.481 

Peak PTC 
CG (n 8) 3.38 [0.741 3.44 [0.62] 3.63 [0.52] 

PIG (n 10) 3.30 [0.67] 3.30 [0.821 3.55 [0.69] 

UNWERS! TY OF 
P0 

LIBRAR"ý, 


